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SIGNS of the
TIMES

The Budget has restored
POLICE OPPORTUNITIES

The Air Force is to be increased
AVIATION MUST DEVELOP

Pay Cuts have been restored

CIVIL SERVICE
Suitable to both s xes. Ages '51 to 24.

PERMANENT, PROGRESSIVE,
PENSIONABLE POSITIONS.

G.P.O. ENG. DEPT.
CUSTOMS AND EXCISE, INSPECTOR OF
TAXES, ETC. NO EXPERIENCE RE-

QUIRED. OPEN EXAMS.

MATRICULATION
There are many ways of commencing a career,
but Matriculation is the jumping-off board for

all the best ones.
We prepare candidates for all

INSTITUTE EXAMS.
TECHNICAL, ACCOUNTANCY,

SECRETARIAL, INSURANCE, ETC.

ENGINEERS and
DRAUGHTSMEN

All Branches-Employers are
advertising for them.

TELEPHONY, RADIO and MOTOR
ENGINEERING are expanding rapidly.
There are lots of vacancies. Our postal
courses will make you eligible. Advice

on all careers Free.

Also ask for our New
Book (Free of Charge)

THE HUMAN
MACHINE

Secrets of Success

CAN YOU
CHANGE MY
EXPRESSION?

IF 80, YOU MAY BE
THE ARTIST THAT
COMMERCE 18

WAITING FOR.

Cfiti"44-11.414$0
There are hundreds of openings in connection
v ith Humorous Papers, Advertisement Drawing,
Posters, Calendars, Catalogues, Textile Designs,

Book Illustrations, etc.
6s per cent. of Commercial Art Work is done by
"Free Lance Artists" who do their work at home
and sell it to the highest bidders. Many Commer-
cial Artists draw "retaining fees " from various
sources, others prefer to work full-time employ-
ment or partnership arrangement. We teach you
not only how to draw what is wanted, but how to
make buyers want what you draw. Many of our
students who originally took up Commercial Art
as a hobby have since turned it into a full-time
paying profession with studio and staff of assist-
ant artists; there is no limit to the possibilities.
Let us send full particulars for a FREE TRIAL
and details of our course for your inspection.
You will be under no obligation whatever.

Just try it for yourself,
trace or draw the out-
line and then put in

the features.

4,10, Art Dept. 76.

STUDY AT HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME

OPEN LETTER TO PARENTS
Dear Sir or Madam,-When your children first arrived they brought with them a wonderful lot of
sunshine. Later you became proud of the intelligence they displayed, but still later you became
anxious as to what would become of them in the future. Perhaps you were anxious when you visua-
lised them as grown men and women. Even with plenty of money it is not always easy to select
the right career, and a parent is sometimes inclined to ask advice of some relative and in nine:y-
nine cases out of a hundred that relative knows nothing at all about the possibilities of employment.
Why not let me relieve you of some of your anxieties? In fact, why not let me be their Father?
We do not profess to act as an employment agency, but the nature of our business compels us to keep
an eye upon the class of men and women that are wanted and who wants them. There are some
people who manufacture an article and put it on the market to sell. We do not do that, we work in
exactly the opposite direction. We find out what employers want and we train our students to fill
those jobs. We have to be experts in the matter of employment, progress and prosperity. U you
have any anxieties at all as to what your sons and daughters
should be, write to me, or better still, let them write to me per-
sonally - Fatherly Advice Department - and tell me their likes
and dislikes, and I will give sound, practical advice as to the
possibilities of a vocation and how to succeed in it. Yours sincerely,

YOU CAN HAVE A COLLEGE
TRAINING IN ALMOST ANY CAREER
FOR A FEW SHILLINGS MONTHLY
Accountancy Examinations
Advertising and Sales Manage-

ment
A.MI. Fire E. Exam.
Applied Mechanics
Army Certificates
Auctioneers and Estate Agents
Aviation Engineering
Banking
Boilers
Book-keeping, Accountancy and

Modern Business Methods
B.Sc. (Eng.)
B.Sc. r Estate Management)
Building, Architecture and

Clerk of Works
Cambridge Senior School

Certificate
Civil Engineering
Civil Service
All Commercial Subjects
Commercial Art
Concrete and Structural

Engineering
Draughtsmanship. All branches
Engineering. All branches,

subjects and examinations
General Education
G.P.O. Engineering Dept.
Heati-g and Ventilating
Industrial Chemistry

Insurance Mathematics
Matriculation
Metallurgy
Mining, all subjects
Mining, Electrical Engineering
Motor Engineering
Motor Trade
Municipal and County Engineers
Naval Architecture
Pattern Making
Police, Special Course
Preceptors, College of
Pumps and Pump.ng Machinery
Radio Service Engineering
Radio Communication
Read -Making and Maintenance
Salesmanship
Sanitation
Secretarial Exams.
Shipbuilding
Shorthand (Pitman's)
Structural Engineering
Surveying
Teachers of Handicrafts
Telephony and Telegraphy
Transport Inst. Exams.
Weights and Measures Inspector
Welding
Wireless Telegraphy and

Telephony
Works Managers

If you do not see your own requirements above, write to
us on any subject.

HOW TO STUDY
In your spare time when it suits
YOU. You fix your own time, you
do not GO to your studies-the
postman brings THEM TO YOU.
There is nothing that a class -room
teacher can show on a blackboard
that we cannot show on a white
paper. The lesson on a blackboard
will be cleaned off, but our lessons
are PERMANENT. A class -room
teacher cannot give you a private
word of encouragement, but a Cor-
respondence Tutor can do so when-
ever your work deserves it. On the
other hand he can, where necessary,
point out your mistakes
PRIVATELY.

TO STUDENTS
LIVING ABROAD
or on the high seas, a good supply
of lessons is given, so that they
may be done in their order, and
despatched to us for examination
and correction. They are then sent
back with more work, and in this
way a continuous stream of work is
always in transit from the Student
to us and from us to the Student,
therefore distance makes uo
difference.

IT IS THE PERSONAL TOUCH EVERY DEPARTMENT IS A

WHICH COUNTS IN POSTAL COMPLETE COLLEGE
EVERY STUDENT IS A CLASS

TUITION TO HIMSELF

Dept. 76, THE BENNETT COLLEGE, SHEFFIELD.
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French Radio Eye for Shipping

THE liner Normandie has
been equipped with new

electric apparatus devised
by a young French
scientist, M. Ponte.
Its purpose is to de-
tect at night all ships
Dr other objects in
the vicinity of the
great liner, and
thus ensure protec-
tion against colli-
sions.

The Sun and Wireless Reception
FOR the past eleven years, Dr. Stetson,

of America, has been experimenting
with an automatic recorder which records
the signal strength of broadcasting every
night. By means of these records it has
been found that sun spots influence the
ionisation of the upper atmosphere which
varies the reception of distant broadcast
stations. The sun follows in an 11 -year
cycle, and according to Dr. Stetson the best
wireless reception was obtained five years
ago and it will be poorest in 1939 and 1940.

A New Type of Craft
ANEW type of boat has just been

launched at Le Havre. It is called the
ocean glider and has received the name of
Genial. This original craft, furnished
with two rafts each of 22 metres in length,
provided with a motor of 100 h.p., and
weighing 15 tons, will be used as a passenger
boat between Le Havre and Trouville. It
can carry 75 passengers and has a speed of
22 knots. During the winter, it will be
used on the French Riviera.

A " Sunshine " Lamp
AN electric light bulb providing vitamin

F -ID, the " sunshine vitamin," has been
developed by Dr. Sperti, of America. This
new bulb, which is the result of more than
ten years of research in selective irradiation,
can be used in any electric -light socket, and
provides both the ultra -violet rays neces-
sary to build up vitamin D, and sufficient
light -rays for reading and working. This
development disproves the theory that
sunburn is essential for the development of
vitamin D in the skin.

A New Balloon Record
A NEW world distance record for balloons
r-lis claimed by the Soviet pilots, Romanov
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and Babykin, who have covered 1,437 miles
in their balloon in fifty-six hours.

Modern House Construction
AHOUSE of copper, designed to resist the

ravages of time and proofed against
weather, fire, lightning, and termites, is the
latest in modern house construction. The
principle involved in this kind of con-
struction is an all -
metal exterior fast-
ened to an all -steel
framework. Outside
walls are composed
of heavy copper
plates backed by
composition board
to give additional
stability. The roof
is covered with
sheet copper over a
wooden deck and insulation and sound-
proofing are provided by a 4 -in. thickness
of spun glass between walls and roof, which
is said to have the insulation value of
8 ft. of solid masonry.

The Shape of the Earth
DISCOVERIES about the shape of the
earth and differences in gravity were

recently disclosed by Prof. Meinsey, who
made a 23,000 -mile voyage in a Dutch
submarine during his researches. He
refutes the suggestion that the earth is
" flattened " at the Equator as well as

at the Poles. His
experiments in the
submarine, he de-
clared, proved that
the earth is flat-
tened only at the
Poles. The professor
also discovered that
there is a difference
in gravity on the
oceans and on the
continents.

World's Longest Air -mail System
THE world's longest air -mail system was

recently inaugurated when the first
consignment left Croydon for China.
Henceforth, two mail liners will fly the new
route in each direction every week.

Plane Flies Like a Bird
WE learn that M. Dubois

has produced a cycle -
plane driven entirely by

man -power. The wings of the plane are
shaped like those of a bird, and flap up
and down during flight.

A Substitute for Radium
WE learn that the production of an
inexpensive but powerful substitute

for radium is now possible on a commercial
scale. The suggested substitutes for radium
are chemicals made active by bombard-
ment with atoms of heavy hydrogen.
Before the atoms are bombarded, they are
whirled about in a special mechanism, until
they are given the energy of 5,000,000
volts. By this method, and using sodium,
enough can be made radio -active to
equal the potency of 50 milligrams of
radium.

French Streamlined Train
THE first streamlined train in France

recently started a regular service on
the P.L.M. Railways, between Paris and
Evian.

Mysteries of the Cos-
mic Ray
DR. R. MILLI-

KAN, world-
famous physicist, is
now conducting ex-
periments at Fort
Sam Houston, San
Antonio, Texas, from
balloons, in a series

of cosmic -ray tests.

A Million -volt Generator

DR. W. BENNETT, of America, has
designed a new type of million -volt

generator, for use in the study of nuclear
disintegration. Because it is much smaller
and less costly than the models previously
used for the same voltage, the new generator
is expected greatly to increase the possi-
bilities for the study of the atom and its
nucleus. The generator will be used in
operating a high -vacuum tube at ex-
tremely high voltages, to produce high-
speed particles which disintegrate nuclei
of atoms and change the chemical ele-
ments.
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with the Construction of the Wings

T0 cut a metal fitting out of a mild
steel sheet of 2 mm. thickness might
frighten some amateurs.

Look at the illustration first of all, and
cut a pattern in cardboard with the holes
cut in it. Place this pattern on the steel
sheet and mark it with a thick pencil or
chalk. Fix the steel in a vice having jaws

60

.182

562

at least 4 in. long, and chisel it off with the
edge of a cold chisel. Hold your chisel
almost horizontally.

If you are obliged to hold the piece which
has to be cut, beyond the jaws, give the chisel
a slight slant in order not to tear the metal.
You will soon acquire the knack of holding
the chisel at the correct angle for free cutting.

Fig. 18.-The
pylon which sus-
tains the wings and
positions them in
relation to the fuse-
lage.

of the " Flying Flea"

Bending
One ought never to bend a piece of steel

at a right angle, even for the smallest
fitting, owing to the hammering necessary
which cracks the metal.

Always interpose between the piece you
have to bend and the jaws of the vice
a piece of steel of the same thickness which
has already been correctly bent.

Pierce the holes some distance from the
edges. Where the drawings do not show
the exact dimensions always leave between
the hole and the edge of the material a
distance of 8 mm. to 10 mm. all round the
hole.

All bolts on an aeroplane ought to be
made so that they cannot become loose.
When it is a case of a piece which will often
have to be taken down, fix the nut with
a split pin or a safety pin. In very careful
assemblages, use castellated nuts, or lock -
nuts.

When one does not foresee the necessity
of frequently taking the pieces apart, it is
quite easy simply to burr the end of the
bolt with several blows of the hammer on
the end of the bolt which extend 2 mm.
beyond the nut. Before taking it apart,
a few strokes with a file will replace the
thread and remove the burr.

Every screw, axle, and wire bracing must
be securely fastened, because if you neglect
to fix, voluntarily, a dozen screws, it may
be that none will come loose ; but if you
forget one only, and one which may be
important, you can be quite certain that
that one will come away.

As you construct, or file, or screw,
always think that one day the piece upon
which you are working will hold you sus-
pended in space several thousand metres
above the ground.

The Main Landing Gear
The axle is a tube 1.2 metres long in

36 mm. x 40 mm., reinforced internally with
another tube 800 mm. long in 31 mm. x
35 mm. This makes a thickness of 4 mm.,
and weighs 4 kilos. It is very heavy, but
it is solid and will not bend. You will not
be afraid of damage when you are run-
ning over bumps. A single tube would
not be sufficiently strong.

The play of 1 mm. between the two tubes
allows one to be pushed inside the other.
If they were both the same size, you would
not be able to get the inner one in place.
A filling of hard wood is not suitable,
because, although it is lighter, it only stops
bending, but will not prevent breaking.
Its elasticity allows the metal to fracture,
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and one day the axle will break under a
light shock.

A collar is fixed on to the tube by a 6 -mm.
bolt. It will prevent the tube from sliding
in the rubber shock absorber, in the same
way that the block holds the latter under
the skid of the body.

Do not drill any hole in the axle at this
spot.

A piece of 8 -mm. rod goes through the
axle at its middle point, and a tube made
out of sheet metal of 1 mm. is rolled round.
The rubber washers are then inserted be-
tween the two metal washers and the whole
is held in place by a nut. This prevents
the axle from turning, by supporting it on
the front planking through the hole.

The axle bears down on the pad of
rubber of a thickness of 12 mm. cut from
the tread of an old motor -car tyre (Fig. 19).
This pad is fixed on the -6-mm. aluminium
washer and held by two screws and a
plate.

Elastic Suspension
The rubber shock absorber of 12 mm.

diameter, which commences to stretch under
a pull of 40 lbs., and which has a length of 1
metre 90 mm., is fixed at each end into a
metal fastening in metal of 1 mm. with a
bolt of 4 mm. One end of the shock ab-
sorber is fixed under the axle by a screw in
4 mm. x 20 mm. The shock absorber
passes behind the stop, and afterwards
six times round the axle, and under the
skid, as shown in the drawing. One pulls
on it until it is just slightly stretched.
The other end receives a wire 2 mm.
diameter, which will be securely attached to
a screw placed conveniently under the seat
planking. The screw prevents the last turn
from slipping.

Before cutting the shock absorber, bind

it with rubber tape
(two turns), and
cut in the middle of
the binding with a
knife.

In its longitudinal
view the suspen
sion appears as
shown in Fig. 19,
which shows the
axle, its collar, its
pad of rubber, the
strip of aluminium,
the longeron of the
fuselage, the skid which rein-
forces it, and the lower stop
with the three turns of the
shock absorber on either side ;
which make altogether, on
each side of the body, twelve

11

turns of shock absorber. The
machine could roll on one wheel
without stretching the shock
absorber, except over bumps.

The wheels
are fixed on
the ends
of the
axle by
washers
and col-
lars (using
a 5 mm.
bolt hori-
zontally)
cut out
in metal
of 2 mm.
thickness. j

;TrO

Pieces of tube 40 mm. x 44 mm.
diameter, of a length of 15 ram.,
will also be quite suitable. In-
terpose a washer between the
wheel and the sleeve.

The Wheels
The dimensions of the tyres should be

450 mm. x 100 mm., which, when lightly
inflated, absorb most of the roughnesses of
the ground. Only the bigger shocks will
have to be taken by the shock absorber.
One blows up these pneumatic tyres so

h

0
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0 -

600

/00
400

11
11
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that they
hardly p re-
serve their
roundness.
Frequently
grease the
axle.

The body of
the fuselage is
35 in. from
the ground.
It may seem
rather small,
but it is quite
sufficient.
However,
make a care -

.4M

Fig. 19.-The axle bears down on a
pad of rubber, cut from the tread of

an old motor tyre as shown.

ful inspection of the ground from which you
are taking off, and flatten with blows from a
spade any bumps which seem a bit too high.

The Control Stick
A tube traverses the fuselage from side

111111111111
320

4,

1-I
32 t

75/40

33 1,

to side underneath
the rectangular
hole.

The centre of the
tube is held be-
tween two blocks
and two cheek
pieces by four bolts
5 mm. diameter.
Between these
strips, and the 6
mm. bolt and the
washers of 1 mm.,
the control stick
pivots. On the top
of this stick is riv-
eted a steel hook of
2 mm., which will
prevent your hand
from slipping off,
and also will enable

Fig. 20.-Details of the framework of the wings.
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you to join the stick to the dashboard by
rubber strips cut from an old pneumatic
tyre. These strips will relieve the pilot of
the continuous pull of the stick in a forward
direction.

The tube extends beyond the sides of the
fuselage for about 50 mm. Two flared
sleeves prevent it from sliding laterally,
and, if possible, without any play. Put
washers between the fuselage and the
sleeves.

These sleeves carry the levers made from
10 -mm. bar heated to a red heat, flattened
at one end and riveted at the other so that
they will not come out of the sleeve. This
sleeve is fixed to the tube by a bolt of
6 mm., taking care that the lever, when
looking at it from the end of the tube, is
at right angles to the joystick.

This latter disposition is for the control
of the wing, to which the eyes of the
levers, one on each side, will be fixed by a
control cable.

2 OFF

Fitting the Rudder and Wing Control
The control of the rudder and wheels can

be placed in position. Two cables
5 metres long of 2.4 -mm. section
steel and extra flexible, will be
passed through the 6 mm. diameter
hole in the joystick, and prevented
from moving at the middle point
by the 5 mm. diameter bolt.
Each double turn will cross

69

with the other in the 5 mm. diameter hole, I will prevent the cables from jumping out of
then, in a similar manner, in the fork. Before the groove and jamming if they become

slack. This is a wise precaution, as jam-
ming of the cable is much to be avoided.

/50

23

50 Igr --0-'-- - 260
5

/5"

10

/8

Fig. 21.-Constructional
details of the main spar.

this, the joystick will have been filled
with hard wood, well greased with par-
affin wax, level with the base of the stick.
The fork, partly of wood and partly of

metal, should be filed round. The 4 -mm.
rivet prevents the cables from escaping from
the fork. It is flush with the outside of
the joystick. A drop of oil will prevent
wear on the cables.

Each double cable, of a length of 2 metres
50 mm., passes over the pulley. (This is
a cast pulley and has a very wide groove :
the diameter at the bottom of the groove
being 40 mm. at least, which revolves on
the axis of a diameter appropriate to the
hole through the centre of the pulley.) A
nut on the interior of the fuselage at one
end, a bearing at the other, and a screw
184 x 5 x 25 mm. fix this axis, which will
be slightly inclined by means of a block
under the bearing in order that it can be
aligned with the bottom of the control stick.

Finally, the double leads join up with the
turn -buckle where they are attached by the
grip, adapted for cable of 4.5 mm. Bind
each free end and join the ends to the cable.
They will be about 50 mm. to 100 mm.
beyond the grip.

The little piece of strip steel of 2 mm.,
fixed by two screws close up to the pulley,

The Wing Support
The support consists of a pylon made of

tubes which sustain the wing and positions
it in relation to the fuselage, after it has been
fitted with its bracing wires.

It is made of two tubes in 17 mm. x
20 mm., welded to two cheek pieces of 2 mm.
separated by a block of hard wood and
joined by two bolts of 6 mm. (see Fig. 18).
Where welding is not possible it can be
bolted together. This is the head of the
pylon.

The feet of the pylon, lightly bent (at red
heat), are blocked with hard wood, and are
pivoted at the U -piece in 2 mm. material,
furnished with a 6 -mm. bolt. This is
joined to another piece of metalwork by
two 6 -mm. bolts which go right through the
crosspiece, to which they give great rigidity.
On the other hand, the metal piece is fixed
by three 4 -mm. bolts to the three laths of
the landing gear.

It would be better if the feet of the
cabane were finished off by a transverse
tube welded on to them.

The head of the pylon is kept in position
by a tube about 300 mm. long-the exact
length will be decided at the moment when
the wing is adjusted-and which is pivoted
at either end on the 30 -mm. tubes made of

a 1.5 -mm. strip rolled.
The axis tube of the foot is

fixed between two strips of
metal, which will be bolted to
the motor when that is in place.

Fig. 22.-A sectional view of the wing, showing the rib construction.

3
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The Wing Pivot
The tube of the head of the pylon is the

axis on which the wing will pivot. For
that, a bolt made of screwed rod of 10 -mm.
material, 200 mm. long, goes through the
wing, and holds to it the metal piece which
is bent into a U and welded on to a tube
made of rolled strip of 2 -mm. thickness.
The pivoting is assured by these two tubes
revolving one on the other, one being fixed
on to the pylon, and the other fixed to the
wing. In case it is impossible to weld, one
can arrange a metal fitting without a tube,
but doubled. The tube will be so arranged
that the metal piece moves freely on it, but
without lateral play. Perfect adjustment
of these two tubes is useless ; whether
there is 1 mm. or 2 mm. of play is of little
importance, provided that they are ap-
proximately round. A drop of oil is all
that is necessary.

/-5

29 21.- vist
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/40

Choice of Span
The wing span should be adapted to the

space in which it is to be constructed.
The ideal is a room or apartment of 3

metres x 4 metres. The machine itself is
small, but this room should suffice for it.
The wing is the largest part and has a span
of 4 metres.

The plane was first tried with a 51
metres span, but it was decided to try 4
metres as a test.

The first profile, with a flat lower side and
the tail turned up, showed itself perfectly
stable, but it did not lift well. The machine
meandered across country, but it wanted
the full power of the motor, and it scarcely
climbed at all.

Lateral Stability
If one only wants to flutter, so to speak,

to learn to fly on little journeys of two or

/43

83

/20
72

three kilometres above a flat open plain,
where one can land anywhere, then this
span of 4 metres is possible. It is better

-3.3 -

Fig. 23.-Details of the ribs.
Dimensions are in centimetres.

12

than a machine which only rolls on the
ground ; better than a " penguin " because
it really flies " in the air," and the prin-
ciple incorporated in the " Flea " will permit
faults of piloting which, in an ordinary
aeroplane, would lead to catastrophe. Its
lateral stability is immense.

Commence in that way if your room will
not allow you to make a bigger wing. This
wing of 4 metres for the standard model will
be suitable for the rear wing of another
" Flea," or perhaps will be the means of
doing a kindness to a pal.

If you are light (10 stone) and are only
thinking of short journeys, then a span of
5 metres will suit you very well, but on 6
metres you can weigh 12 stone, and you
can carry with you enough petrol for three
or four hours' flight.

Whether on 4-, 5-, or 6 -metre span, the
construction is identical. You only have
to elongate, at your discretion, the ends of
the wings (which means a few extra normal
ribs to nail) and alter the attachment of the
bracing wire. The central part remains
unchanged.

Fig. 24.-All ribs which are not of the main series
are designed and constructed in the same manner.

Dimensions are in centimetres.

This last wing
of 6 metres, longer
and deeper, and
better arched, is
definitely superior.

The Front Wing
The framework

of the wing (Fig.
20) is made up of
18 ribs threaded to
the main spar which
is 6 metres long. A
small rear spar of 5
metres 20 mm. is
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Fig. 25.-Further details of the wing construction.

inserted into the tails of the ribs, which
are all of the same pattern.

The two ribs on the extreme ends are of
a different pattern, because of the tapering
of the wing in plan.

The leading edge and the trailing edge
(in treble strips glued together), with the
small spar, triangulate the framework, which
does not need any other stiffener. And so.
in the interior of the wing, except for the
nailing of the plywood, there is not a single
piece of metal. No fittings, no wires, no
turn -buckles. The wing is supported on
the pylon by its centre at a place where the

gam

block is shown, while the system of bracing
cables, joined to the wing, keeps it steady
but allows it to pivot about the axis.

The pivoting is 'controlled by the cable
which joins the lever of the control column
to the small spar, to which this cable is
fixed at the spots marked by the four
blocks. A spring, attached as shown, pulls
down the wing in front.

The Main Spar
The spar is made of two flanges in

15 -mm. x 60 -mm. material, planed up
to points and curved and maintained in

correct form by two webs of
1.5 -mm. plywood, of which
the grain is vertical to the
depth of the spar. The depth
of the spar is 130 mm. (see Fig.
21).

It is perhaps difficult to find
ordinary pine as long as 6
metres free from knots. This
great length, on the other hand,

is rather incon-
venient for
delivery. Let us
start, then, with
lengths of 3
metres 20 mm.,
which can be

Fig. 26.-The method of covering the ribs.

glued solidly together in the middle on the
bevel.

Plane up at the same time the ends of
the two 15 -mm. x 60 -mm. planks to a
length of 400 mm., and they are then
placed side by side and fixed together by
a bolt. Take care that the surface is quite
flat and regular. After planing it pass a
file or rasp over it in order to take off the
polish.

Join the bevels together with glue and
align carefully the two planks, which will
be temporarily fixed by two small nails.
Glue all over this and press it carefully
between two blocks in two vices or two
strong screw presses. Leave it for about
24 hours in which to dry.

Next, prepare for the two wings two
blocks which can be of good pine or of
beech. All the holes are of 11 mm. diameter.
Get ready also five screwed 10 -mm. rods 180
mm. long.

Assembling the Spar
After removing the two flanges out of

their presses and smoothing their four faces
correctly, drill a 11 -mm. hole in the middle
and two holes 500 mm. apart at 1 metre
300 mm. on both sides of the centre.
Stated more exactly, these double holes
will be 3 mm. closer to the centre in the
upper flange.

Place the two planks on two trestles
and glue them together. Make certain that
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these two planks are quite parallel end
to end.

Now glue on each side two plates of ply-
wood F5 mm., 130 mm. broad and 500 mm.
in length.

With the aid of a cord or a wire 2 mm.
diameter and the king -post made of a tube
1'5 metres long, pull up the points of the
flanges in such a way that the thread,
stretched between the points, passes at a
height of 230 mm. above the central boxed
portion.

A temporary block, 40 mm. in height, will
separate the flanges at 300 mm. from the
encl§.

Take care to see that the arch of the
flanges, as checked by the thread, is ap-
proximately equal to the right and to the
left hand. Next, provide both faces of
the spar from end to end with strips of
1 -5 -mm. plywood (nailing it with fine nails
8 mm. long in a zigzag at every 15 mm.).
Place the plywood strips side by side with-
out overlap.

Altogether this 6 -metre -long spar requires
1 square metre of plywood. It weighs
15 lbs.

Construct in the same way the spar of
the rear wing, but on a span of 4 metres,
and with a curve of 18t) mm. under the
thread. This spar weighs 11 lbs.

To facilitate the folding of the wings for
transportation along the road, place some
blocks at the same distance apart as on
the front wing.

Let everything dry for 12 hours before
taking out the screw rods and the blocks.

You will be surprised at the stiffness of
these beams. They give the impression-

and a perfectly correct impression-of really
solid bits of stuff, to which one could trust
one's life. You can make these two spars
in one day.

The Ribs
Cover a board measuring 300 mm. x 1,500

mm. with white paper, and mark out on it
the profile of the rib as follows :

Draw a straight line (Fig. 23) at 50 mm.
from the lower edge. On this line draw 15
perpendiculars spaced 100 mm. apart, and
mark them in accordance with the drawing
given. For example, 2-0 marks the point
of the leading edge, -7 and 8.1 are the
respective distances to the line of the lower
side of the upper side of the wing, and so
on right up to the tail of the rib, of which
the trailing edge is 3 cm. above the line.
This line is the chord of the wing.

Join all the points together, and this will
give you the form of the profile of the wing.

Two laths in 6 -mm. x 12 -mm. material
are held between nails 2 mm. long, of which
you will have cut off the heads, and which
mark out the lines required.

At 320 mm. from the leading edge mark
off the line for the axis of the bolts of the
spar. Place the 6 -mm. x 12 -mm. laths
on either side of this line, leaving a free
space of 70 mm. This is where you will
thread the spar on to the ribs.

Join the two flanges by a web of ply-
wood 1.5 mm. thickness. Keep the grain
in the position shown by the arrows. Nail
it every 25 mm. with nails of 8 -mm. length.
Dismount it and the rib is now retained
in form.

Now nail the leading edge and the four
gussets.

In this way construct 22 ribs.
With a cutting compass lighten the ribs.

This should prove a simple matter, and
should remove about 20 grammes from each
web ; it is very little, but it will lighten the
set of ribs by half a kilo, and that is cer-
tainly proper aviation practice.

The rib weighs 160 grammes. It requires
ten minutes to nail it up.

The ribs which are not of the main series
-the ribs 8 and 9-each one repeated four
times over, will be designed and constructed
in the same manner in accordance with the
drawing (Fig. 24).

One can prepare the webs and laths in
five hours. All 31 ribs can be nailed up in
one afternoon, although you should allow
several hours for rubbing up with sand-
paper.

The batch of 18 ribs weighs 3 kilos.
One square metre of plywood of 1.5 mm.

makes webs for eight ribs.
You will find it very easy to nail two nails

in three seconds, but if you utilise a box of
nails put on a slant. This slope will have
the effect of making the nails roll until their
heads are all pointing downhill. With a
pair of pinchers you can then easily pick up
each nail, and bring it under the hammer
with the point about 1 mm. from the wood ;
at your first blow the nail is stuck into the
wood. Take away your pincers, and with
one more blow the nail is driven home.

You will get along quite fast, and will
avoid damaging your thumb and fingers.

Take the pot of glue well away from the
box of nails.

"FLYING FLEA"
" LE POU DU CIEL"

EVERYTHING FOR THIS WONDERFUL MACHINE

Complete Wings or
Fuselages, Spruce, Metal
Fittings, Wheels, Ply,
Nuts and Bolts, Screwed
Rod, Dope, Glue, Ribs,
Main and Rear Spars.

Send stamped addressed
envelope for Lists.

LAY BUILDINGS, LONDON ROAD,

CHELMSFORD - ESSEX

"LE POU DU CIEL"
EVERYTHING FOR THE FLYING FLEA
Buy from the constructors of this amazing little
aircraft-Spruce, Ply, Metal Fittings, Wheels,
Complete Wings or Fuselages in any stage of
construction-in essentials

ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING
Send stamped addressed foolscap envelope for lists

E. G. PERMAN & CO.
24,5'6 BROWNLOW MEWS,

GRAYS INN ROAD, LONDON, W.C.I

WE SUPPLY
ALL PARTa ,01001011"
FOR
BUILDING/AO' -

Build this wonderful 'plane and learn the
delights of flying. We supply all parts exactly to the
inventor's specification. Complete fuselage, wings, or
any separate part. Save yourself time and trouble and
ensure that your " Flea " will be completely airworthy.

Write for full details of parts and prima.
0. SZOMBATY,

Marshall's Yard, 3a Seaton St., London, N.W.I

F YOU ARE INTERESTED IN

BUILDING THE " FLYING
FLEA," THESE FIRMS ARE

AT YOUR SERVICE.

FLYING FLEA
COMPONENTS MADE TO YOUR

SPECIFICATIONS.

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS.
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT,

Britannia Works, Lincoln.
KEENEST PRICE

for all Materials, Manufactured Parts
and complete FLYING FLEAS.
DUNSTABLE SAILPLANE CO.,

MEI Luton Aerodrome, Barton, Beds.=

WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISERS
PLEASE BE SURE TO MENTION
ip) "PRACTICAL MECHANICS." -sot
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THE STORY OF
CLEOPATRA'S

NEEDLE
This Interesang Relic is die Largest
Hewn Stone in this Country. It
Weighs z 86 tons and Rises to a

Height of 7 o ft.

CLEOPATRA'S NEEDLE is the largest
and most interesting hewn stone in
this country, and its story is a fascin-

ating blend of romantic history and mechan-
ical ingenuity. The mere quarrying of this
mighty block of granite was a remarkable
mechanical achievement, for it is 70 ft. long
and weighs 186 tons, or somewhere about
ten times the weight of the largest stone at
Stonehenge. It was split off a red granite
cliff at Syene (or Assouan) about fifteen
centuries before Christ. The workmen cut
a long groove in the solid rock, and drilled
it with a series of holes. Wooden pegs
were hammered into the holes, the groove
was then filled with water, causing the pegs
to swell, and the tremendous pressure split
off the block in a clean line. It was then
rolled by means of levers, or perhaps
dragged on wooden runners, to a spot near
the river Nile, and placed upon an enormous
raft made of palm trunks lashed together,
and partly supported by inflated bladders
or skins. Here it remained till the winter
floods reached the raft, and it was then
floated seven hundred miles down the river
to Heliopolis, and the pillar-with others-
was set up in front of the great Temple of
the Sun, where it remained for 1,400 years.

Years of Labour
If this venerable relic could only speak,

what amazing stories it would tell ! It
would speak of the toiling slaves who de-
voted long years to quarrying, shaping and
polishing the pillar-the lettering was cut
some centuries later. Probably half a
man's lifetime was taken in the mere pre-
paration of the pillar, and placing it on the
raft. We know that a similar pillar, which
is now in front of the Church of St. John
Lateran, at Rome, was thirty-six years in
preparation ; and it is obvious that moving
such tremendous masses by slave labour
without modern machinery must have been
a matter of inches or less in a single day.
It is likely that the patriarch Abraham
may have stood and watched the slaves
working on this mighty task, and Joseph
and Moses must often have walked under
its shadow when it was finally placed before
the temple. We know that both these his-
toric persons were closely connected with
the city, for Joseph married the daughter of
a priest in this temple, and Moses was edu-
cated in all the learning of Egypt in the
College there. This old pillar must also
have witnessed the panics caused by the
Plagues of Egypt, the mourning for the
" First-born," and the exodus of the Israel-
ites. Centuries passed and it still stood

Cleopatra's Needle, whidi stands on the Embankment in London and round which is woven a fascinating story.

erect when Anthony wooed Cleopatra, but
seven years after her death it was removed
to Alexandria and set up before Caesar's
palace, and it is quite possible that Joseph
and Mary may have seen it when they
passed by with the Holy Child, some
twenty-three years later. Fifteen more
centuries elapsed, the glory of Egypt had
departed, and the proud palace of the
Caesars crumbled to ruin, but this mighty
pillar still rose proudly erect, defying the
hand of time. Then, about three hundred
and fifty years ago, the sea encroached upon
the land, and by washing away the sands
undermined the needle, which fell but re-
mained intact. It was still lying there in
1798 when Napoleon conquered Egypt.
Later Nelson destroyed the French fleet at
Aboukir Bay, and in 1801 a fierce battle was
fought within sight of the Needle, and Sir
Ralph Abercrombie defeated the French and
added Egypt to the Empire. The victori-
ous troops conceived the idea of bringing the
pillar home as a trophy of victory, and our
brave soldiers cheerfully gave a part of
their scanty pay for the purpose. The
War Office, however, vetoed the idea (being
almost as purblind then as later) and all that
resulted was that the Obelisk was moved a
few yards, and a brass tablet was placed
upon it recording the victory.

Offered to England as a Gift
In 1820 Mehmet Ali, the then ruler of

Egypt, offered the Needle as a gift to
Britain on the accession of King George IV,
but it was refused. When King William
IV came to the throne in 1831 the offer was
repeated, together with a promise of free
transport, but was again foolishly declined.
In 1867 the Khedive sold the land on which
the Needle lay, to a Greek, who was about
to break this precious relic up for building
stone, and it was only saved by the inter-
vention of General Alexander, who had for
some years been pleading with the govern-
ment for its safe removal to England.
Seeing that the matter was now critically
urgent, he approached Professor Wilson,
who guaranteed the money for its removal
here. The work was entrusted to Mr. Dixon,
C.E., and a sum of £10,000 was agreed for
the cost. Mr. Dixon went to Egypt, and
unearthed the monolith, which was now
buried in sand. An iron watertight cylin-
der was constructed, about a hundred feet
in length and of much greater diameter than
the Needle. The precious obelisk was en-
cased in the cylinder, which was pointed at
each end, and quite water -tight.

The Olga steam tug was hired to tow it to
England, and left Alexandria on September
21st, 1877, with its precious burden. For
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twenty days all went well, but when crossing
the dreaded Bay of Biscay on October 14th,
a violent storm blew up, and the cylinder
was flung about in every direction, and
finally sank at the after end, leaving the
fore part almost vertical. At midnight the
crew of the Olga believed that it was foun-
dering, and thought that it would carry
their small craft down with it, so the tow
rope was cast off and the tug went on to
England with the sorrowful news of the
disaster. But Cleopatra's Needle was not
so easily lost, and the pontoon floated about
for sixty hours till the storm abated, and
vas then picked up by the steamer Fitz-
maurice and towed into Vigo Harbour.
After a few weeks' delay it was brought to
England, and set up on the Thames
Embankment.

Partially Destroyed by a Bomb
Even then its adventures were not over.

The venerable monolith which had glowed
dusky red in the mystic flame of the Pillar
of Fire, which to Pythagoras and Solon, as
also to Caesar and Cleopatra, had been an
ancestral monument, and which had heard
the thunder of Napoleon's guns, was all
but destroyed by a Zeppelin bomb during
the Great War. The base of the pillar, and
that of the flanking lions, is deeply pitted and
scarred by an aerial torpedo which wrought
frightful destruction, but which happily
caused no injury to the ancient inscriptions
which cover each of the four faces. For
nearly two thousand years these hiero-
glyphics were an unsolved riddle, but the
discovery of the celebrated Rosetta Stone
more than a century ago provided a key to
the riddle, and they have now been trans-
lated. It has been discovered that the in-
scriptions on the Needle were cut by two
different kings, the first by Thothmes III,
and the second, two centuries later, by

Rameses II. These were the two greatest
kings of ancient Egypt, but the translation
is devoid of special interest, being mere
boastful references to the importance of the
kings.

The letters, however, are most fascinating,
as they represent the world's first form of
writing. It is said there were twenty-five
letters in the Egyptian alphabet, and also
many signs-as in Chinese-which repre-
sent complete words. Although the finger
of time has somewhat defaced the signs, it
is still possible to recognise some of them,
and for the benefit of those interested I will
mention a few of the letters.

An Eagle is A, a leg Bu, a Bowl ka, a
sitting lion Lu, an owl Mu, a human hand
Ti, a chicken ui, and a zig-zag na.

So next time you walk down the Embank-
ment have a good look at Cleopatra's
Needle, for no other stone in all Britain
has so fascinating a story.

Underground Aerodromes

UNDERGROUND aerodromes costing
from about £1,000 to £6,000,000 are
now under serious contemplation in

America. Such airports are not only de-
signed to serve the regular commercial air-
lines, but are proposed as impregnable out-
posts in the scheme of national defence.

An underground aerodrome to serve the
needs of nation and community in war and
peace, has been laid out in plans and models
by Harvey Wiley Corbett, co -architect in
the construction of Radio City, and Francis
Keally, well-known for his advanced ideas
in modern architecture, in association with
aeronautical engineering experts.

The underground aerodrome is designed
not only to serve incoming and outgoing air-
way lines, but it also brings air and ground
transports together in a way that greatly
expedites the transfer of passengers, mail
and express, thereby reducing the expense
of such operations. With aeroplanes speed-
ing mail to all points of the compass, the
above experts propose to extend the under-
ground pneumatic mail -carrying system
which handles 10,000,000 letters and small

An Aerodrome of the Future which has
many Outstanding Features

packages under the streets of New York
every 24 hours.

The underground aerodrome dispenses
with vans, which are generally held up in city
traffic. The underground pneumatic tube
carries mail at a speed of 1 mile per minute,
between post -offices and airports. In time
of war, the experts say, the underground
airport would be a formidable unit in the
national defence system. It affords the

security for an air force, and it pro-
vides for the swift reception and dispatch of
personnel and equipment. The pneumatic
tubes would provide certain transit for
documents and military dispatches. The
surface of the underground airport is bowed,
to facilitate the take -off of departing 'planes
and to slow up the incoming ones. Con-
cealed ramps, flush with the airport surface,
provide a means of admitting on arrival,
'planes with passengers and mail, to the
levels below.

Two interesting photographs of the underground aerodrome showing the internal construction.
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DOMESTIC WIRT

The Second Article of a Short Series

WHEN a bell is operated by two
pushes, complications arise as to
which push has caused the bell to

ring, and so an indicator board should be
fitted as, with three or more pushes, a board
becomes essential. The indicators consist
of a small electro-magnet in series with each
push, and in front of each magnet a freely -
moving pendulum armature is mounted, so
that when the circuit is closed, it commences
to oscillate and thus indicates from which
point the summons came. This arrange-
ment is quite suitable for most ordinary
work, but when installing, buy a box with
at least two more holes or windows than are
at present required ; thus if an extra push
is added, it is only necessary to add a new

nJ

An Instructive Series
on Installing Electric
Bells, Improving Exist.
ing Bell Installations by
Fitting Indicators, and
Obtaining the Greatest
Service from Electrical
Apparatus which Con.
stitute One of the Main
Items in a Modern Home

zzczd

Fig. 1.-A bell circuit incorporating an indicator

indicator to the board, and connect it in
series as before (see Fig. 1). The above
type of indicator is only suitable when the
person called is within hearing distance
of the bell, and will arrive at the board in
time to see one indicator moving, but in
those cases where the person may be some
distance away, a mechanical reset move-
ment is needed. This consists of a similar
electromagnet which comes into series
with the push when it is pressed. The

board.

circuit is closed and
the indicator drops in
front of the window,
and is reset by pressing
a small lever.

Electrical Indicators
Electrically -reset in-

dicators can be ob-
tained. It is not worth
while making up one's
own indicators, but it
is cheaper to buy
ready-made ones and
mount them on home-
made boards, than
to buy complete in-
dicators. Various in-
dicators and circuits
are shown in these
pages, and from these
any normal connec-
tions can be worked
out. It is sometimes
necessary to have two
bells in circuit, one

with a high note and the other low, or
one bell may be replaced by a buzzer.
Such circuits are
useful when wired
up, as it is possible
to locate the person
ringing by the tone
of the bell. In such

cases the indicator boards can be mounted
together or on separate floors. With
long runs and indicators in circuit, it
will be found necessary to have a larger
voltage battery, and cells should be added
until satisfactory working conditions result.
It is in this connection that the transformer
proves very useful. In exceptionally long
runs, a relay can be incorporated to operate
the bell. Run double -wire from the push
to the relay and battery (a single cell would
be sufficient to operate it) and the local
circuit consists of a bell and battery.
Relays can also be used in the bell circuits
to switch on lights and open and close other
switches. Connect them in series with the
bell operating relay, and not in the bell
circuit, otherwise, if a relay is connected
in series with a bell, the intermittent current
passing through it will not hold the contacts
closed, so that apparatus in the local circuit
does not function properly. If a bell is
desired to be used in conjunction with a
visible signal, this may be connected in
series with it. It must, however, be of a
small capacity, as a large filament will not
heat up, and this saves the cost of an
extra relay and battery (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2.-(Left) The application of two relays to work a visible
signal and bell. Note that only one battery is used in the local circuit.
(Right) Simple application of a relay on a very long run.
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Fig. 3.-The
circuit and bell
wiring for a
continuous - ac-

tion bell.
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Burglar Alarms
For burglar alarms, a continuous -action

bell is essential, since a cunning man might
open a window slowly, hear the alarm start,
and of course immediately close the win-
dow before the alarm has had time to awaken
anyone. With the knowledge that alarms
are fixed, he can beat a safe retreat, or if
determined to enter the house, dismantle
the alarm. This is possible unless it is so
fixed that the circuit is closed even when
the glass is removed. With an ordinary
bell circuit, it is possible to close the circuit
and open it again so quickly that the bell
gives only one or two feeble strokes, not
sufficient to awaken even a light sleeper.
A continuous -action bell prevents this,
since once the circuit is closed the bell will
ring until reset (Fig. 3).

A letter -box alarm is very simple to con-
struct and install, and is wired in parallel
with the front -door bell, so that if an in-
dicator circuit is used, the summons will
come from the front door. The com-
ponents are cut from -in. sheet brass,
and may be fixed directly on to the door, or
mounted on a small panel (see Fig. 5).
The contacts are so arranged that they
only close the circuit while the letter is
actually being pushed in, thus the bell will
only ring for a few seconds. This has the
advantage that if a newspaper is pushed in
and left in, the bell will not ring con-
tinuously, which would prove most annoy-
ing if the paper was brought some time
before the household's awakening. Wires
are connected to the moving arm and the
side bracket, and this is bent so that when

Fig. 4.-A push with side leads for operation on a
desk, etc.

the arm is pushed out through 40°
it makes contact, but on pushing
it farther the contact is opened, and
the bell stops ringing.

Clean Contacts
The improvements that can be

made to quite an ordinary circuit
without affecting the main wiring
are many and varied, and it is to
these little extra points that atten-
tion is drawn. The user sees
nothing of the wiring or battery ; it
is only the pushes and their ar-
rangement that concern him. For
bedrooms, all pushes should be
fitted with an extension socket, so
that in times of illness it is only
necessary to plug in a pear push
and length of flex to reach to
the patient's pillow (Fig. 6). Where
pear pushes are fitted in an invalid's
room, these also should be provided
with sockets so that extension wires
may be fitted. This will be found
very useful when a person moves
from a bed to a window seat ;
the extra push is removed at night
time so as not to be in the way.
In studies and offices, extensions
are often needed, but these should

take the form of flat -backed pushes with
the flex leaving through a bushed hole
in the side. They are also very useful
in a dining -room and do not look
out of place on the table, if they are of
the china type (see Fig. 4). Sometimes an
extension bell is required, and this should
be connected in parallel with the usual bell.
In such cases, a small two -pin socket is
connected in parallel with the bell, and the
extension bell has a two -pin plug attached
through a long length of flex. Extension -
bell sets are often very useful, and consist
of a small bell and a single dry cell mounted
in a small and portable case, which is con-
nected through a length of flex to a pear
push.

To FRONT
DOOR PUSH

Pivors

CONTACTS

Fig. 5.-A home-made
letter -box alarm.

ARM MOVED BV ifETTER
.

Locating Faults in Wiring
Faults in bell circuits are comparatively

easy to locate, due to the shortness and low
resistance of the runs. If the bell starts
ringing and continues to do so even when
the push is disconnected, it indicates that
there is a short on the push circuit, most
probably caused by a staple. When a bell
will not ring, test the battery with a volt-
meter, preferably one of low resistance,
examine all contacts, and if these seem the
least doubtful, clean and smear with

Fig. 6.-(Above) A push with extension socket and
plug, and (below) a pear push with a socket for exten-

sion leads.

vaseline. Repeat the procedure for the
push and bell, as it is important to clean
all contacts, since it may be the cumulative
effect which is causing the trouble.

The Lighting Circuit
Before attempting any alterations to a

lighting or power circuit, one must be quite
familiar with the wiring rules and regula-
tions, and in cases of hire-purchase in-
stallations one must make application in
writing before any alterations are under-
taken. We cannot deal with the wiring
rules, as readers are expected to have a.
working knowledge of them. The two -
point circuit is perhaps the most useful
that can be applied to domestic work, and
every room that has two doors or entrances
should have a switch by each door. In
theory this seems obvious, but in how many
cases is it installed ? Bedrooms should also
have two -point control, a two-way switch
being fitted by the door and a two-way pear
push on a length of flex over the bed. In
the case of corridors with stairs and several
doors opening on to them, three- and four -
point control can be fitted, in fact there is
no limit to the number of points that can be
installed. When modifying a circuit to
two -point control, first examine the present
one and determine the feeding wires, also
obtain the necessary cable of the correct
size, and two two-way switches or a two-
way pear push. With a pear push it is
necessary to have a three -plate ceiling rose,
from which the switch is suspended on a
length of triple flex.

THE HOME MECHANIC
ENCYCLOPIEDIA

By F. J. Camm
3/6, or 3/10 by post from George Newnes Ltd.,

8-11 Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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The Sun Life Office building, Montreal-one of the
largest commercial structures in the British Empire-

is a typical example of ferro-concrete construction.

THE coming of ferro- concrete repre-
sents a very remarkable development
in building and engineering practice

during the last few decades. Concrete it-
self is of course no new discovery. Many
of the great buildings of the Roman era were
chiefly constructed of this material. The
walls were made of concrete, leaving the
corners, doorways, and window spaces to
the masons, and domes were also made from
concrete, which had the great advantage
that the thrust ceased immediately the
material had set. The great Dome of the
Pantheon at Rome is made of concrete, as is
also the larger and later Dome of Santa
Sophia at Istanbul, which vies with that
of our own St. Paul's, although built more
than a thousand years earlier.

For the benefit of the uninitiated, it might
be mentioned that concrete consists of
broken stones or gravel, thoroughly mixed
with Portland cement and plenty of cold
water. The proportion of cement to stone
varies somewhat according to circumstances,
and most failures of concrete are due to bad
mixing, or skimping the cement. The
grain of the concrete is determined by the
size of the broken stones used, and when
finely sifted small chippings of granite, or
even sand, are used, the resulting block
takes a very smooth surface, and cannot

Aodern AiracieJ- ivy

=3erto -Coacrete
Ferro -Concrete Construction Consists of a Con-,
erete %lulling Having an Interior Skeleton of
Steel -work. Such Ituildings are Chiefly luilt in
Eart lqua_le Zones as they are Enormously Strong.

be easily distinguished from a solid mass
of stone.

This property enables the architect to
produce ornamental designs, mouldings,
etc., very cheaply by setting the concrete
in specially prepared frames, and such
ornamental work costs no more than plain
blocks. A further and very interesting
development, which is seen both in Spain
and California, is concrete sculpture.

Concrete Sculpture
The artist works upon the mass of con-

crete while still soft and wet, and so can
produce figures, foliage, and other designs
at a fraction of the cost and labour involved
by chiselling in stone. The enormous new
cathedral at Barcelona, and several new
churches in Hollywood (California) and Los
Angeles, exhibit this remarkable new art,
which at a distance resembles the most
elaborate work of the mediaeval sculptors,
but when close up is found to be definitely
rougher and lacking in intricate detail.

As its name implies, ferro-concrete consists
of a concrete building having an interior
skeleton of steel -work. Such buildings are
enormously strong, and have been largely
used in earthquake zones.

A complete frame -work of steel girders is
constructed and jointed together; then
concrete is placed over the steel -work, and
forms a solid wall which is both quake -
proof and fireproof. Buildings like this will

rock violently without suffering any struc-
tural damage, and they cannot burn.

Ferro -concrete is used extensively for diving towers.
This fine example at Coate Water (Wilts) is 33 ft.
above the surface of the water, which is 10 ft. deep.

It cost about £700.

(Left) The Rocky House, Barcelona, and (right) the New Severn Bridge, Stourport.
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Ferro -concrete plays a large part in the construction
of skyscrapers in New York.

There has therefore been a great develop-
ment of ferro-concrete building in all earth-
quake areas, and especially along the
Californian coast from 'Frisco to Los Angeles;
in Japan, Jamaica, Sicily, and many other
places. Perhaps the most remarkable of
the cities is Los Angeles, with its marvel-
lous Hollywood Terminal Building, the
church of St. Vincent, and in the Wilshire
Boulevard, and Grauman's Theatre, all of
which display daring and elaborate designs
in concrete.

The Terminal Building
The Terminal Building is of course a sky-

scraper of some thirty stories or so, with
both a tower and spire rising above the main
mass of the building, which is relieved from
heaviness by parallel vertical strips or
pilasters running right up the walls. This
is a fine example of modern commercial
Gothic, and the main doorway shows very
elaborate concrete sculptures. St. Vincent's
Church also boasts very flamboyant de-
corations, which at a slight distance
closely resemble the work of the mediaeval
sculptors.

We have shown that ferro-concrete con-
struction gives a high degree of safety from
fire and 'quake perils, but it has further
advantages, viz. :

Economy of cost, since a large amount of
unskilled labour can be used, and the
concrete can be cheaply and thoroughly
mixed by machinery.

Reduction of the period of construction,
because this method is speedy and elimin-
ates the slow hand labour of bricklayers
and masons.

" Large window space, because the
strength of the structure is in the steel
frame, and so large areas of window glass
can safely be used.

Larger rooms and less restricted floor space,
because the steel lining of floors permits
vastly greater spans without interior walls
or pillar supports.

Decoration is cheaper, because wet -con-
crete sculpture can be used, or pre -cast
mouldings formed at a very low cost.

Ferro -concrete bridges have some further
advantages over both steel and stonework
structures. They are not liable to the
corrosion which involves such heavy ex-
pense in painting metal ; and they have
greater rigidity than steel, and can be built

'in much longer spans than any stone or
brick -arched bridge.

Modern Buildings
These advantages are so important, that

nearly all large modern buildings are built
mainly of steel and concrete, and even when
the outer walls are of masonry or brickwork,
the strength and solidity of the structure
depend on ferro-concrete. It is interesting
to examine one of these buildings in course
of construction, because the building
methods are quite different from those
employed on old-fashioned structures.

In commercial structures or residential
blocks the steel frame is always erected
first, the walls being put in long after.

The new cathedral at Barcelona well
illustrates the altered technique and many
advantages of ferro-concrete building.
This, by the way, is said to be the greatest
church of its kind in the world, and so
ambitious a plan would certainly not have
been attempted but for the manifold advan-
tages of ferro-concrete. The building was
commenced during the period of prosperity
(for Spain) caused by the Great War.
Barcelona is the greatest city in Spain, and
its citizens were anxious to excel all other
cities in the Peninsula. Their own ancient
cathedral, built in the eleventh century, is

The great new Cathedral at Barcelona-snapped ten
years ago when half-finished-showing vertical method

of construction.

small and hemmed in by buildings, and the
faithful longed to construct a vast building
which would tower above the houses and
excel even the glories of such historic cathe-
drals as Seville and Burgos. But these
splendid fanes were built during an age of
intense faith and abundant resources, and
only modern technique made it possible to
attempt to surpass them. The dominating
idea of the cathedral is height, its slender
pinnacles (each almost as high as our own
Salisbury Spire) and central and western
towers soar above the close -packed houses
of the city. On the hill of Tibidabo, just
outside the city, there is another concrete
church (the Sacred Heart) also of almost
modern construction-started about 1914,
and finished in about a couple of years.
Here the architect has imitated the outline
of a medieval fortress. The famous
" Rocky House " in the city is a large
modern block of flats, built in ferro-con-
crete and having a most striking effect.

Buildings of Great Size

ful Sun Life Building, which dominates the
City of Montreal, is claimed to be one of the
largest commercial structures in the Empire,
and the gigantic Royal York Hotel in the
rival city of Toronto is said to be the
Empire's greatest hotel building.

The style has developed still further in the
U.S.A. New York's amazing skyline con-
sists of an incredible number of gigantic
buildings, all of which are wholly, or mainly,
of ferro-concrete. They rise before the
observer in every shape-spires, pyramids,
or rectangular blocks. They are so lofty
that some of them are literally cloud -capped
-like mountains-when the lower air is
cloudless. The spectacle is repeated to a
lesser degree in all the great American cities,
and notably Chicago, 'Frisco, and Los
Angeles, but the whole subject of the sky-
scraper is too big for this article, and
demands a story to itself.
Buildings in Northern Europe.

Ferro -concrete building has developed
greatly in Northern Europe, and especially
in Germany, where modern architects have
evolved some daring new styles to suit their
new medium of expression.

The Centennial Hall at Breslau is a gigan-
tic circular building, with a lofty domed
centre. The interior shows vast concrete
ribs supporting the roof in a very bold and
daring fashion. Very original, too, is the

mushroom " restaurant built on the
tower of the old fort at Cologne, and pro-
jecting beyond it like the cap of a mush-
room. The Exhibition at Leipzig has many
fine ferro- concrete buildings ; one of the
finest is the gigantic Hall of the Tool
Manufacturers, with a vast " classical "
façade with concrete pillars.
The Einstein Tower

But one of the most original designs
known in modern concrete construction is
the work of Herr Erich Mendelsohn, who
designed the amazing Einstein Tower at
Potsdam. In shape it resembles an
enormous jack -boot, and the architect has
obtained a monolithic effect, i.e., the build-
ing appears as if carved from one huge block
of stone. Concrete lends itself to this,
because it can be constructed almost with-
out joins, and the few that exist can be
" rendered " over with fine cement and so
disappear. It is presumed that the strange

(Continued on page 80)

The British Empire has many ferro- The Royal
concrete buildings of great size. The grace-

York Hotel, Toronto, is said to be the
largest hotel in the Empire.
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Newcomen, who was the First to Construct an Engine, the Motive
for which was Derived from SteamPower

INVENTORS, during the early days of
mechanics, were invariably looked upon
as plausible schemers, if not as actual

scoundrels. Their inventions, it was con-
sidered, were put forward purely and simply
as money -making schemes, devoid usually
of all practicability, and, quite often, of all
possibility. Inventors, indeed, during that
transitional period of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries which saw the rise of
modern mechanics, were the most distrusted
of men.

It is probably owing to these facts that
we know even less about the life history of
one of the most original minds in the
history of the steam engine than we do about
that of Shakespeare. The title, " Father
of the Steam Engine," has often been
applied to James Watt. More properly,
however, it should be given to a much
earlier inventor, one Thomas Newcomen.
[Watt was merely a scoundrel with little, if any,
knowledge of mechanics, and who filched the
ideas of others.-Ed.]
The Newcomen Engine

All that we know about Thomas New-
comen is that he came of an old Devonshire
family and that he lived in Dartmouth.
Whether he died rich or poor is not known.
Being of a retiring disposition (so it is said),
he did not concern himself with the current
affairs of his day. It is thought, therefore,
that after he had perfected his engine and
had supervised its erection in various parts
of the country he retired to Dartmouth, in
which town he died towards the middle of
the eighteenth century. No monument
marks his burial place, however, nor is any
record of his death to be found. 

Newcomen probably combined the trades
of blacksmith and ironmonger in Dart-
mouth. How he first became acquainted
with the problem of obtaining motive power
by means of steam is not, and perhaps
never will be, known. It is thought, how-
ever, that Newcomen was fully conversant
with the work of Dr. Denis Papin on the
steam engine (outlined in the last article of
this series), because, in his " atmospheric "
engine, Newcomen utilised Papin's basic
idea of causing the pressure of the atmo-
sphere to drive a piston downwards into a
cylinder after a partial vacuum had been
created underneath it by the condensation
of steam. Thomas Savery, too, lived at
Modbury, some fifteen miles away from
Dartmouth, and since Savery's engine
obtained considerable renown at the time,
it is quite impossible to think that New-
comen was not fully acquainted with its
operating principles. It has been asserted
that Savery, on hearing of Newcomen's
engine, threatened the latter inventor with
proceedings on account of a supposed in-
fringement of his patent and that New-
comen, rather weakly, agreed to grant
S ',very an interest in his " atmospheric "
engine for a term of years. Whether this
story is true or otherwise, there is no doubt
of the fact that Newcomen's " atmospheric "1
engine did not infringe Savery's patents,
for the Newcomen engine operated upon an
entirely different principle.

" Atmospheric " Engines
Newcomen invented and built a number

of his " atmospheric " engines, each model
being a substantial improvement upon its
predecessor. His first engine was made
about the year 1705, and a Dartmouth
glazier, John Cawley (or Calley), assisted
in its construction and had a part interest
therein. The engine was not immediately
successful. Gradually, however, Newcomen
introduced improvements, with the result
that before many years elapsed there were

attached by means of a chain to a pump at
one end and to a piston at the opposite end.
The piston, which was about a foot or even
more in diameter, was leather bound and
it was free to move up and down within a
large cylinder composed of cast brass
(cylinder boring was unknown in those
days). The cylinder was usually placed
directly above a hemispherical boiler, from
which steam was admitted to it directly
by turning on a cock. The simple form
of safety -valve devised by Dr. Denis

Probably the last -remaining Newcomen engine in this country. For many years it stood in a field near
Ashton-under-Lyne, Lancs, before being purchased as a relic by Mr. Henry Ford and being shipped to

America.

few large mines of any importance which
did not employ a Newcomen engine for
pumping purposes.

The principle of Newcomen's engine will
be apparent from a short study of the dia-
gram given on the next page. A rocking or
oscillating beam, pivoted at its centre, was

Papin was fitted to the steam boiler.

Cooling Systems
When the piston reached the top of its

stroke, steam was admitted into the
cylinder. In Newcomen's earliest engines,
the cylinder was then immediately cooled
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by having a stream of cold water directed
against its exterior walls. Afterwards,
Newcomen surrounded his cylinder with
cold water, but, finally, he caused a jet of
water to be injected into the cylinder by
the turning on of a tap. These methods of
cooling the cylinder caused the steam to
condense. A partial vacuum was created
below the piston, whereupon the latter was
immediately driven downwards by the
external pressure of the atmosphere. In
Newcomen's early engines, the operation
of the piston was exceedingly slow. His
improved engines, however, gave an operat-
ing efficiency of 16 or 20 piston strokes per
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The working principle of the Newcomen engine.

to produce a vacuum at definite intervals on
the underside of the piston. The actual
power of the engine is derived from the
downward pressure of the atmosphere in
forcing the piston downwards in the
cylinder. At the same time, it was en-
tirely through the vacuum -producing powers
of steam that the Newcomen engine derived
its motive power. Hence the Newcomen
" atmospheric " engine was the world's first
successful steam prime -mover.

For the successful working of the New-
comen engine, an attendant had to be em-
ployed continually in order to open and
close the water -injecting and the steam

minute, a speed which, in those days, was
considered eminently satisfactory.

Piston rings were quite unthought of in
Newcomen's day, and in order to prevent
the escape of steam past the piston, the
latter was bound at its edges with leather
or even cloth. Still further, a layer of
water, derived from a supply tank, was kept
continually on the upper surface of the
piston in order to provide an effective seal.

The World's First Successful Steam Prime -
mover
It will be seen, of course, that in New-

comen's " atmospheric " engine the work
is not actually performed by steam power,
but rather that the steam is merely utilised

cocks. This task was usually assigned to
boys, the work being easy although
monotonous in the extreme. About the
year 1713 a lad named Humphrey Potter
-" the lazy genius " he has subsequently
been called-devised a very simple method
whereby the continual opening and closing
of the steam and water cocks by hand could
be done away with. The lad, Potter, merely
tied lengths of string to the cocks and
attached the other ends of the strings to
the rocking beam of the engine. By this
means, the engine was made to operate its
own valves.  Humphrey Potter's plan
worked well, although it is said that New -
cornea himself instantly dismissed the
youthful genius for his inattention to the

engine, dubbing him a " lazy little beggar."
Suffice it to say, however, that in 1720 Potter
went over to the Continent. He seems to
have been last heard of in Hungary, in
which country he erected a large Newcomen
engine to pump water out of a mine.
Potter's original idea of causing the valves
of the Newcomen engine to be worked
automatically was afterwards greatly im-
proved upon and it became a standard
fitting on all later engines of the Newcomen
type.

Newcomen's first commercially working
engine was erected at a colliery near
Wolverhampton. It was reasonably suc-
cessful. Soon afterwards, another engine
of a similar type was built for a colliery at
Newcastle -on -Tyne. A third Newcomen
engine was erected at Leeds, whilst a fourth
was erected in 1714 at Austhorpe, in York-
shire. The Austhorpe engine possessed a
piston of no less than 23 in. diameter. Its
rate of working was 15 piston strokes per
minute and it drew water from a mine shaft
111 ft. deep. Newcomen and Cawley
obtained the sum of £250 per annum for
its erection and its maintenance in work-
ing order. Cawley, the Dartmouth glazier
and partner of Newcomen, erected the
engine, but he died three years afterwards
-in 1717-whilst engaged in superintend-
ing the engine's working.

Cornish Tin Mines
Newcomen, now alone, next proceeded

to erect his improved engines at the Cornish
tin mines, where a great demand for pump-
ing engines had arisen. The first New-
comen engine erected in Cornwall was built
at " Wheal Fortune " tin mine, near
Penzance. This engine had a piston
diameter of 47 in. It pumped water from
a depth of 30 fathoms. Afterwards, New-
comen erected another of his engines at
" Wheal Rose " tin mine, near Redruth, in
Cornwall. H re the engineer employed was
Joseph Hornblower, a Staffordshire man
and a member of a family which sub-
sequently became justly celebra ed in the
perfection of the steam engine.

Newcomen's engines were extremely
wasteful of fuel. They were slow in
operation and, often enough, unreliable in
the extreme. Despite all this, however,
Newcomen's original engines continued to
function for many a year after they had
first been erected. As late as the year
1852, a Newcomen engine could be seen in
active operation at a colliery near Glasgow,
whilst only two years ago the remains of
a Newcomen engine, which for decades
had stood in a field near Ashton-under-
Lyne, Lanes, were purchased by Mr. Henry
Ford, the famous motor -car manufacturer,
and removed bodily across the Atlantic for
renovation and reassembly in the Ford
Museum at Detroit. To this day may be
seen at Elsecar, in Yorkshire, a colliery
pumping engine which was originally a
Newcomen " atmospheric " engine, but
which has, at some period in its history,
been converted to steam working.

outline of the tower has some reference to
the theory of Relativity.

In our own country we have numerous
factories, bridges, and other structures in
ferro-concrete. Among public buildings so
built is the huge Ministry of Pensions build-
ing at Acton, the England Pavilion, and
the Stadium at Wembley. Nearly all
modern factories are built this way. There
are some private houses; several streets of
these can be seen at Welwyn Garden City.
Most of our new arterial roads are also of
ferro-concrete, and many fine new bridges,

MODERN MIRACLES IN

FERRO -CONCRETE
(Continued from page 78 )

among which the splendid single -arch
example over the Severn at Stourport
deserves special mention.

It will be interesting to observe how the
idea progresses, and what new designs can

be produced by means of this highly prac-
tical material.

Films in Relief
A DEMONSTRATION was recently given
-in the Grand Hall of the Brussels
International Exhibition of a new type of
cinematograph, invented by an Italian,
M. Gedini Giovanni. The invention is a
new stereoscopic apparatus. The audience
watches the screen through specially tinted
glasses which makes the scenes appear quite
realistic.
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Inventors of the Aeroplane
//'he

(names of &pig, Renson, and Aringfellow Will no auk be Qinfamiliar to (-Most

(eaders but adirectly ghese cave acre were ,gesfionsible for Considerable gioneer
(Work' in the avelofirnent of the Aerofilane

Fig. 1.-A view of the Henson -Stringfellow model of 1844-7.

WHO invented the aeroplane ? In
spite of the almost universal appeal
of aeronautics to -day, I suppose that

not one person in a thousand could give a
satisfactory answer to the question. Per-
haps the names of Wilbur and Orville
Wright are the most familiar amongst the
pioneers, but one must in fairness admit
that the aeroplane of to -day was invented
more than sixty years before the Wright
Brothers achieved the first successful man -
carried flight. This memorable event
occurred in 1903, and in the race for develop-
ment during the last thirty years the names
of the real pioneers have been almost for-
gotten. In fact, it is only in recent times
that the work of Cayley, Henson, and
Stringfellow has become appreciated at its
proper value. The modern aeroplane was
not created, constructed, and flown by any

The wing span is 20 ft.

had occupied the minds of such men as
Roger Bacon and Leonardo da Vinci
throughout the ages, Cayley was the first
to apply his mind scientifically to the prob-
lem, and to explain the principles on a
mathematical basis. He was not a prac-
tical engineer himself, and though he
undertook various experiments to gather
data in support of his theories, he left the
next generation to develop them into
practical form.

His one practical effort was made late in
life and never got beyond the stage of
rough sketches. It was an interesting
proposal however and, some years ago, a
small model was made at the Science
Museum to show the form which it would
have taken (see Fig. 2). The " wings "
are really large circular lifting screws and
are set on two spindles at an obtuse angle
to each other, thus giving a dihedral angle.
The wings were to be revolved to provide
the necessary lift by means of a power unit
in the body of the machine, which was also
to be used to rotate the two propellers in
the rear.

Cayley's proposed machine was not so
important a contribution as his paper on
" Aerial Navigation," which was published
in 1810, and which not only laid the founda-
tions of the modern science of aeronautics,
but also formed the inspiration for Henson's
invention and patent of 1842. Cayley
declared his belief that the transportation
of passengers and goods at speeds of
100 miles per hour was a possibility, and
his statements were based upon his re-
search and calculations and not upon idle
prophecy. He advocated the use of a
curved wing section, he stated the prin-
ciples underlying stability, and he suggested
the dihedral angle; he showed how direc-
tional control could be attained by the use
of rudders, and he outlined all the funda-
mental features of a flying machine, in-
cluding an estimate of the amount of
power required. In fact, , Cayley's work
at the beginning of the last century pro-
vided almost all the knowledge necessary
for the accomplishment of mechanical
flight. It remained for others, however,
to apply the knowledge in practical
development.

arrant MOA.

one man ; it was gradually evolved over a
period of about one hundred years by a
few scientists and engineers, each of whom
contributed to the final achievement, and
amongst the very few who made substantial
contributions, these three must take the
premier place. Indeed, if it had not been
for the work of these men, the aeroplane of
to -day might not exist.

Sir George Cayley
Sir George Cayley was born in 1774.

As a scientist he soon acquired an inter-
national reputation, and although specula-
tion on the practicability of human flight

Fig. 2.-A model of Cayley's proposed " Aerial Carriage." The helicopter -type wings were designed
to provide lift, while forward motion was to be provided by the propellers at the rear.
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William Henson's " First Aerial Project "
It was in 1842 that William Henson, then

37 years of age, filed his famous patent for
" The First Aerial Project," and, in doing
so, attracted to himself almost world-wide
interest. To what extent he obtained his
ideas from Cayley's writings is not known
with certainty, but there is no doubt that,
directly or indirectly, Cayley was his in-
spiration. It was one thing, however, to
discuss scientific principles ; it was quite
another matter to produce a cut-and-dried
plan for the construction of an aeroplane
comparable in size with a modem air-
liner-which is virtually what Henson did
-and we cannot be surprised that his plans
were received with ridicule.

Henson proposed to construct a large
monoplane with a wing span of 150 ft.
His patent specification and drawings
describe the construction in great detail
and, with the exception of the lack of
ailerons, he described every essential
feature of the modem aeroplane, even down
to the use of streamlined wires for bracing
the wings. He proposed to use a steam
engine of 30 h.p. for driving the twin air -
screws, and he proposed to launch his
machine, the weight of which he estimated
at 3,000 lb., by allowing it to run down a
steep incline.

Henson had undoubtedly made a few
experiments with gliders to gather data for
his design, but he was of too ambitious a
nature and too lacking in patience and
perseverance to wade through all the stages
of development. Instead, he jumped
straight to what he conceived as the
final form his machine would take and
without any practical results to back up
his claims, and in face of popular ridicule
he attempted to form a company to exploit
his invention.

Perhaps capitalists were wiser in those
days than they are to -day ; at any rate
there was no response to Henson's appeal
for funds, and, having failed to raise the
capital necessary, he resolved to construct
a model instead. In this he was assisted
by his friend John Stringfellow, a lace
manufacturer, and an amateur mechanic
of considerable skill.

Stringfellow possessed just those quali-
ties which Henson lacked. He was en-
thusiastic, but he was level-headed. He had
patience and ingenuity, and it is not
difficult to understand why he eventually
succeeded where Henson had failed.

Stringfellow's main interest undoubtedly
lay in the engine rather than in the aero-
plane, and to him fell the task of designing
and building a steam engine for the model
which they constructed between 1844 and
1847.

This historic model, which is now pre-
served in the Science Museum, has a wing
span of 20 ft., while the wings have a

Fig. 3.-The engine of the Henson -Stringfellow
model, constructed by John Stringfellow.

chord of 3.5 ft. The wings are rigged with
flat steel wire from six streamlined masts,
while the engine and boiler were carried in
the " car." The two airscrews are 3 ft.
in diameter and were originally made with
four blades each, but as four blades were
found no more efficient than two, the
number was reduced. The airscrews were
driven in opposite directions at a speed of
about 300 revolutions per minute by means
of multiple cord belts from the large pulley
on the crankshaft, and it was stated that
the thrust at this speed was over 6 lb.,

with the boiler pressure at 100 lb. per
square inch.

A view of the model is shown in Fig.
1, while the engine is shown in Fig. 3.
The boiler and furnace are, unfortunately,
now missing

It will be seen that the undercarriage of
Henson's model consists of two long mem-
bers which are attached to the bottom of
the car and which carry three wheels,
apparently for use on an inclined plane
down which the model was to glide for
launching. Such a method of launching
has serious disadvantages for a pilotless
machine-as Henson would have realised
had he been a mathematician-because the
change of attitude necessary at the end of
the launch is very difficult to adjust before-
hand without introducing instability.

During the construction of the model,
Henson and Stringfellow lived at Chard,
in Somerset, and in 1847 the model was
taken by night on to the Bala Downs, two
miles away. For seven weeks they con-
tinued their experiments and trials, but
the machine would not support itself for
any distance, always gradually losing
height. Perhaps the engine was not suffi-
ciently powerful, or perhaps the thrust
developed on the ground was not main-
tained in the air. One thing is certain,
however, and that is that the model was
far too large for initial experiments and its
lack of stability exposed it to the mercy
of ground currents and may have prevented
a successful flight.

In spite of every effort, success was not
attained, and, discouraged by repeated
failures and by the financial loss, Henson
gave up. He abandoned the work, mar-
ried, and in 1848 he emigrated to America.
By this " retirement " Henson lost much
of the credit due to him for his invention

and for his work in laying the founda-
tions of the design of the modern aero-
plane. In retrospect, however, we can
appreciate his work in proper perspec-
tive and we can but admit that the
aeroplane as known to -day was inven-
ted by Henson in 1842.

Stringfellow's Achievement
Henson's departure for America marked

the beginning of a new stage in the history
of power -driven flight-the stage when
Stringfellow, undeterred by failure, con-
tinued the work alone with the fixed inten-
tion of demonstrating, at least to his own
satisfaction, the possibility of power -driven,
heavier-than-air flight.

Stringfellow modified the original design
in several important directions. He adopted
a smaller and more convenient scale for his
model, he devised an ingenious system of
launching whereby the performance of the
model could be largely ascertained prior to
release into free flight, and, finally, he con -

Fig. 4.-A replica of Stringfellow's model showing the launching device.
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ducted his experiments in the calm air inside
a long room. These modifications in the
plan culminated in success in 1848 and the
model flights which were made at Chard
and later in London demonstrated that a
heavier-than-air machine could support
itself while travelling through the air, an
event of outstanding importance in the
history of flight. It seems extraordinary
to -day to realise that this event occurred
nearly ninety years ago and it seems even
more remarkable to recall that more than
fifty years were destined to elapse before a
successful man -carried flight was achieved.

Stringfellow's model of 1848 had a wing
span of 10 ft., the wings tapering to points
at the ends. Right- and left-hand airscrews
were fitted, 16 irk in diameter, and the total
weight of the model, including fuel and
water, was under 9 lb. The construction of
the boiler is unusual and it is interesting to
note that it conforms in principle to that
described in Henson's specification although
it was almost certainly designed by String-
fellow. It is made of thin copper sheet, silver
soldered at the joints. The cones, which are
for the purpose of giving additional heating
surface, are connected with the steam drum
above and with water chambers below. The
boiler was fired by means of a lamp burning
naphtha or methylated spirit, but the lamp
is now unfortunately missing.

It is interesting to note that some years
after the experiments of 1848, the engine
and boiler were acquired by a firm of lace
manufacturers of Tiverton, and for about
fifty years it was used to drive a small lace
machine in the factory. The engine is now
preserved in the Science Museum together
with the remains of the model aeroplane.

When the model was acquired by the
Museum, its condition was much deterior-
ated. Many parts were missing altogether
and those which still remained were in too
delicate a condition to permit reconstruc-
tion in its original form. Fortunately
however, many notes and sketches existed
which enabled an almost perfect replica to
be constructed to show the original form.
The photograph of the replica (Fig. 4) also
shows the method of launching devised by
Stringfellow, without which he might never
have achieved success.

The launching device consisted of a
horizontal member which was supported
on a stretched wire by means of two deeply
grooved wheels. A smaller horizontal strip
was attached beneath the main member in
such a way that it was free to slide upon it,
its movement being limited by stops which
worked in long slots. When in position for
launching, the model was suspended by a
loop of string attached to the front of the
car, the top of the loop passing over a pin
on the launching device. The rear part of
the model was supported by a vertical
member which engaged with hooks on
the model.

When ready for launching, steam was
raised and the model restrained until the
airscrews attained full speed. It was then
released and permitted to run along the
wire until the lower member of the launch-
ing device encountered a stop on the wire.
This caused the loop of string to be released,
thereby freeing the model in front, and its
inertia served to draw it off the rear sup-
port and to launch it into unrestrained
flight.

The great advantage of this method of
launching was that trials could be made
without actually releasing the model, and
thereby risking serious damage, until the
performance of the restrained model ap-
peared to indicate that a successful flight
could be expected. The stop on the wire
could then be set to the point where the

model became self-supporting, and it was
found that the usual run required was
about 22 ft.

The First Successful Model Flight
The first successful flights were made in

the packing room of a disused lace factory
at Chard. The room was nearly 70 ft. long,
but only about 12 ft. high, so that the
launching wire had to be placed fairly low
in order to leave the model room to climb
during flight. There seem to be no con-
temporary accounts of the experiments,
but they were described a few years later
by Stringfellow's son in a small pamphlet,
in which he writes : " The inclined wire for
starting the machine from, occupied less
than half the length of the room and left
space at the end for the model to clear the
floor. In the first experiment, the tail was
was set at too high an angle, and the
machine rose too rapidly on leaving the
wire. After going a few yards, it slid back,
as if coming down an inclined plane, at
such an angle that the point of the tail
struck the ground and was broken. The
tail was repaired and set at a less angle.
The steam was again got up and the
machine started down the wire,
and, upon reaching the point of
self -detachment, it gradually rose
until it reached the farther end
of the room, striking a hole in
the canvas placed to stop it. In
experiments the machine flew well
when rising as much as one in
seven."

The experiments were wit-
nessed by numerous other
observers, but, in spite of this,
the momentous achievement
attracted singularly little atten-
tion at the time. Perhaps the
reason for this was that String-
fellow was not interested in
self -advertisement or commer-
cial development, and his sole
motive was to satisfy himself
as to the possibility of mech-
anical flight.

Further experiments took
place in London during the
same year and a flight of 40 yd.
was finally achieved.

Stringfellow's Later Work
String fellow's " rest " was a long

one-in fact it was more than fifteen
years before his enthusiasm
was again aroused-by the for-
mation in 1866 of the Aero-

nautical Society of
Great Britain, which
later became the Royal
Aeronautical Society. The immedi-
ate cause of Stringfellow's revival
of interest was the holding in 1868
of the first Aeronautical Exhibition,
at the Crystal Palace. He had been
asked to contribute to the exhibi-
tion, and actually supplied three
entries, a light steam engine of
about 1 h.p., a high-pressure boiler,

and a fine working model of a triplane.
The triplane is naturally the most in-

teresting of the three exhibits, and although
no records exist to show that it ever made
an unrestrained flight, it is of historic
interest, since it is the first machine to
have been constructed with superposed
planes. It had been shown mathematically
that an efficient wing, or aerofoil, as we
should term it to -day, must be long in
proportion to its breadth. If much weight
was to be supported, this necessarily im-
plied a very long wing, which presents ob-
vious mechanical difficulties-or else the
use of superposed planes as adopted by
Stringfellow.

These three pioneers, Cayley, Henson,
and Stringfellow, can together claim to have
laid the foundations of the aeroplane of
to -day, and although at the time their
work attracted scant attention, we can to-
day appreciate the full value of their
experiments. To Cayley we owe the theory
of flight, to Henson and Stringfellow we owe
the practical application. The work of
these three covered a period of over seventy
years and the fact that the practical work
was confined to models does not in any way
reduce its importance.

Fig. 5.-The engine and
boiler of John Stringfellow' a model.
The very light construction is an
important feature and the complete
model, including fuel and water,
weighed less than 9 lb.
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Building a Balsa Model
Aeroplane

Below are given Constructional Details of the Australian
Wakefield Cup Entry-the "Milton Special "-
a Feature of which is its Remarkable Stability.

Showing the finished model in the hands of a model
aeroplane enthusiast.

THE Milton Special, the construction
of which is described in this article, is
the machine that came fifth in this

year's Wakefield Contest. It is remarkable

3"DIHEDRAL

BALSA BLOCK
N" X

PINS

SIM ilEVATION

Side elevation, wing -plan
and plan of fuselage.

for' its stability, due in
no small measure to
the sweep back of its
wings and the turned -
up wing tips. It was flown in the contest
by Mr. S. R. Crow, the English Autogiro
record holder, its best time being 3 minutes
33'5 seconds.

The construction of the model is quite
simple, as it is built " on the flat."

Prepare a full-size drawing of the model,
and pin this down to a flat board. Taking
the side elevation first, pin down the two
main longerons of i-in. square balsa (medium
hard) and cut and glue into position the
upright struts, also of the same section balsa.
Next finish one side of the fuselage by gluing
into position the diagonal struts. Repeat
this procedure, thus making two identical
sides. Stand the two sides vertically
on the plan view, and put in the cross
struts, holding the stern and forward ends
of the longerons in position with rubber
bands whilst the glue is drying. When
thoroughly dry, insert small sewing pins into
upright struts for the undercarriage fixing.

The Tail Plane and Fin
The tail plane is constructed from 116 -in.

bamboo by bending it in the flame of a
candle and inserting the ends into the sides

of the fuselage. The fin is made in the same
way, and inserted into the top, making sure
that all joints are well glued. The nose
block is cut from a piece of hard balsa and
an 18 -gauge brass bush is inserted. The
propeller shaft is made from 18 -gauge wire
passed through the bush from the rear.
The rear hook is of 18 -gauge wire cemented
into the balsa sternpost.

The propeller is carved from a block of
medium hard balsa, measuring 16 in. x 2i
in. x 11 in. as shown in the side elevation.
The propeller is bushed to take the 18
S.W.G. shaft, and a small metal plate is
glued to the front. This plate is of brass
and is shaped to fit
the front of the pro-
peller, a small hole
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being drilled in the
plate and prop, asshown, to allow theme
end of the propeller (Continued on page 116)
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Working <Model Steam
Engines
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THE model steam engine to be
described in the present article is
of the hori- zontal type, and is

provided with a double-acting oscillating
cylinder which allows of a very compact lay-
out. Figs. 1, 2, and 3 give the general views
of the engine, from which it will be seen that
the cylinder and crankshaft are mounted on
side frames fixed to a baseplate, which in
turn is mounted on a plinth. The cylinder,
which has a bore of in. and stroke of 1 in.,
is directly coupled to the crankshaft, to the
end of which is fixed a spoked flywheel.

Engine Side Frames
The main side frame, A, which supports

the cylinder steam block and one of the
bearing plates, can be marked out on a
piece of A -in. sheet brass to the dimensions
given in Fig. 5. Cut the frame to shape

/6

Figs. 1 to 3.-(Left) A side
elevation and plan of the finished
engine, and (above) a view of the
engine with the cylinder omitted

for clearness.

of the angles are
flush with the edges
of the frames. Drill
-A -in. holes through
the angles and
frames and rivet
them together
with brass rivets,

as shown in Figs. 1 and 3.
The two bearing plates, C, can be filed to

shape from pieces of brass A- in. thick, after
drilling a --in. hole in each for the crank-
shaft, and A -in. holes for the fixing screws.
After filing the lower parts down to A in. in
thickness, hold one plate in position on the
main side frame and carefully mark on the
latter the position of the two holes for the
fixing screws. These holes are drilled and
tapped to receive A -in. bolts. Locate the
holes for the fixing screws in the side frame,
B, in the same way, and drill and tap them
for A -in. bolts.

Baseplate and Plinth
Cut the baseplate out of a piece of A -in.

sheet brass to the dimensions given in
Fig. 4, and drill and tap the six holes to
take A -in. bolts for fixing the side frame

Tapped for 3/-32 Bo/ Cs

4/8"

with the aid of a small cold chisel and hack-
saw and carefully file down to the scribed
lines. The dimensions for the other side
frame are given at B, Fig. 5. On the inside
of each side frame, lightly solder a length of
A -in. angle brass so that the bottom faces

Figs. 4 and 5.-Plan of
baseplate, showing setting
out of holes for fixing bolts
and screws, and details of
side frames and bearing

plates.

The Constrructi©n
0f a Double-acting
Oscillating Hori-,
zontal Engine is
Dealt witil in This
Fourth Article of

the Series

angle pieces, the positions for which are
indicated by dotted lines. The other four
holes can be drilled in. diameter to take
wood screws for fixing the baseplate to the
plinth.

It is usual in a model steam engine of the
type described for the plinth to be a light
iron casting, but in the present model a
plinth of hardwood such as oak, will
answer the purpose quite well. The
plinth is in. longer and wider than the
baseplate, and it will be seen that the top
edge is bevelled all round to meet the edge
of the baseplate. A fixing lug is provided
at each end of the plinth, and these consist
of pieces of Fin. sheet brass f in. wide re-
cessed into the wood leaving in. project-
ing. Each lug plate is fixed to the plinth
with two wood screws from underneath, a
fin. hole being drilled in each projecting
end.

The Crankshaft
For the crankshaft a piece of bright steel

rod A in. diameter and 2j in. long will be
required, and another piece the same
diameter and in. long for the crank-
pin. The crank webs can be marked out

>k>F< /4

4) 4)

--A-51
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on a piece of sheet brass .11; in. thick, and
the two holes drilled through for the shaft
and crank pin. Cut the webs roughly to
shape with a hacksaw, and file down to the
scribed lines leaving the edges as square as
possible.

Slip the webs on the shaft in the position
indicated in Fig. 6, leaving a space of 1 in.
between them. Next, press the crank pin
in place so that an equal amount projects
on the outside face of each crank web, and
sweat the whole together, allowing the
solder to run well into the four joints.
File the projecting ends of the crank pin
down flush, and then cut away that part
of the shaft between the webs. File the
rough ends flush with the inside faces of the
crank. The flywheel, which is a six -spoked
one, 21 in. diameter, should have a plain

hole through the boss, and can be
fixed to the shaft with a grub screw.

311 3/1
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out and filed to shape
from a piece of sheet brass
A in. thick. The cylinder
covers are also A in. thick,
and each cover is fixed in
place with four
bolts, holes for which are
drilled and tapped in the
cylinder flanges. As the
piston rod passes through
the front cylinder cover
a stuffing box has to be
provided. This is made
with short pieces of brass
tubing, and a brass disc
with a hole in the centre,
a good sliding fit on the
piston rod. The gland, K,
must be a good push fit
on the piece of tube which
is_ soldered in the central

Fig. 6.-Details of shaft and balanced crank.

Cylinder Details
As the cylinder in the present model is a

double-acting one, it will be a little more
difficult to construct than the single -acting
cylinders previously described, but with
patience, and careful soldering, a service-
able cylinder should result. The finished
cylinder will be equal in power to two
single -acting cylinders of the same bore and
stroke.

The cylinder has a bore of * in. and a

M

Fig. 8.-Side view of finished
cylinder and piston -rod head.

stroke of 1 in., and for the cylinder barrel
select a piece of solid drawn brass tubing
* in. inside diameter and 111n. long. The
tubing should be at least A- in. thick, and
if it is sufficiently true it will only require
cleaning out with a piece of very fine emery
cloth wrapped round a piece of dowel rod of
suitable diameter, using a little machine oil
as a lubricant. File the ends of the tube
square till it is exactly 1 in. long, and drill
the two holes, E, F, near the ends of the
tube, on a common centre line.

The port block, G, which is sweated to
the cylinder barrel, can be fashioned out of
a piece of 1 -in. by f -in. stick brass, one
side being filed concave to fit the cylinder
barrel after the holes for the steam ports
and pivot pin have been drilled. For the
latter cut off a piece of *-in. mild steel rod
1 it- in. long, and cut a thread on each end,
as indicated. File the recess in the face of
the block, as shown at H..

The two flanges, J, which are soldered to
the cylinder barrel, flush with the ends, are
1 in. diameter, and are cut away to fit the
port block, G. These flanges can be cut

N\''' !% '\*
AO,
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Fig. 7.-Sectional
view of cylinder
and steam distri-
buting block, and
details of steam

ports.

0

hole in the front cylinder cover, and the
stuffing box space can be lightly packed
with a piece of oily cotton waste after
the piston rod is in place.

The piston rod is a piece of *-in. steel
rod 21 in. long, screwed at one end for the
piston rod head, and at the other for the
piston, which is formed with three brass
discs, two of which must be a good fit in
the cylinder barrel, and the third one, of
smaller diameter, fitted between the other

two so as to provide a packing space,
as shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

The piston -rod head, M, shown
in Figs. 1, 2, and 8, can be fashioned
out of a piece of brass Ar in. thick.
It is split across the centre, and the
end cap is fixed with two 116 -in.
steel screws.
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Steam Distributing Block
This is shown at N, and can be made

from a piece of I- in. by A-in. stick brass.
Two long A in. diameter holes are drilled
nearly through the block, as indicated, and
the steam and exhaust ports are drilled to
meet these holes at an angle, as shown at P.
The relative positions of these ports are
determined by the throw of the crank,
and the distance of the centre of the pivot
pin from the centre of the crankshaft, as
shown in the bottom diagram in Fig. 7.
The scale at the foot of Fig. 7 will enable
the size and position of steam and exhaust
ports to be checked. The lower pair of
ports are the steam ports, and the upper
ones the exhaust ports. The outer ends of
the two long communicating ports can be
enlarged to A in. to take the ends of the
steam and exhaust pipes.

The hole through the centre of the block
must be drilled a good fit for the pivot pin,
after which the recess can be filed across the
centre of the block, as shown. The working
faces of both blocks should be carefully
prepared by rubbing them in turn on a
piece of plate glass, using pumice powder
and machine oil as an abrasive medium.
Assembling the Parts

Having got the piston to work smoothly,
take the steam distributing block and neatly
solder it to the main side frame in the
position shown in Figs. 1 and 2, with the
open ends of the long ports pointing away
from the crankshaft. Now take the crank-
shaft and slip on two collars, R (Fig. 2), the
one on the flywheel side having a small
grub screw for fixing it to the shaft. Slip
the other bearing plate with the small side -
frame on the other end of the shaft, and
after adjusting so that the shaft turns easily,
screw down the angle bracket to the base -
plate. After passing the cylinder pivot
pin through the central hole in the steam
block, slip on a thin steel washer and a
short piece of brass wire spring, and screw
on the nut for adjusting the tension.

Finally, connect up the piston -rod head
to the crank pin and apply a little fine
machine oil to all the working parts.
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A SCALE MICIDEIL Cif TI IIE
""ClUILEN
111AIRY""

Fig. 1.-The completed model, which is 21 ft. 2i in.
long, 2 ft. 6 in. wide, and 5 ft. 9 in. high.

"
IAM happy to name this ship the
Queen Mary, and wish success to all
who sail in her." The crack of the

christening bottle, the clank of guide
chains, and the deepening sound of a great
ship entering her native element-thus a
year ago, with cheering and hope, was
launched Britain's challenger for that elusive
and coveted Blue Riband of the Atlantic,
and soon-next spring-she will set forth
to prove her worth.

Throughout her notable career the Queen
Mary has been featured and commented on
by writers and critics until all the world
manifests an interest in her.

In October the Cunard -White Star liner
Britannic carried across the Western Ocean
a huge model Queen Mary to give an early
glimpse to Americans of the beauty of
traditional yet progressive nautical design.
How the Model was Made

In connection with this model there are
two interesting facts. It is the largest ship
model ever constructed in England, and it
was constructed in the record time of
three months, whereas normally a work of
this type takes at least six months.

For nearly thirteen strenuous weeks the
craftsmen of a well-known model shipyard
have been worked day and night to
complete the model to time, and have
deservedly achieved a world's record.

In the first place, directly the order was

This Interesting Ship Model,
which is Built to the Scale of
lin. to the foot, is the Largest of
its Kind Ever Built in England
approximate length 21 ft. 2i in., breadth
2 ft. 6 in., and height 5 ft. 9 in. In the case
of a model of a finished ship, hundreds of
photographs are specially taken of the ship
to assist the accuracy of the details, but this
method, of course, could not be used for the
unfinished Queen Mary.

Timber yards all over the country were
searched for wood for the hull, which was
eventually carved from long planks of
seasoned African mahogany, and when
hollowed out was large enough to hold nine
of the workers. The planks, each about
2 in. thick, were roughly sawn to shape and
then bolted and glued together to form a
rough outline, which was finished off to
templates made to the various sections of

Fig. 2.-The finished hull ready for painting.

placed, the model -makers received all the
external working drawings, giving all
visible detail as far as was then known.

The scale was i in. to the foot, making the

the hull. The inside of the hull was carved
out before bolting the planks for two rea-
sons-to lighten the weight of the model,
and because there is less risk of the wood

Fig. 3.-A stem view of the boat showing skilled craftsmen adding the final fittings.
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Fig. 4.-The model nearing completion.

moving when done by this method. Then
came one of the most skilled operations in
the woodwork, to shape the hull by means
of hand tools and templates to the exact form
of its huge prototype, as a false cut would
ruin the model. It was then smoothed
down with glass-paper and received a
number of priming coats and fillings, one
after the other, with long intervals in be-
tween for drying.

The scores of decks and deck -house parts
were of New Zealand kauri pine and close
grained hard wood, accurately constructed
from scale drawings, and these parts were
then painted and all the decks were care-
fully lined out by hand to represent plank-
ing. Actually over two miles of this lining
had to be done for the Queen Mary's deck
expanses.

In the Metal -working Shop
The correct drawings to scale were sup-

plied for each small part-winches, ventila-
tion cowls, funnels, davits, bollards, anchors,
propellers, etc. In the case of the more
solid fittings such as winches, castings were
made in the foundry in gun-metal, brass, or
some non-ferrous metal, and were then
finished by hand, and small details added to
them by skilled model -makers. Others
that were hollow, like the funnels, or flat,
like window frames and sidelights, were
wrought from sheet and strip metal, or, like
stanchions, were turned from fine rod.

The funnels, which in the case of the
Queen Mary were of considerable size, were

rolled in sheet brass, and the banding and
edging were riveted on and soldered.
Before painting, all the small ladders,

31(MMI64!

and opinions vary as to the most attractive
finish, because when the ship is at sea the
colour of these depends on what is reflected
in their plate glass-grey, green, or blue,
according to the weather. The Dutch
modellers nearly always use mirror glass or
nickelled metal, but with this model a new
experiment was tried by using bexoid in a
mottled green, which gave a very successful
result.

Completing the Model
When ,each part, large and small, was

finished, a careful check -over was made to
see that nothing had been omitted, other-
wise the completion of the model would be
delayed, if only for one small winch or
bollard.

The great hull was taken from the paint
shop and set up in a specially prepared dust -
proof room, and a staff of six skilled crafts-
men began the assembling.

They drilled the hull and fixed each
little sidelight, and then the building up of
the decks was commenced. Stanchions
were fitted and handrails threaded, com-
panion ways secured from deck to deck,
masts and funnels erected, deckhouses, huge
ventilators, davits, lifeboats, and all the
numberless deck fittings placed into
position.

Fig. 5.-Loading up the model for transport to London.

syrens, staging, etc., were tried in position,
and removed for plating in bronze, silver, or
gold. Some fittings are painted in correct
colours, while others are plated. Then there
is the glazing of port -holes and windows,

The last hand -rail was made fast, and the
Queen Mary was ready for the inspection
and approval of the owning company's naval
architect, a worthy deputy of Britain's
future " Queen of the Seas."

Refrigerator Rail -Road Cars
IN an age when refrigeration is rapidly

becoming recognised as an essential in
food preservation, rail -road companies

are not backward in using it to keep food-
stuffs, flowers, and vegetables fresh in transit
from producer to market. The London
Midland and Scottish Railway has just put
into service a fleet of large insulated re-
frigerator cars. These are of double -walled
wooden construction. The cavity between
the outside planks and the interior plywood
lining is packed with crinkled aluminium
foil. The refrigerating units are two tanks
in the roof containing solid carbon dioxide,
known commercially as dry -ice. The gas
given off by the evaporating " ice " is led
away outside the cars. The cooling circu-
lation is provided simply by contact of the
air in the car with the cold undersurface of

THE WORLD OF SCIENCE

the tanks. Cold air sinks down amongst
the cargo and displaces warmer air from the
floor.

The use of crinkled aluminium foil as a
packing in place of asbestos, cork, or slag
wool is an interesting modern development.
Aluminium as a metal is a good conductor
of heat. The real insulator is the little air -
cells between the layers of the metal, and a
shiny metallic surface prevents passage of
heat by radiation across these cells.
Liquid Oxygen Explosives

ACIGARETTE soaked in liquid oxy-
gen flares up like a firework when

lit. Modern safety explosives are a
development of this principle. Cartridges
of cellulosic material, harmless in them-
selves, are made explosive by soaking
them in liquid oxygen. Unlike dynamite
and blasting powder, the mixture does not
touch off easily, but requires a definite flash
from a detonating circuit to fire it. The
explosion develops a powerful disruptive
force. The cartridges themselves are inert
and can safely be stored without special
precautions. Moreover, if they fail to go
off they become rapidly harmless again as
the oxygen evaporates. Accidents due to
delayed firing are thus obviated. A French
mining syndicate regards the method with
so much favour that it has installed a liquid
oxygen plant producing 300 gallons an hour.
The plant is situated in the middle of its
area of operations.
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ALL RADIO
QUESTIONS
ANSWERED

FREE

FOR various reasons, push-pull ampli-
fication of the " straight " kind,
as opposed to Q.P.P. and Class B,

has been very much neglected during the
past couple of years, and constant inquiries
have been received from readers for a really
up-to-date set of comparatively simple type
with push-pull output. Push-pull is cer-
tainly very desirable when a really large
output is required, and particularly when
quality reproduction is of prime importance.
It is to meet the requirements of many
correspondents that we are being so bold
as to revive push-pull amplification, and
to prove that it is ideal for modem con-
ditions.

A Modern Circuit
The P.M. Battery Four is in every

respect a modem receiver, and provides
exactly the type of reception that is being
demanded by more and more listeners,.
who fully realise that quality and punch
are of even greater importance than long
range and the ability to separate two
transmissions emanating from stations
situated many thousands of miles away.
We are aware that every listener at some
time or other likes to have by him a power-
ful receiver ideally suited to the reception
at perfect quality of the nearer stations.
There are many constructors, moreover,
who fiuid it worth while to have two separate
receivers, one with which to go
" globe-trotting " and the other for
local work and for the benefit of
the " family," who place ease of
control and quality of reproduction
before everything else. This re-
ceiver forms an excellent " second "
receiver for those who come within
the latter category.

It will be seen from the circuit
that the arrangement is on very
straightforward lines, and that it
is entirely devoid of any " extras "
that make a circuit look compli-
cated, but which do nothing to
improve performance. Air -cored
coils of sound design andofa type pro-
viding good selectivity are used both

THE P.M.
BATTERY FOUR

A Modern Battery -operated Re-
ceiver with " Mains " Output,
Ample Range, and a Degree of
Selectivity Sufficient for Most

Purposes-and at Low Cost

in the aerial and in the inter valve circuits.
Both coils are of the H.F. transformer type
of which the primary is untuned, and both
are fitted with built-in wave -change switch-
ing so that the number of external connec-
tions is reduced to a minimum.

Distortionless Volume Control
The first valve is ' a variable -mu H.F.

pentode, and this provides a really large
measure of amplification besides forming an
ideal distortionless volume control. The
detector circuit follows conventional lines,
and includes a reaction condenser that
gives a smooth control of volume and also
enables selectivity to be increased when
desired. It is also amply decoupled, with
a result that there is no danger of in-
stability or L.F. oscillation, whether the

set is used with an eliminator
or with an H.T. battery that
is past its prime.

These three views
of the finished
receiver will help
in checking the
construction and

wiring.

Every Question
must be accom-
panied by the

Coupon on
page iii of Cover

It is the output stage, however, that
merits most attention, since this includes
two modem valves in a modern push-pull
circuit. The degree of amplification given
by a push-pull stage is more than double
that of a single valve, the output actually
being something like two and a half times
that of a single L.F. valve. Push-pull has
the further advantage that it is practically
distortionless, due to the fact that the two
valves tend to cancel out any distortion
that might otherwise exist.

A Balanced Output Stage
In designing the push-pull output stage

of the receiver very great care has been
taken to avoid any possibility of instability,
and it is for this reason that stopper
resistances have been included in the grid
leads to the two valves. Still further to
ensure perfect stability, however, the two
halves of the secondary winding of the input
push-pull transformer are shunted by means
of small fixed condensers. It might at first
appear that these precautions against in-
stability are unnecessarily complete, but
this is not the case. Theoretically, two
valves used together in a push-pull circuit
should be perfectly matched, which means
that they should be chosen from the makers'
stock with great care. There is generally an
extra charge made for accurately matched
pairs of valves, however, and besides this,
they cannot be obtained from the local
dealer. In saying this we realise that
modem valves of the same type have almost
identical characteristics-but there are

slight variations. But by using
the deooupling arrangements
referred to above, the valves
for the P.M. Battery Four need
not be perfectly matched, and
thus ordinary ones can be bought
direct from stock without results
being impaired in the slightest
degree. Triode output valves
are indicated in the theoretical
diagram, but pentodes may be
used if greater efficiency is de-
sired, and these are specified.
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I USE THEM AT WORK -AND AT HOME
AWLPLUGS

.712,

......
FOR ALL FIX! NG. PURPOSES

"I use Rawlplugs at work for fixing anything
from machinery to shelves-and they've
never let me down. So it's natural that I
should use Rawlplugs at home when there's
a fixing job to be done. Things like towel
rails, hooks, pictures and dozens of other
articles can be fixed in a few minutes the
Rawlplug way. I find that they save money
and always give a neat job. Have you a

Rawlplug Outfit in your
tool kit ?"
Complete Outfits:
1/6, 3/6 or 5/6
Illustrated literature

free on request.
The

RAWLPLUG
CO., LT D

Rawlplug House,
London, S.W.7

RAWLPLUG
PLASTIC WOOD

WOOD IN PUTTY FORM
" Here's a line that saves pounds in repair
bills. Rawlplug Plastic Wood is like putty
to handle, yet when it's dry it is just like
ordinary wood. It's wonderful for repairing
cracks in tables and floors, filling in holes,
making mouldings, and repairing things
like knife handles and kiddies' toys. It is
a fine adhesive, in addition to its other
qualities. When Rawlplug Plastic Wood is
dry it can be stained or painted, cut and
planed-in fact it can be
treated in exactly the same
way as ordinary wood."

Available i n
tubes at 6d.
and I - or in
tins from 9d.
upwards.

It 17,

"CLIX" PREVENT CLICKS!
If you were to ask any radio service engineer, which was the most common fault
found when servicing receivers, the answer would be "contacts." Extreme care
is always taken in the wiring up of a job, but just because valveholders, plugs,
sockets, etc., are small components their contact quality is often overlooked.
For years now the designers of sets described in " Practical Mechanics " and
all the British radio publications have consistently chosen CLIX, because Clix
have and still do specialise in producing the finest and widest range of Perfect
Contact Components. To prevent Clicks-Ask for CLIX.

CLIX SPADE TERMINALS
An important feature embodied in each of the 3 sizes
of Clix Spade terminals is the metal shoulder piece
which prevents acid creeping up to the leads. The
wiring contact is positive metal to metal and the jaw in
all models is designed to give full surface contact with
small, medium or large terminal stems.
No. 2-is Standard for Accumulator contacts or H.T.

connections to set. Prices: Large 2d. Small
No. 3-is Heavy Duty model intended for bringing

aerial or earth leads direct to set without having
to make breaks or joins. Lead-in hole in in-
sulators allows leads up to -Ar" diameter to
be used without stripping insulation tape from
wires. Supplied with Red or Black insulators.

Price 3d. each.

CLIX CONNECTION STRIPS
Some users call these Terminal Strips, but actually they
are for Plug and Socket contacts with Terminals to
facilitate wiring (Note illustration). There are four types
available with engraved markings as listed below. These
Clix Connection Strips make for speedy contact while
at the same time you do secure perfect contact. We re-
commend Clix Solid Plugs at 2d. each for use with these.
Type "A." Engraved Mains Aerial. In -Out. 6d. each.

"B." Engraved A I .A2.E. - - . - 7d.
" C." Engraved -L.S.-. Pick-up. - 8d.

 "D." Engraved A.E. or L.S. (See illus.) 6d.

CLIX " MASTER " PLUGS
The most important feature in these is the efficiency
of the pin, which is non -collapsible and is so con-
structed that it will give perfect contact with the
varying sizes of sockets so often found in different
makes of H.T. batteries. These Clix plugs give full
surface contact in sockets up to k" diameter. They
are supplied with long or short insulators and
standard markings. Price: VA. each.
There is a model for Heavy Duty work, on the

lines described for Clix Heavy Duty Spade
Terminals. The Plugs cost 3d. each.

Then there is a model for Mains work. Price:
4d. each. Finally, there is a 5 -amp. model
which costs 4 -id.

CLIX VALVEHOLDERS
The Clix valveholder V.5 is a low -loss type with
ceramic base. Designed for short-wave work. Type
V.I is our well-known standard type, while Type V.7
is excellent for short and ultra short work where
baseboard mounting is preferred. Details and prices
of the full range are given in new Folder
Free for a postcard.

gLECTRO LINX LIMITED, 79a ROCHESTER ROW, LONDON, S.W.I On
Ever since "Practical Mechanics" has been published, Mr.F. J. Camm has specified Clix
Perfect Contact components. Be on the safe side-" Use CLIX and prevent CLICKS."
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Preparing the Chassis
Some readers may prefer to purchase

the chassis ready drilled, but those who
prefer to drill it themselves should start
by marking out and drilling the four holes
for the valveholders. These are all 1 in.
in diameter, and their positions can readily
be determined from the scale wiring plan
given. After mounting the valveholders
it will be found most convenient to fix in
place all those components that are situ-
ated underneath the chassis, starting with
the push-pull input transformer. After
that, the two component brackets can be
fitted and the reaction condenser and
volume -control potentiometer attached to
them.

It will be seen that the fixed condensers
and fixed resistances are not attached to the
chassis, but are supported by their con-
necting wires. The next step is to mount
the third component bracket, variable
condenser, and coil assembly on the upper
surface of the chassis. Again the correct
positions (which are not too critical, by the
way) can be found by making reference
to the wiring plan. One point that should
be watched, however, is that the condenser
must be exactly in the centre, so as to make
the drive central. It should also be noted
that the end of the condenser spindle
should be in line with the front edge of the
chassis-not overhanging, as might be
supposed. This is because the collar on

List of Components for the
P.M. BATTERY FOUR

One Two -gang Condenser, " Baby "
type, with dial (J.B.).

One Two -coil Assembly, type
T.D.S. (Colvern).

One Reaction Condenser, .0003
mfd., C3 (B.T.S.).

One Pre-set Condenser, 0003 mfd.,
C4 (Ward & Goldstone).

Four Fixed Condensers : two -5
tubular, C7, 010 ; two 1
tubular, type 250, C5, C6
(T.C.C.).

Four .0002 Fixed Condensers,
type M, 08, C9, C11, C12
(T.C.C.).

One 50,000 -ohm Potentiometer,
El (B.T.S.).

Four Fixed Resistances : one 1

meg., .R2 ; one 30,000 ohms,
B3 ; two 10,000 ohms, B4 and
B5 (Amplion).

One Input Push-pull Transformer,
type D.P.36 (Varley).

One H.F. Choke, type H.F.8
(Bulgin).

Three Potentiometer Brackets
(Peto-S cott).

Two Terminal Strips : A. E. and
L.S., P.U. (Clix).

Six Plugs : G.B. -1, G.B. -2,
G.B.+, H.T. H.T.+1,
H.T.+ 2 (Clix).

Two Spade Terminals : L.T.+,
L.T. - (Clix).

Four Valves : VP215, D210, two
Y220 (Hivac).

One On/off Switch (three-point)
(Graham-Farish).

Two 5 -pin Valveholders (Clix).
Two 4 -pin Valveholders (Clix).
One 120 -volt H.T. Battery.
One Metaplex Chassis, 10 x 8 in.,

with 3 in. runners (Peto-Scott).
One 9 -volt G.B. Battery.
One 2 -volt Accumulator.
One Loud Speaker (Amplion

Harmona).

Top and Sub -chassis Wiring Diagram of the
P.M. 4, attery Four

ILON-OFF SWITCH

LT--

ToL.S.

M.8

V4

Tioo GANG
TUNING

COND:e

F

TRIMMERS

I0

GANGED COIL UNIT. MB.

)N1
o
CAP

LI
A2

SPECIAL NOTE
It is important to use the specified speaker (Amplion Harmona) for the P.M. Battery
Four. Details of this high -quality but low-priced speaker appear on page 102.

HT- HT -f2 H7.41 LT- LT+

C3. REACT CONO;(2
-0003 k Fa -

CENTRE TERMINAL.
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You'll

need these

Sx0e
AND

EittrIvx
BATTERIES

specified for the

`BATTERY

FOUR'
For L.T. Exide DTG, 2 volt, 20
ampere hours - 4/6, or with Exide
Charge Indicator 5/
For H.T. Drydex Super -Life, 12o
volts I06
For G.B. Drydex Mont - 1 /-

Obtainable from Exide Service Stations and all
reputable dealers. Exide Service Stations give service

on every make of battery.

Exide Batteries, Exide Works, Clifton Junction, near
Manchester. Branches at London, Manchester,

Birmingham, Bristol, Glasgow, Dublin and Belfast.

FOR ECONOMY & EFFICIENCY

HIVAC
As Specified

13210 Special
Detector 3/9

P215 Economy
Power Valve 4/9

Y220 Low Consumption
Output Valve
(Two required) I V

Value Guide "P.M." Free.

Economy with Efficiency is a rare
occurrence in radio practice, but,
there is always an exception to
prove the rule. Mr. F. J. Camm, in
selecting four HIVAC valves for his
" P.M. BATTERY FOUR," includes
two Hivac types with splendid effi-
ciency records, coupled with marked
economy in current consumption

A further economy is shown in
the prices of all Hivac Valves.
Against their counterparts, Hivac
show you a saving of 25%. That
Hivac are efficient is quite evi-
dent, in the fact that designers
of quality receivers make quite
a habit of using and choosing
HIVAC.

10 IVA
THE SCIENTIFIC

VALVE

BRITISH w MADE
High Vacuum Valve Co. Ltd., 113-117 Farringdon Road, London, E.C.I

%SHORT WAVE FAN'S

Got MA AZ I NE

No. 1

NOW
ON

SA LE

The SHORT WAVE CONSTRUCTOR"
. . . packed full with short wave
articles of absorbing interest. Describes
in detail 3 entirely new Short and Ultra
Short -Wave Circuits, etc., etc. . . . the
very latest in short wave technique.
Obtainable through all branches of
W. H. Smith and Sons, Radio dealers,
or send 3d. direct to the Publishers:

The ACKNOWLEDGED
LEADERS in SHORT
WAVES

BRITISH TELEVISION SO PPL ES, LTD.,
BUSH HOUSE, DEPT. Pt. M., LONDON, W.C.2

There was a young
fellow of Diss

Married a careless
young miss !

Pots and Pans in sad
array-

Really caused HIM
-no dismay-

With FLUXITE-no
job came amiss !

See that FLUXITE is always by you-in the
house-garage-workshop-wherever speedy
soldering is needed. Used for 30 years in
government works and by leading engineers
and manufacturers. Of Ironmongers - in
tins, 4d., 8d., 1,4 and 2/8. Ask to see the
FLUXITE SMALL -SPACE SOLDERING SET
-compact but substantial-complete with
full instructions, 7/6.
Write for Free Book on the ART OF " son "
SOLDERING and ask for Leaflet on CASE-
HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING
TOOLS with FLUXITE.

TO CYCLISTS: Your wheels will NOT keep
round and true unless the spokes are tied with
line wire at the crossings AND SOLDERED.
This makes a much stronger wheel. It's
simple -with FLUXITE - bat IMPORTANT.

THE FLUXITE GUN
is always ready to put
Fluxite on the soldering job
instantly. A little pressure
places the right quantity on
the right spot and one charg-
ing lasts for ages. Price 16.

ALL MECHANICS W/LL HAVEN

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

FLUXITE Ltd., Dept. P.M., Dragon Works, Bermondsey St., S.E.1
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The circuit diagram of the P.M. Battery Four.

the slow-motion drive has to fit over it,
the spindle from this actually passing
thrd'ugh the front of the cabinet.

The position is rather different in the
case of the wave -change switch rod
on the coil assembly, since this must
project, and the coil base is so placed
that it just lines up with the front of
the chassis.

Simple Wiring
Having mounted the various compo-

nents, wiring may be commenced.
The method of making the various
connections calls for little explanation,
since it is evident from the wiring
plan, but it should be explained that
several wires pass through the chassis
from components mounted on the
upper surface to others that are under-
neath. The holes through which the
wires pass are numbered on the two
wiring plans, so that the " run " of
every wire can easily be traced. It will
also be observed that two " earth -return "
leads are attached to a wood screw
fitted into the chassis just beside the
on -off switch ; one of the leads is from
the on -off switch and the other is from the
volume -control potentiometer.

To those who are conversant with
theoretical circuits it might appear that
there are more terminals on the coil
assembly than are actually required, and
that some of the connections are duplicated.
This is explained by the fact that certain
of the coil connections are brought out to
two terminals, one situated on each side
of the coil base. There is a very good
reason for this, which is that it ensures
short, direct connections to the fixed vanes
of the variable condenser and also to the
grid circuits of the first two valves.

" Earth -Return " Connections
In making the connections to the com-

ponents on the underside of the chassis it
will be seen that several leads are taken to a
bolt (marked M.B.). These are " earth -
return " leads, and it is therefore important
that the head of the bolt should make gobd
contact with the metallised upper surface.
To ensure this it is well to fit a large washer
under the bolt head, and also to place a
similar washer over the looped ends of the
wires before fitting the nut.

Battery Connections
Having completed the construction of the

receiver, the valves may be inserted into
their respective holders and the aerial,
earth, batteries, and loud speaker con-
nected. The correct order for the valves is :
Vl, VP215 ; V2, D210 ; V3 and 174, Y220.

HT -

6

It willwill be clear that the flexible lead from
terminal 6 on the second coil should be
joined to the anode terminal of the

H.T. - should be joined to the negative
socket on the H.T. battery, that marked
H.T.+ 1 should be taken to a tapping
giving about 60 volts, and H.T. + 2 should
be given the full voltage of the battery.
The two L.T. leads should be joined to the
positive and negative terminals respectively
of the accumulator. There are three grid -
bias leads, of which the positive one should
be connected to the positive terminal of the
G.B. battery, G.B. -1 should be given the
full 'voltage of the battery, and G.B. -2
should receive about 44 volts.

Trimming
The first trimming operation that should

be carried out concerns the setting of the
two trimmers on the two -gang condenser,
for much depends upon their accurate
adjustment. If they are ignored, or care-
lessly set, the overall selectivity, as well as
the sensitivity, will be reduced.

Before dealing with the trimmer screws,
however, the knob of the pre-set condenser,
which is situated on the underside of the
baseboard, should be turned to its midway
position, the aerial being connected to the
terminal socket marked A2. This will give
a good compromise between selectivity
and sensitivity, and form a good basis for
the more delicate settings. Now tune in a
weak station on about 250 metres and

turn the reaction condenser to
its zero (anti -clockwise) position.
After bringing in the transmission
as loudly as possible by means of
the main tuning knob, slowly turn
the trimmer screw on the section
of the gang condenser marked C2
on the wiring plan by means of a
long narrow -bladed screwdriver.
It should be found that there is
a slight increase in signal strength
as a certain point is reached and
that volume falls off to a certain
extent on each side of that optimum

A three-quarter front view of the
receiver showing the neat and com-
pact arrangement of the components.

var.-mu valve.
Of the battery leads, that

point. Find that point and then
repeat the trimming operation on
the first section (Cl) of the conden-
ser. Variation of this trimmer should
in all cases reduce signal strength,
but if not, find the best setting.

Now tune to a station higher
up the wavelength scale and repeat the

marked I operations.

34"->14--3Vi

REAC770N14f4- 4 Como:e..

/I"
Front view of chassis, giving dimensions for drilling the cabinet.

44"
3/,t
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To be completed in about 30 Weekly Parts V- each
NEWNES'

PLUM ING
ENGINEERING

30 EXPERTS AT
YOUR SERVICE

NOT AND COLD
WATER %VRIES

DRAINAGE ANC

SANITATION

LI Li-iTING
NEATINO AND
VENTILATION

Ht11,1Sil AND
PLIRLIC

MALI:WIGS

UNIQUE ILLUSTRATIONS
Many hundreds of photographs have been taken to illustrate
approved methods. These wonderful action pictures
form an education in themselves. In addition, the work
contains many diagrams illustrating systems of ventilation,
heating and hot water supply.
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TABLES and DATA
Wherever possible, the practical information has been compressed
into the form of tables which are admirably suited for reference
by the practical man. The full scope of " PLUMBING
& DOMESTIC ENGINEERING " is given on facing
page-you will find it absolutely comprehensive.

LARGE FOLDING CHART
(In 2 Colours)

Dealing with Standard Hot Water
Supply and Heating Systems
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To all young men in the Building
and Allied Trades

L'OR EVERYONE interested in
the erection and equipment of houses

and large buildings "Plumbing and
Domestic Engineering " offers a
wonderful opportunity for an investment
which will yield a return of many
hundreds per cent on outlay.
It is the first work of its kind ever pro-
duced, and every contributor is an expert

on his particular subject. Master
Plumbers, Gas Engineers, Sanitary
Engineers, Heating and Ventilating
Engineers, have written the articles,
which are packed with practical infor-
mation.
Each week you can obtain the
benefit of their vast experience
for a small cost !

Scope of "Plumbing and Domestic Engineering"
Systematic Examination of the Domestic

Services of a Building.

Pipes and Tubes for Water Supply and
Drainage.

Lead Plumbers' wiped joints ; preparation of
lead -to -lead and lead -to -brass, copper or gun-
metal ; underhand, upright, branch, knuckle-
taft, block or flange joints ; expansion joints
for waste pipes ; jointing tin and tin -lined lead
pipes ; copper bit joints ; burned or fused
joints ; bending and fixing. Copper ; Com-
pression and screwed joints ; unions ; bronze
welding or brazing ; bending, screwing and
fixing. Iron ; Socketed pipes ; caulking with
gasket and metallic lead ; screwed joints with
sockets ; flanged pipes with insertion ; special
and patent joints, etc.

Sheet Lead and Sheet Copper Work.
Flats; box, parapet and valley gutters, cesspools,
step and cover flashings, soakers, hips, curbs,
ridging, domes, dormers, finials, skylights, trap
doors, cornices, aprons, drips, rolls, laps, bale
tacks, welted seams, lead wedging, " burnt -in "
mastic joints, etc.

Materials.
Alloys, solders and fluxes ; cements ; com-
position, preparation and uses of Portland, lead

mastic and rustic cements ; other jointing
materials and compounds.

Calculations for the Domestic Engineer.
Domestic Water Supply from the Mains.

Hot Water Supply.
Tank and cylinder systems ; combined double
cylinder and calorifier systems ; combined hot
water supply and heating systems ; boilers and
water heaters-the " Ascot," the " Ewart," etc,

Main Drainage Systems.
Modern drainage systems simply explained ; the
one pipe system of drainage ; installation of
wash basins, baths and scullery sinks ; inter-
cepting traps, disconnecting traps, petrol traps,
etc. ; the ventilation of drain, soil and waste
pipes.

Private Water Supply for Country Districts.
Wells, pumping plant, windmill pumps, elec-
trically driven pumps, petrol driven pumps.

Drainage Systems for Country Districts.
Cesspools, the septic tank, the automatic sewage
siphon, earth closets, surface and sub -irrigation
filters, contact beds.

Heating.
Warming of buildings, slow combustion stoves,
gas fires and gas radiators, electric heaters, hot

Absolutely Comprehensive!
" PLUMBING & DOMESTIC ENGIN-
EERING " gives you a splendid opportunity
to make yourself so proficient in your work you
will stand head and shoulders above the man
who THINKS he knows all there is to know
about the subjects of Plumbing and Domestic
Engineering.

Hand this Order Form to
Your Newsagent at once Mr'
Obtainable at all newsagents and bookstalls, 1 /-each part,
or 1 /2 each part post free, from George Newnes Ltd.,
8-11 Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

To

Practical

water heaters ; low, medium and high-pressure
hot water systems, etc.
Ventilation of Buildings.
Principles of ventilation ; houses, large buildings;
the Plenum system, exhaust system, combined
systems ; fans and fan motors, duct work, air
cleaning and conditioning, up-to-date practice
in cinemas and theatres, etc.
Ships' Plumbing.
Lead Burning with Blow Pipe, Gas Torch

and Oxy-acetylene Flame.
Oxy-acetylene welding.

The Principles of Gas Fitting.
Cutting, jointing, bending and fixing of pipes ;
wet, dry, check and slot meters ; lighting burners ;
fittings and mantles ; switch or distant control
system ; high-pressure lighting, etc. ; types and
fixing ; water heaters, geysers.
Gas Refrigerators-Principles of Electric

Wiring.
With special reference to thermal storage water
heaters, electric refrigerators, etc.
Glazing.
Handling, cutting and packing glass ; types of
glass used ; glazing methods and fitments.
including shop window glazing.
Estimating for Plumbing Work.
Business Methods for the Master Plumber.

in every Line!
-CUT THIS OUT. - 

Please reserve

PLUMBING

Cross out
which does

not apply

Name

I

Newsagent i

for me each week One Copy of
& DOMESTIC ENGINEERING

Deliver it to my address below.
I will call for it.

(1/-)

Address

George Newnes Ltd.
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A "BAG FULL" of interesting new MODELS!

ALL Enterprising firms produce new lines, but the main success in the
model trade depends on productions that have stood and will stand the test
of quality, continued use and value. Our L.M.S. " ROYAL SCOT " and
L.N.E.R. " FLYING SCOTSMAN " in gauge " 0 " are wonderful value,
and still as popular as ever. Why not add one to your locomotive stud ?
Price £.3.15.0d. and i..4.4.0d. respectively.
ARE YOU INTERESTED in Historic Locomotives ? We have just intro-
duced a most interesting one-a model of the complete train of Germany's
first railway, opened 100 years ago, between Nuremberg and Furth. This
model, drawn by the pioneer scale model " Adler " (made in England by
George Stephenson), is finished in gay colours, with three coaches filled with
passengers. With oval of track it costs 75/-. (Without track 70/-.)

GET OUR AUTUMN SEASON'S CATALOGUES. A.12. Model Railways,
B.12. Model Engines, and S.12. Model Ships. Price 6d. Each, Post Free.

A new locomotive model-
The G.W.R. KING GEORGE V in
" 0 " gauge, clockwork or d.c. electric.

Price 7 Gns.

The entrance to our new "ASHFIELD " station

HAVE YOU sent yet for particulars
of all our splendid new season lines in
railways and ships? A post -card will
bring you information. SEND NOW!

New Gauge " 00 - Table Railway Outfit-
Gauge " 0" Locomotives, etc. Write at once!

BASSETT-LOWKE LTD.
NORTHAMPTON.
LONDON: 112 High Holborn, W.C.1.
MANCHESTER: 28 Corporation Street,

PI FCO TEST
INSTRUMENTS

ENSURE 100% EFFICIENCY
FROM RADIO

Buy to -tray one 42/- Pifco Rota -
meter -de -Luxe (Moving -coil) or
one 29:6 Rotameter ,Moving -iron) and you will receive a
complete set of 3 Pifco Valve
Adaptors costing 15, -, in velvet -
lined case for 7'6.
A Rotameter and set of Valve
Adaptors will form a complete
test set for your radio,

PIFCO ROTAMETER-
VALVE ADAPTORS DE -LUXE

Each adaptor has a S -pin have with top sockets for
"plop -in" testing of 5, 7 or 9 -pin valves under working
conditions without alteration to set wiring. Four nickel -
plated terminals complete with strapping links are fitted,
to connect meter in either grid or anode circuit of valve.

IPEIFC0

19 Ranges including valve test.) Every
conceivable test, also valves, can be made
with this amazing instrument (400 volts -
500 ohms per volP. Black bakelite finish ;
lomplete with leads. In handsome velvet -
ined case. Price 421-.

Ask your dealer to -day to shoe you Rotarnetera and Adaptors, or smile for
Rife° Testmeter Folder, post free, from PIFCO, LTD., SHUDEITILL,
MANCHESTER, or 150 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.

ROTAMETERSond RADIOMETERS
PIFCO ON THE SPOT WILL TRACE YOUR TROUBLES LIHE A SHOT

WIRELESS
TE L EVISION

Television is the coming
boom in wireless-it will
bring even greater pros-
perity to the industry and
create many more opportunities for a
career. Men who foresaw the broadcast-
ing boom made good-be trained and
prepar. d for this television boom which

RE
At the WIRELESS
COLLEGE students
receive training in all the
latest developments in all

branches of the Wireless profession.
Marine, Aircraft, Manufacturing, Design-
ing, Experimenting, Sales and Service, etc.
College on lea )rout. Write for free

must follow as surely as night follows day. prospectus.
STUDENTS ACCEPTED AS BOARDERS. TRAINING
FEE CAN BE PAID AFTER APPOINTMENT SECURED

The WIRELESS COLLEGE
CONWyANL ESSAY

UNIVERSAL MAINS A.C. D.C. MOTORS
A Universal (A.0 'D.C.)
Mains Motor as illus.
Approx. I 100 h.p.
2 0 0 -250 v. 2,5 0 0
R.P.M. I5' -

New B.T.H. Universal
250 v. 2,000 R.P.M.
run vertically or hori-
ning. Price with
tance, 30'- post free

1/40 h.p. 200-220 v.
2,850 R.P.M. Universal
Motor with single -
ended shaft.

361-.

Motor, 1'50 h.p. 100-
50-100 cycles. May be
zontally. Silent run -
special sliding rests-
U.K.

INDUCTION MOTORS (A.C. ONLY) 200-250 v.
115 h.p., with Shaft and Double -V Pulley. 2,000 R.O.M. 18/,
1,10 h.p., similar to above but larger and Single -V Pulley, 35/,
1 25 h.p., fitted with coarse and fine grinding wheels, 21/-.
A.C. only Induction Fans, 200-250 v. Prices 15/6, 19/6, 35/, 45/,

Our 105 -page Catalogue is interesting to all. 3d. post free.
GRAFTON ELECTRIC CO. (Dept. P),

54 GRAFTON ST., TOTTENHAM COURT RD., LONDON, W.I
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Undercarriages And Wheels
For Petrol Model Aircraft

y @OM;n @ 6. (430wden
(Wade, of cOrwsh a.0.9.aecord for dower (-Model Aerofitanes)

It is essential that the undercarriage of a model aeroplane be re-
liable and also strong enough to absorb the shock of landing without
breaking itself or the fuselage. Below are given some suitable designs

IT may be thought that the subject
chosen for this article is the least
important of all the component

parts that go to make up a successful
petrol -driven model aeroplane.

From my own experiences, however,
and from observa-tions of other
people's petrol
models, I feel that a
sound undercar-
riage with suitable
wheels makes or
mars an otherwise
good model.

It is essential that
an undercarriage
should be reliable,
and not require re-
pairing after every
landing. Also, it
must absorb the
shock of landing
without breaking it-
self or the fuselage,
and it must go on
carrying out these
functions without
attention. Further-
more, I consider
that one should at-
tempt to eliminate
all points of un-
reliability both in
the engine and the
machine itself. A
petrol model that
will regularly take off, fly in a wind and
land without damage, is to my mind an
ideal machine. Having obtained that
ideal, the designer can then cast about
for ways and means to beautify his model.

I fear too many constructors start from
the other end. They copy a pleasing look-
ing full-sized design and hope for the best.
This method seldom succeeds where
petrol -driven model aeroplanes are con-
cerned. In my early models, I suffered

reasons for these troubles, and to devise
methods of obtaining reliability in each
of these departments.
The " Split " Type of Undercarriage

Firstly, let me say that, as in the case
of practically all the
other petrol models

and serviceable undercarriage fitted to one of the author's petrol -driven aeroplanes.

from three main troubles, carburation
(i.e. easy starting and reliable running in
the air), damaged engine mountings, and
undercarriage troubles. I accordingly
set about attempting to analyse the

ALUMINIUM BRACKETS ATTACHED TO FUSELAGE

Fig. 2.-Construc-
tional details of a split
tripe undercarriage.

Fig. 1.-Showing a strong

DURALUMIN 'TUBES

STEEL TUBES

I have seen, I tried
designing a sprung
leg" split "type un-
dercarriage, rather
after the style of the
full-sized article.
My reason then be-
ing, that I consider-
ed a heavy petrol
model would re-
quire some useful
springing device,
and yet have a clear
space between the
wheels without an
axle to hit long
grass and so turn
the model over
when taking off or
landing.

I conjectured
rightly that this un-
dercarriage must be
positioned well in
advance of the
centre of gravity,
and just behind the
engine, to prevent
damage to it, and

to keep the model from nosing over on
landing and in taking off. I have
noticed one or two examples where
the undercarriage has been positioned
farther back, as in full-sized practice,
but in every case that I have observed,
difficulty has been experienced in taking
off in long grass or rough ground, and
the model has nosed over on landing.
It is therefore very important to place
the undercarriage as far forward as
possible, with the wheels almost under
the engine, in a tractor model.

I originally feared that with the
undercarriage so far forward, the tail
might not rise when taking off. How-
ever, if the model is correctly designed
with the thrust line in the right position

and a tail plane of slightly lifting sec-
tion, it will be found that this ex-
pected trouble does not exist. A tail
wheel will help to get the model going
in the first place. In Fig. 2 is shown
a sketch of the undercarriage of the
split type. For those who must have
an undercarriage resembling the full-
sized affair of to -day I can say this
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type functions fairly well up to a degree.
But I soon found that I had to carry
spare rear legs with me, as after almost
every flight these legs and their fasten-
ings to the fuselage were damaged.

I then tried placing the spring tele-
scopic legs at the rear, but I found that
there was not enough movement, and
after the springs had fully compressed,
the legs were forced into the fuselage
and the plane suffered from broken
fuselage longerons.

It then became obvious to me that a
petrol model with even a good flat glide
does not land in the stalled position, for
there is no pilot, as in the full-sized
machine, to conveniently pull the nose
up at the last moment and " hold off "
so that the aircraft practically drops
down with a vertical and downward
motion just before touching the ground.

The model, however, glides into the
ground, thus first imparting a backward
blow, which is then converted into an
upward movement (see Fig. 3).
The Two -legged Type of Undercarriage

The type of undercarriage about to be
described is specially recommended to
anyone who is building a new petrol
model.

Reference should be made to Fig. 4 in

AEROPLANE STALLED ON 10 GROUND

PATH OF GLIDE

GROUND LEVEL

PATH OF GLIDE _ PETROL MODEL

GROUND

BRASS TUBES ATTACHED 10 FUSELAGE

U

BOUND &
SOLDERED

CATCHES FOR
ELASTIC BANDS

BALSA FAIRING_
BOUND WITH SILK & DOPED

VanDIA. SPRING STEEL WIRE

Fig. 4.-Showing the latest type of wheel
made up with special _" Dunlopillo " balls.

order to follow details of construction.
The undercarriage for a 6 -lb. to 8 -lb.

petrol model is composed of two main
legs of i-in. diameter spring steel wire
turned out at the lower ends to form
steel axles for the wheels. The upper
ends may be either carried across to
join the legs and then eventually
bound on to the floor of the fuselage,
by thread and glue, if the undercarriage
is to be a permanent fixture ; or the
ends may be turned in and cut off 14 in.
after the bend. These projections can
then be fitted into a brass tube which
has been bound across the bottom of
the fuselage. The undercarriage will
then be detachable if the rear legs are
similarly treated. In Fig. 4 is shown a
detachable type of undercarriage, as this
is the most convenient for transport
purposes.

On my model, the " Blue Dragon,"
which won the 1934 Sir John Shelley
Power Cup and holds the power driven
R.O.G. record, I used a non -detachable

%type for complete reliability for com-

fuselage. The details shown
in Fig. 4 will make this
clear.

The two main legs are
now reinforced bytwo more
straight pieces of *-in.
diameter wire for each leg.
These reinforcing lengths
of wire are bound in several
places with florists' wire to
the main legs and soldered.

For the detachable un-
dercarriage one of the re-
inforcing pieces on each leg
is turned out at the top to
form a catch to keep the
strong elastic bands in
position that are used to
keep the two legs firmly
into the ends of the cross -
brass tube. Small wire
catches are also soldered
to the rear circular spring

Fig. 3.-(above) A full-sized aeroplane held off by the pilot to legs for the same purpose.
make a 3 -point landing, and (below) a model aeroplane landing.

Fairing the Undercarriage

LEVE

petition work. I have flown this model
a great deal, but no damage has ever
occurred to the undercarriage.

However, on all subsequent petrol
models I have used the detachable type,
and have experienced no trouble.

A crossbar, or
tiebar, is now fit-
ted between the
two main legs. It
is located about
halfway up the
legs. This helps to
steady them and
yet allows good
clearance for long
grass between the
legs. This tiebar is

made of Fin.
diameter
spring steel
wire turned
up beyond
the right
angle at
each end
and carried
on into the

two rear legs as de-
scribed below. These
turned -up portions are then bound with
florists' wire to the main legs and
soldered.

Next the two rear legs are formed
as continuations of the Fin. diameter
spring steel wire used in the crossbar
and are in the form of large circular
springs. This allows the main legs to
go backward and then upward on the
forward impact of the model with the
ground. These circular springs are bent
by hand in a vice,-not an easy job if
the wire is a good spring steel, as it must
be to do its shock -absorbing work, but
it is quite possible. The rear legs are
then bent inwfords at right angles to
form detachable prongs 14 in. long to
insert into the rear brass tube, in the
case of the detachable undercarriage, or
in the case of the permanently fixed
undercarriage the two rear legs are
joined across the fuselage and bound
and soldered, and then bound with
thread and glue to the bottom of the

The final stage in the construction of
the undercarriage is now entered into.
The two main legs and the cross -bar
are faired off for neatness and to reduce
head resistance by a fairing of balsa
wood, which is then sanded to stream-
line form, bound with silk strips, doped,
and finally painted to the desired colour.

Firstly, the fairing for the main legs is
carried out by cutting two lengths of
flat balsa it in. thick, the length of the
legs, and 14 in. wide. These strips are
placed on either side of the wire leg,
with a strip of 4 -in. balsa sandwiched
between in front and at the rear of
the leg. Plenty of glue is also
placed in the balsa " sandwich." The
whole is then bound with model aero-
plane elastic and left to set dry. After
the fairing is dry and the elastic re-
moved a sharp razor blade is used to
shape the fairing to a streamline form,
the final finish being given by sand-
paper.

Strips of silk are then cut approxi-
mately in. wide and the legs are
covered with a coating of a good
photopaste. The silk strips are then
carefully bound round the fairing with

ELEKTRON
WHEEL PLATES_
HOLES THREADED

DURALUMIN TUBE _THREADED ATEPCH
END

SPONGE RUBBER "TYPE BALL _WITH HOLE
PIERCED FOR AXLE 'TUBE

Fig. 5.-The " Dunlopillo" doughnut wheel.
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More VALUE!
Send 1/6 Postal Order
for a genuine ' LIND-
BERG ' Kit of this fine
I21 -in. span FLYING
SCALE MODEL Curtiss
Goshawk Fi hter.

Kit contains lull -sized plan,
instructions, printed balsa
wood, insignias, cement, tissue,
propeller, rubber, etc., etc.
Simple to build and a fine flier!
Other types are S.E.5., Mono -
coupe, Fairchild "24," U.S.
Navy Racer, Fokker Triplane,
Boeing P26A. Only 1/6 each
or 3 for 4/- carriage paid.

_ THE NAME THAT MEANS

INELEGRIC TRAINS

A beautifully illustrated catalogue,
showing trains, wonderful accessories
and interesting track lay -outs, sent
absolutely free on request.

(MAD0
Write to Sole Distributors:

S. GUITERMAN & Co., Ltd.
(LIONEL SERVICE DEPT. 4)

35/36 ALDERMANBURY, E.C.2.
When writing please give name of your favourite dealer

LIONEL ELECTRIC TRAINS ARE OBTAINABLE FROM MOST HIGH-CLASS STORES AND TOY SHOPS

Photo of actual model! Not real plane.
Also suppled in larger Super Detailed Kit-

span, with working controls from
cockpit, etc., etc., 15/3 carriage paid.
Other types: Span. Price
SPAD 15 in. 3/-

4/9
BRISTOL FIGHTER 19/ in. 6/6
SOPWITH CAMEL .. 20 in. 8/6
HAWKER S. FURY .. x8j. in. 9/9

N(RTHERV MODEL AIRCRAFT CO. (Dent. C),
37A FOUNTAIN STREET, MANCHESTER, 2.

Send tdd. stamp for 4 -page Illustrates List and 4 -page Illustrated Supplies List.

El THE TECHNICAL PRESS LTD., o El
A COMPREHENSIVE TREATISE ON PRACTICAL 1:1

MECHANICS
Principles and Practice. By J. M. LACEY, M.I.C.E. 352 pp. Illus.

Demy 8vo, cloth. 1 BI- Net.
2 ELEMENTS OF PRACTICAL FLYING
E A Survey for Students and Pilots. By P. W. F. MILLS. 160 pp. Illus.

Demy 8vo, cloth. 4/6 Net.
CI ENGINEERING WORKSHOP MANUAL

E. PULL. 190 pp. 140 'llus. 2/6 Net. E
THE BUILDERS' CARPENTER : FIXING AND

FINISHING
Intended for Carpenters whose work is confined mostly to House Shops

E1

'and other erections. By T. H. RAWLINSON. Illus. Net. uti
2 THE SLIDE RULE AND HOW TO USE IT ElWith a slide rule in tuck of cover. C. E. HOARE. 4/- Net.
CI ELECTRICAL HOROLOGY

H. R. LANGMAN. 180 pp. 68 illus. 6/- Net.
Catalogue cn application. El

E AVE MARIA LANE, LONDON, E.C. CI El

YOUR OWN HOME CINE

from 7'10 DOWN
" City Sale " offers you a splendid
chance to enjoy your own movie show
during the long winter evenings. We
have a fine range of projectors for
9.5 -mm. film, r6 -mm. film, or to take
both sizes of film. The illustration
shown is the " Dekko " 9.5 -mm.
projector at 65/-. Latest film pro-
ductions can be hired from our
comprehensive library.

FIRST EASY PAYMENT
GETS YOUR CINE NOW!
High allowance on your used ap-
paratus in part exchange.

HOME TALKIES TOO!
If you are interested, we shall be
pleased to send full particulars of
"Salex Kintosound" which transforms
any 9.5 -mm. or I6 -mm. projector into
a talkie outfit. Prices from £11 .11 .0

FREE CATALOGUES
Containing latest apparatus, and
hundreds of used, but guaranteed
bargains. Sent post free on request.

CITY SALE & EXCHANGE
(1929) L.To.

59 & 60 CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.2
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just overlapping edges. The whole is
sprayed with water and smoothed down
and allowed to dry nearly hard. A. coat
of full-sized aeroplane clear dope is then
applied, after which the legs are painted
the desired colour.

The crossbar between the main legs
is faired in the same manner. The rear
spring legs are, of course, not faired,
but are merely painted to match.

It will be found that the balsa fairing
bound in this way with silk and doped
weighs practically nothing but strength-
ens up the legs tremendously.

The above type of undercarriage can
be used for " pusher " petrol models as
well as tractor. In fact, the writer
fitted a detachable one to a flying
amphibian boat with success.
The Wheels

The next problem to be considered is
the type of wheel to be fitted.

There have been many different types
produced by petrol model enthusiasts.
I will therefore content myself with de-
scribing briefly my own experiences,
and leave the reader to judge for
himself.

I originally had some aluminium disc
wheels made up for me by the Dunlop
Rubber Company. These were formed by
two spun aluminium discs with a dura-
lumin axle sandwiched in the centre
and hollow rubber tyres with a flange in-
side sandwiched between the outside
circumference of the aluminium discs.
Rivets were then placed through the discs
and the rubber flange to prevent the
tyre pulling off in a cross -wind landing.

These wheels are still in operation.
They were 4} in. diameter and weighed
4i oz. each. Their chief fault lies in the
damage that is done to the edges of the
aluminium discs.

Next the Dunlop Rubber Company
turned up some elektron wheels of a
smaller diameter, and made me hollow
air -inflated tyres to spring on to the rims.

These frequently came off during
landings across wind with drift on, and
the tyres also became deflated after a
time.

They were light, however. Dunlop's
then made me up some tyres of solid but
light " Dunlopillo " rubber. These
did not deflate but easily came off and
were inclined to be lost.

I then asked the Dunlop Rubber
Company to make me up some solid
balls of special light " Dunlopillo "
rubber with holes pierced through the
centre, the bails to be of 41. in.
diameter.

Two small discs were then made from
elektron and holes threaded in the
centre. A duralumin axle bush was then
made 1 in. long and threaded extern-
ally. The two discs were then screwed
on each end with the rubber ball
between (see Fig. 5). The ball was thus
squeezed up and formed a perfect
" doughnut " wheel, that cannot be
punctured or torn off, and is also very
springy and has excellent shock -
absorbing powers.

It is certainly rather heavy. A wheel
weighs over f lb. complete. But I
found on my eight -foot span " Blue
Dragon " monoplane with Atom Minor

engine, that whereas the model had been
very stable and a good glider before, it
became superstable ; the reason of course
being that the C.G. is now lower. Fig.
5 shows the wheels fitted to the " Blue
Dragon."

I fitted a pair of these wheels to an
8 -ft. low -wing monoplane that is being
flown by a 9-c.c. Brown Junior engine,
and the result is excellent; the extra
weight low-down being a great advan-
tage for a low -wing model.

Altogether I am most satisfied with
the result, and have now asked the firm
to produce me some special balls of the
same light rubber but of only 3} in.
diameter and pierced in the centre.
These will be slightly lighter and make,
up smaller wheels for the small 9-c.c.
engined models now becoming popular,
and yet be of sufficient diameter to en-
sure good landings and happy take -offs.

The Dunlop Rubber Company of
Birmingham inform me that they can
supply anyone with the larger balls
ready pierced in the centre for 2s. each.
Anyone requiring these balls should ask
for exact replicas as made in the mould
especially produced for me. No doubt
they will also be prepared to supply the
smaller ball shortly.

Before having these balls made for me
I searched everywhere for a light -weight
rubber ball of the desired diameter, but
without success. I also tried making
wheels up on the same principle but
with hollow rubber balls. I gave these
up owing to the constant trouble experi-
enced through deflation of the hollow
ball.

A New Metal -Spraying Process
THE recommendation by the Radio

Interference Bureau of zinc -sprayed
coatings as a means of suppressing

interference caused by electro-medical
apparatus is the latest development of a
comparatively new industry.

Metal spraying is carried out by means of
a pistol which is patented and manufactured
by Mellowes & Co., Ltd., Sheffield and
London.

The process, which is known as Mellozing
has been found valuable by many industries
for giving a metallic coating to metal,
wood, glass, or almost any material, as it

COVER
GUARD

FRONT
PLATE

COMPRESSE
AIR COIL

AIR -
FEEDER

SILVER
STEEL NOZZLE

FRONT ,-,
PLATE

COMPRESSED
AIR COIL

AIR -FEEDER

CONTAINER

s:N
N's

STEEL '1 'CONTAINER
NOZZLE

is possible for a delicate fabric, such as
silk, to be Mellozed without damage.

Rust Removed
All metal -work is sand -blasted before

Mellozing to remove any rust or scale and
to provide a suitable surface to which the
metal spray can adhere. With other
materials, such as wood, plaster, brick,
etc., it is only necessary for the surface
to be dry and free from grease.

The metal to be sprayed is first melted
in a small gas -heated crucible, from which
the container of the pistol is filled about

every twenty minutes.
A Bunsen type flame un-
der the container, the gas
for which is obtained by
connecting the pistol to
the ordinary gas mains
by means of a rubber
hose, keeps the metal in
a molten condition whilst
spraying. The pistol is
also connected by a
rubber hose to a cora-

HANDLE

COMPRESSED
AIR COIL

Details of the pistol used for Mellozing.

pressed air supply of 60/75 lb. per
square inch, and when the molten metal
flows to the nozzle, it meets the preheated
compressed air, which very finely atomises
it so that minute particles of metal are
blown at a tremendous velocity against the
surface to be covered and adhere firmly,
forming a continuous metallic coating with a
fine matt finish, which is decorative in itself,
and an ideal base for paint. The thickness
of this coating is approximately -004 in.,
and the speed of application 8 to 10 sq. ft.
per minute, but this coating can be in-
creased to any desired thickness by allowing
the pistol to travel at a slower rate across
the surface to be Mellozed.

Owing to the comparatively low tempera-
ture of the metal spray when deposited on
the surface to be Mellozed, it is possible to
treat glass, wood, cloth, and inflammable
goods with safety.

One of the largest wireless valve manu-
facturers in the country has been using
Mellozing pistols for five years for metallis-
ing the outer glass bulb of wireless valves,
and has found the process very successful.
Other branches of the radio trade have
found Mellozing useful for giving a metallic
coating to wood panels for screening pur-
poses, and for the manufacture of radio
chassis from metal -sprayed plywood.

For the protection of iron and steel from
corrosion by spraying with a coat of
corrosion -resistant metal, such as zinc or
tin, the Mellozing pistol is unequalled, and
at a comparatively low cost, iron and
steel products may be made impervious to
corrosion.

More industries are becoming aware of
the possibilities of the process for protective
and decorative purposes.
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Fig. 1.-L.M. & S.R. Engine, No. 4357.
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A Model Electric Garden Railway
FROM time to time, articles on garden

railway plants operated by manual
power, and also by steam locomotives,

have appeared in these pages. The first is,
of course, a very simple system ; cheap,
but somewhat tiring for the person working
the engine, which is driven by a handle
moved by the hand of the driver and linked
to a single -throw cranked axle on which
the driving wheels are mounted. The
second, where steam locomotives are em-
ployed, is generally too complicated for
children to work unassisted, and, therefore,
an electric scheme is described below which
any person of average intelligence can work
without supervision.
Current from Mains

As the current supply will be taken from
__,_,
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By E. W. TWINING
Although There is Nothing in the Above
Title to Give any Indication of the Size
of the Railway, it is Intended That it
Shall be Large Enough to Carry Juvenile
Passengers. This Constitutes Something
of a Novelty, for Nothing of the Sort
has Previously Been Published and Has
Perhaps not Been Previously Attempted

the ordinary house electric light mains, the
whole system must be foolproof, and be
capable of being handled without risk of
shock. As most readers know, the usual

rl
2 - -

method of transmitting current to the motor
of the engine and returning it to the source
of supply, is by making the running rails,
that is to say, the rails on which the loco-
motive and rolling stock travel, carry the
return current to the battery whilst the
outgoing current is passed through a con-
ductor rail on which a brush (carried by the
engine) rubs. One side of the motor is
connected to this brush and the other to
some part of the frame of the engine, which,
of course, is in contact with the wheels, and
they in turn are contacting with the rails.
Now, if 220 -volt mains current were used to
drive the motor, such an arrangement would
be extremely dangerous, as the person
operating the engine may receive a severe
shock by touching one or other of the
conductors whilst his feet are earthed.

14°'
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Fig. 2.-G.W.R. Engine, No. 1005.
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"HARMONA"
The latest

Permanent Magnet
MOVING COIL SPEAKER

Specified

for the
ttP. pi.

BATTERY
FOUR

" HARMONA " is of entirely new design,
it employs the very latest development
in Permanent Magnet Construction-
the New Type Nickel
Aluminium Alloy Magnet.

The resultant improvement
in sensitivity and life -like
reproduction is an outstand-
ing achievement.

PRICE

25f-
Fitted with Uni-
versal Transfor-
mer to match all
Types of Output

Valves.

AMPLION RESISTANCES
are also specified by Mr. F. J. Camm.

A defective resistance can
completely ruin the enjoy-

ment of radio-and frequently
does. Moreover, it is often
difficult to trace the fault, as
none but the most expensive
testing equipment can de-
finitely locate it.
Amplion 1 Watt Wire -Wound

Resistances
They are colour coded, compact and
sturdy, and all values are wire -wound,
this method of construction giving the
most reliable form of resistance.
Send for Descriptive Folders "P. M."

of all Amplion Products.

PRICE ,/ EACH

ALL VALUES

AMPLION (1932), LTD.
82 - 84 ROSOMAN STREET, LONDON, E.C.1

and the

CuRIA°FAIL
is ready to hang

your curtains

perfectly. Any handyman can erect. Fits all shapes
of windows-square bays, round and oval.
Most fittings SOLID CHUNKS OF BRASS and whole system is a

thoroughly sound job. Stands hardest wear
-woodwork would have to give way first.

IN FOUR QUALITIES.
Strong (Brass) ... I ft.
Light (Brass) ..

.
9d. ft.

Steel (Rustproofed)
9d. ft.

White (Aluminium
Alloy)...

.

.. 9d. ft.
Complete with all fittings.

From all ironmongers. If
any difficulty write for
nearest stockist's name.

Beware imitations.
Any length cut to order

SMITH A DDAVIS. LIMITED
STAMPED BRASSFOUNDERS
HAMPTON ST. BIRMINGHAM

MICROSCOPES FOR ALL
SPECIAL OFFER OF 1,700 -

BRAND NEW STUDENTS'
PORTABLE MICROSCOPES,

as illustrated.
Each model has inclinable
body, swing mirror, stage
clips, and is nicely finished in
Black Crystalline Enamel and
bright Nickel Plating.
SHARP DEFINITION IS
OBTAINABLE and GOOD
WORK CAN BE DONE
Model C. Height 5i in., sliding focus, magnification 25 x linear Price

Model D. Height 7 in., sliding focus, circular stage magnification 50 x

Model E. Height 7 in., rack and pinion focusing, magnification 50 x
linear, square stage ... ...  .. ... Price

Model F. Height 7 in., rack and pinion focusing, triple nose -piece. 3
lenses, magnifications 25 x , 50 x , 100x, in wood case,
with set of Dissecting Instruments. .. ... Price

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK. Post Free in
FGArReRaitNGBDroimt a iRnim

BROADHURST, CLARKSON & CO.
LONDON. 5.1.1.

5/-
9/6

12/6
30/ -

SCALE RAILWAYS IN MINIATURE
"00" GAUGE IS

the most practical Gauge for the average home

Complete railway systems in miniature can be
simply and cheaply built, accurately to scale.
We have a large range of parts, accessories, etc.
A fully electric layout comprising 20 -ft. track,
loco., scale coaches, points, etc., costs under £5.

Scale Electric Locos from 37/6, Wagon parts 1/11 each.

Write for list and track samples, sending 3d. to

HAMBLINGS
26 Charing Cross Rd.
LONDON, W.C.2
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Protected Conductor Rails
The obvious thing to do, in order to

render the system safe, is to avoid passing
current through the running rails, but to
run two conductors, provide two brushes
on the engine, and to cover the conductors
in such a manner that they cannot be
touched by hand.

The layout of the motor and the neces-
sary gearing in the engine is shown in the
illustrations.

For all-round purposes no scale is more
suitable for carrying passengers than 1 in.
to 1 ft., which gives a gauge between rails
of approximately 41 in. Of course, if a
more powerful locomotive were built we
might very well go to 1 in. to 1 ft. and a
gauge of 7} in., but the 1 -in. scale is the
smallest which can conveniently be adopted:
the width of rail is sufficient for stability.
On narrower gauges the trucks are liable
to overturn because passengers do not
realise the necessity for sitting centrally
on the truck and balancing themselves.

Engine Prototype
Although it may not be universally

popular amongst model -makers, the 6 -
coupled goods engine is one of the most
simple types which can be adopted. It
has the smallest number of wheels which
can be fitted to a main -line engine, the
whole weight of the engine is available for
adhesion and, if painted in proper colours,
has a very good appearance. In Figs. 1
and 2 are shown elevation drawings of
London Midland & Scottish and Great
Western 6 -coupled locomotives.

Of course some of the railway groups
paint all their goods engines black, but it
is suggested that the prototype be departed
from in this matter of colour. I would
certainly paint the London Midland &
Scottish engine the usual passenger colour,
crimson red. The Great Western will, of
course, be middle Brunswick green, the
London & North Eastern also Brunswick
green of a slightly lighter shade, and the
Southern the well-known olive green.

The Electric Motor
Coming now to the motive power, in

Fig. 3 is shown a general arrangement of
the mechanism in the after part of the
locomotive. The motor is, as will be seen,

supported in the firebox and back part of
the boiler barrel. The particular motor
illustrated is the Klaxon type EKU-SWR.
These machines are made integral with a
gearbox, and this gearbox carries the motor.
The particular type, bearing the code letters
mentioned, is made with quite a large
number of gear ratios in the gearbox, and
the ratio selected is that bearing the num-
ber 20119, which number is part of the
code reference. The output speed of the
shaft, projecting from the gearbox, is 160
r.p.m.

irl

u

__-
MARVELS

of
MODERN
SCIENCE

By F. J. Camm
All about television, helicopters,
streamlining, harnessing the
invisible ray, etc., etc., with the
latest pictures of all the newest
and most thrilling inventions.

From all Booksellers

Only 3'6 net
GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED

I
Intermediate Gearing

It is perhaps unfortunate that it is not
possible to drive direct from this shaft down
to one of the axles. There is not room, as
will be seen from the cross-section on the
right-hand side of Fig. 3, to pass a chain
straight down over the side of the gearbox
so that it will come between the frames
carrying the driving wheels ; so it is neces-
sary to introduce an intermediate shaft.
The method of transmitting the power is

Fig. 3.-The arrangement of the motor and gearing.

through the medium of bicycle sprocket
wheels and bicycle fin. pitch roller chains.
There Will be on the gearbox shaft two
sprockets of 14 teeth each, and on the in-
termediate shaft two sprockets of 17 teeth,
these driven from the motor. From the
intermediate shaft only a single chain is
carried down to the rear coupled wheels,
and here there will be no gear reduction;
both the sprockets on the shaft and on the
axle will have 17 teeth.

For fixing all these sprockets, a special fit-
ting will have to be made for each, since, when
the sprockets are purchased, they will be
found to have a screwed hole through them
of approximately 11 in. in diameter. Steel
bosses will have to be made and screw -cut
for mounting the sprockets, the inner bore
of the diameter of the boss being equal to
the diameters of the shafts on which they
are required to fit. To prevent the sprocket
from unscrewing from the boss a keep ring
is turned and secured by about six cheese -
headed screws. The arrangement of these
bosses may be seen in the cross-section on
the right-hand side of Fig. 3. The bosses
are secured to their shafts by tapered steel
pins.

Materials for Engine Construction
With the exception of the driving wheels,

their axles, and the coupling rods, the rest
of the engine can be made of wood, but if
wooden frames are made, metal bearings
are necessary for the axles, but it is strongly
recommended that the frames of the engine
be made of metal.

The little Klaxon motor is not sufficiently
heavy to drive the engine and a truck
carrying one child passenger at a greater
speed than 2 miles per hour. It is upon
this rate of travel that the gear ratio of
160 r.p.m. in the gearbox and the chain
reduction to the wheels has been calculated.
These latter will make 134 r.p.m., which will
result in the rate of travel mentioned with
driving wheels of 5 -in. diameter. If higher
speeds are required, then some other and
larger motor would have to be adopted,
introducing perhaps an Opperman gear.
By increasing the size and scale of the engine
and railway to 1 f in. to 1 ft. it would be
possible to fit a f-h.p. motor, which would
be capable of hauling three or four pas-
sengers at a speed of perhaps 6 m.p.h.

4 N'
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, (Left) The Floating Harbour, Bristol, and (right) the earliest harbours were like this. Hamble, to -day, is the same as when the Saxons landed.

averts o
WATER transport is the oldest and

still the cheapest method of con-
veying goods or passengers for long

distances, and its origin is lost in the mists
of time. Probably the earliest navigators
tried out their crude craft on such inland
waters as lakes and rivers, and it may not
have been till centuries later that some for-
gotten hero first ventured far out on the
stormy ocean. When once sea voyages had
commenced, however, men soon learned that
this form of travel was impossible without
safe harbours. A harbour is defined as a
sheltered area of water where ships can lie
safely, and most of the world's greatest har-
bours have been naturally formed, and de-
mand but little artificial aid to make them
safe. No doubt the first natural havens
were estuarine, i.e. situated at the mouths
of rivers, since such a position offered the
advantage of sheltered water, whilst the
upper reaches of the river afforded a
natural highway for small craft to penetrate
far inland. Such advantages have caused
the building, and have fostered the growth,
of many of the world's chief cities ; indeed,
the two greatest cities the world has ever
known-London and New York-are both
situated at or near the mouth of a great
river, and the same applies to a large

OM.

the Sea
The Evolution of Docks and
Harbours forms the Subject of this
Interesting Article. It is Easy to
Trace the History of Harbours
in our Own Country and we Find
that the First Docks of which

the

Saxon Maws on the Thames

(Right) The en-
tranceto the Float-
ing Harbour at
Bristol, which is
more than 4 miles
long, and supplies
deepwater at every
wharf throughout

the city.

(Left) An aerial
view of a pic-
turesque harbour,
the Golden Horn,

lstamboul.

number of the world's chief ports, and
especially to Rotterdam, Antwerp, Ham-
burg, Bremen, Liverpool, Bristol, Hull,
Glasgow, Southampton, Le Havre, Bor-
deaux, Lisbon, Oporto, Montreal, Quebec
Toronto, and many others.
The Bay of San Francisco

There is another important type of
natural harbour, consisting of a sheltered
bay of deep water, having a narrow en-
trance. The finest of such in the world
is that of Sydney (Australia), which boasts
an internal shore line of 188 miles, and the
splendid bay of San Francisco has 420
square miles of sheltered water. Greater

New York Harbour has 150 square miles
of sheltered water outside the actual river
area, i.e. beyond the East and Hudson
Rivers. Portsmouth, Hong Kong, and Rio
de Janeiro are all examples of splendid
natural harbours. A third group of har-
bours are those possessing natural shelter,
but which are dangerous in certain direc-
tions of the wind, and these have been made
safe by artificial breakwaters ; well-known
examples of this type are Plymouth, Table
Bay, Marseilles, and Cherbourg. Finally
we come to harbours which are wholly
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artificial, such as Madras, Panama, Las
Palmas, and Zeebrugge of immortal memory.

The engineers designing a wholly arti-
ficial harbour have many difficult problems
to consider in planning their enterprise.
Soundings are taken to ascertain the depth
of the surrounding sea and the slope of the
sea bed. Certain mountainous islands can-
not have a harbour because the sea is too
deep at the shore, as for example, Madeira.

The engineers must also search for rocks
or shoals which can serve as a foundation
for breakwaters, and for headlands which
can give some natural shelter. The tidal
drift must be carefully studied, or the new
harbour may be silted up before it is even
finished, and the size and direction of waves
must be fully observed. When there are
two breakwaters, one usually overlaps the
other so as to give protection to ships
passing the harbour entrance. This en-
trance must be narrow so that the inner
part of the harbour is well sheltered, but
not so narrow that it is dangerous to enter
in stormy weather. The wreck of the
S.S. Berlin, some years ago, is an example
of the risks of entering a narrow opening
between two breakwaters when a violent
storm is raging.

Crude Havens
The earliest sea Powers were Crete, Tyre,

and Carthage, and it is likely that the first
named constructed some crude havens as
long as 6,000 years ago, and we know that
the splendid city of Carthage had a magni-
ficent harbour many centures before Christ.
It was founded 850 B.C. Turner has painted
Dido's fleet at anchor in a marble basin
of old Carthage, and the haven was a
wonder of the ancient world until its
destruction by the Romans about 146 B.C.
To -day only the partly -filled -up and ruined
harbour remains, and shipping has left
Carthage and now ties up at Tunis. The
harbour of Tyre was also ruined by enemy
action, and the oldest ports which are still
in use are Ostia, Taranto, and Brindisi, all
of which were employed during the Roman
Empire, while the first mentioned is said
to date from the seventh century B.C.,
though now but a shadow of its former
importance.

It is easy to trace harbour history in our
own country. London, Southampton, and
Portsmouth still stand on, or near, the place
where Roman galleys anchored 2,000 years
ago, but no trace of the Roman harbour
works remain. The first docks of which we

Part of the harbour and Hans Aandersen mermaid,
Copenhagen.

have any record are the Saxon hithes on
the Thames, whose name lingers in such
places as Rotherhithe. A hithe was a cut
in the bank of a river to admit a ship, the
sides of which were held up by stakes and
brushwood. It had the advantage that
carts could come close up to the ship's side,
and the vessel was not separated from hard
ground by an expanse of soft mud. We see
the importance of hard ground in the
earliest name for a port-the Hard-as at
Gosport. A modern dock resembles a
hithe, but is far bigger and is constructed
of concrete instead of wood.
Wet and Dry Docks

There are two kinds of dock, the wet and
the dry. The first is full of water and en -

(Right) The town
of Southampton
has developed into
our finest port, and
can accommodate
the world's greatest
ships. The illus-
tration shows the

Berengaria at
Southampton.

,11"

(Left) A classical
harbour; entrance
to the Hyllaen
port at Corfu,
where Ulysses was

Ai wrecked (Canon,
Corfu).

ables the ship to tie up alongside, and the
second is used when it is necessary to work
upon the ship's hull. The vessel enters
when the dock is full of water ; the gates
are then closed and the water is pumped out,
leaving the ship high and dry. Dry docks
are of two kinds, Floating and Graving,
and the wonderful port of Southampton
boasts the largest of each kind in the world.
The floating dock is built of steel, with
huge tanks below the floor of the dock
proper. When not in use the whole struc-
ture floats with the inner floor above the
level of the water outside ; but when a
ship is to be admitted the dock must sink
low enough to admit her. This is done by
admitting water into the tanks, and when
the ship has entered, they are pumped out,
and the dock rises to the surface holding
the ship high and dry. The advantage of
the floating dock are twofold : firstly, it is
mobile, and so can be transferred elsewhere
if no longer required in Southampton, and,
secondly, being mainly built of steel, the
work of building it helped our two most
depressed industries-coal and steel. This
advantage was clearly shown in the case of
the Singapore floating dock, which was
made by British labour, whereas a graving
dock would merely have employed cheap
Asiatic labour to our own disadvantage.

A Stupendous Dock
The King George V Graving Dock at

Southampton (opened in 1933) is simply
stupendous. Its length is 1,200 ft., width
135 ft., depth 59 ft., and its construction
required 750,000 tons of concrete. The
floor of the dock is 25 ft. thick ; this is
necessary, not only to sustain the enormous
weight of a 100,000 -ton ship, but also to
prevent the water pushing through from
outside. The dock holds 58,000,000 gallons
of water when full, and can be pumped dry
in four hours. It is the only dry dock in
the world which can hold the Queen Mary,
which is only 75,000 tons, and it will take

ships of 100,000 tons, if and when they
are built.

Of British ports, only two (London and
Liverpool) exceed Southampton in tonnage,
but these figures are made up chiefly of
small cargo boats, and no European port
can approach Southampton's record for
the number of big liners it accommodates,
and only New York in the whole world can
exceed these figures. Even Manhattan Is-
land-wonderful as it is-is beaten by our
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Hampshire port in the matter of tides, for
Southampton has four tides in twenty-four
hours, instead of two. This is due to the
shape and position of the Isle of Wight at
the end of Southampton Water,which causes
each high tide to last for two hours. This
advantage, and the small rise on spring tides
of 13 ft. only, means that the port can ac-
commodate the world's biggest ships at all
states of the tides, an enormous advantage.

Where the difference between high and
low tide is very great (as at Bristol, where
it is about 40 ft.) serious difficulties arise,
and they become greater when bigger ships
are built. Not only are vessels unable
to enter or leave the docks at low tide, but
they cannot float alongside the wharf, and
fall over on the mud. This does not matter
with small ships, but may cause serious
damage to the hull of a large vessel, or
injury to the cargo by shifting. The ancient
port of Bristol has very cleverly overcome
this by the idea of a " Floating Harbour."

The channel of the River Avon, which
passes through the city, is deep and wind-
ing, and, at low tide, almost empty. This
caused much damage through flooding in
wet seasons when the river was high, and
as early as 1239 a new channel was cut to
short-circuit the bends-it was 18 ft. deep
and 120 ft. wide. Since then the winding
main stream has been closed by huge gates
at Hotwells-just below Clifton Bridge-
so that the water can be kept at top level
all day and ships can ride alongside. A
lock permits entry or egress at all times
when there is enough water outside. This
floating harbour is more than four miles
in length, and gives deep water at every
wharf throughout the city.

A Floating Landing Stage
Liverpool boasts a remarkable floating

landing stage, 2,643 ft. long, by which
passengers can enter and leave great liners
at almost all states of the tide. It rests on

200 iron pontoons, and is connected with
the shore by 8 hinged bridges. Big liners
start from the north end and ferry or pleas-
ure steamers from the other end, so it
sometimes happens that careless passengers
for the Isle of Man find themselves en route
for New York or Sydney ! Such incidents
have actually occurred !

Although by no means our greatest port,
the City of Glasgow deserves mention for
the enterprise by which it has overcome
natural difficulties. A little over half a
century ago, the Clyde near the city was
only 180 ft. wide and 3 ft. deep, but since
then by continual dredging it has become
500 ft. wide, and is deep enough to permit
the Queen Mary to sail out when she is
completed.

Modern docks are very rich in up-to-date
machinery, dredgers, floating cranes, fire
appliances, grain -suckers, and many others,
but the subject is so vast that it would
easily make a book by itself.
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ci Smokeless Explosions
in Coal Mines
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BECAUSE large chunks of coal are
more valuable than small ones, and in
order to escape the fumes which ham-

per work and endanger life, certain coal -
mining areas in America have discarded
dynamite in favour of compressed -air
" blasting." Specially -designed compres-
ser-drives, motors and control devices for a
new equipment built and introduced into
the mining districts, have met with out-
standing success. With the new equip-
ment the coal is " pushed " out of place by
air -pressure.

Absence of Fumes
The coal -dust and chips which are broken

out by the dynamite are difficult to handle
and they bring much lower prices on the
market. With the absence of fumes, under
the new method, miners can start loading
coal immediately after the " shooting " and
do not have to wait until the air clears.
The mine level does not have to be vacated,
as is the case when explosives are used.

15,000 -Pounds Pressure
With the new method, a portable com-

presser stores up to 15,000 -pounds' pressure

Blasting coal with a compressed -air cartridge.

in a long metal cartridge. The latter is in-
serted in a hole drilled in the face of the coal
and a valve suddenly releases the air, which,
in expanding, pushes out the coal in big
chunks. The steel cartridges are specially

designed and may be used over again.
The entire operation is conducted at the
coal face, and cartridges are filled in 90
seconds. Miners retreat to a distance of
100 or 150 feet during the explosion.

ELECTROPLATING to -day is an almost
perfect science and has wide applica-
tion in both the decorative and the use-

ful arts.
The art of making a bond of very great

mechanical strength between the plating
and the underlying metal has been ac-
quired. By scrupulous care in the pre -
cleaning of the metal the bond can actually
be made stronger than the plated metal
itself. Experience in the use of correct
amperage, voltage, and composition of the
plating bath enables thick layers of plated
metal to be built up, and it is an accepted
engineering practice to rebuild in this way
such articles as ball -races, cylinders, pistons,
big -ends, crank shafts, and gudgeon pins
which otherwise would have to be scrapped.
Nickel is the plating metal used in such
cases. As pure nickel is of extreme hard-
ness, the repair often provides a better wear-
ing job than the original.

Protective coatings for steel are not con-
fined to nickel and chromium. Zinc, tin,
cadmium are extensively used as platinum
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metals. Cadmium, a silvery metal very
like zinc in properties, is used by wireless
manufacturers to give the silvery finish to
the chassis of wireless sets. The Post Office
uses zinc to plate the steel parts inside
telephone systems. Tin-plate manufac-
turers find that a pre-treatment with tin
in the electroplating bath improves the
coherence of the thick coat which is after-
wards put on by dipping in molten tin.

For purely decorative work ordinary
silver plate is being displaced by silver plate
plated over with platinum or rhodium.
Either of these metals have the silvery

white lustre of silver, but they are un-
tarnishable. A final thin plating of electro-
plated nickel silver with rhodium therefore
gives the jolka permanent polish.

A material of very definite value in
architectural decorative schemes is anodised
aluminium. It provides a material for
highly -polished metallic surfaces capable
of taking lustrous coloured finishes. If
aluminium is made the anode in a bath of
sulphuric acid it acquires a thin hard coat
of aluminium oxide. By using dyes in the
bath the film may be given permanent
shades of great iridescent beauty and made
to appear exactly like coloured metal.
Dyed or undyed, any degree of polishing may
be applied from matt grey to bright silver.
A further elaboration is provided by mach-
ining the aluminium before treatment.
Aluminium oxide is the hard material of
corundum, the ruby and sapphires. Its
extreme durability as a surfacing can there-
fore be well understood.

Aluminium itself is originally made by
electro-deposition from its fused salts.
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A.M.I.W.T.
A.Rad.A.
M.I.M.T.
A.F.R.Ae.S.
B.Sc.Degree.

WHICH OF THESE IS YOUR PET SUBJECT?
CIVIL ENGINEERING GROUP MECHANICAL ENGINEERING GROUP AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING GROUP

Specifications. Structural Design. Works Management. Heat Engines. Garage Management. Claims Assessing.
Road Engineering. Structural Enginee ring. Press Tool Work. Workshop Practice. Electrical Equipment. High-speed Diesels.
Hydraulics. Reinforced Concre te. Maintenance Engineering. Fitting and Erecting.
Municipal Engineering. Sanitary Engineeri rig. Metallurgy. Inspection. ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING GROUP
General Civil Engineering. Geology. Sheet Metal Work. Ironfounding. Traction. Mains Engineering.

SURVEYING GROUP
Valuations. Surveying and Levelling.
Heating and Ventilating. Building Construction.

Welding.
Diesel Engines.
Refrigeration.

Pattern Making.
Draughtsmanship,

Electrical Supply.
Electrical Meters.
Electrical Design.
Installations.

Telegraphy. c
Telephony.
Alternating Currents.
Neon Lighting.

Clerk of Works. Electrical Engineering. Power House Design.
COMMERCIAL ENGINEERING GROUP WIRELESS GROUP

Salesmanship. Commercial Engineering. General Wireless. Talking -Picture AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING GROUP

Advertising. Cost Accounts. Advanced Wireless. Engineering. Aerial Navigation. Aero Engines.
Languages. Television. Radio Servicing. Aeroplane Design.

One of these examinations
A.M.I.C.E.
A.M.I.Struct.E.
Sanitary Inspectors.
A.M.I.H. & V.E.
A.M.1.Mech.E.
A.M.1.P.E.

268
PAGES

would multiply your earning power . WHICH ONE
G.P.O. Supt. of Traffic. Inst. Mun. & Cy. E. City & Guilds. London Matriculation.
Patent Office Examiner. M.R.San.l. A.M.I.Fire.E. G.P.O. Prob. Inspector.

Handicrafts Instructor.
F.S.1.
A.R.1.B.A.

A.M.I.E.E.
A.M.I.A.E.

Air Navigators'
Certificate.

Inspector of Factories. L.I.O.B. A.M.I.Ae.E. Ground Engineers'
Aircraft Apprentices. F.A.I. A.M.I.R.E. Certificate.

May we send you full particulars of our unique tutorial organisation? Whatever your requirements,
whether you desire a complete course of instruction, or tuition in some specialised subject, our Organisation
is so planned that it will dovetail into your needs exactly. "NO PASS-NO FEE."

As an indication of the strength of the B.I.E.T. Tutorial Organisation, it should be clearly noted that
we alone guarantee to return full fees to any student who does not pass his chosen Examination
successfully. In short, " If you do not pass, you do not pay."

Send to -day for a free copy of " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES." This valuable 268 -page Guide
shows clearly and definitely the way in which you may carve out a successful career in your chosen branch
of Engineering, irrespective of your age, education or experience. Among a host of other things, it gives
details of all the above -mentioned Courses and shows the easiest way to prepare (in the privacy of your own
home) for any of the recognised Examinations we have listed.

" ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES " should most certainly be in your hands. Send for your
copy at once-free of cost or obligation.

BRITISH INSTITUTE of ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
410 SHAKESPEARE HOUSE, 17-19 STRATFORD PLACE, OXFORD STREET, W.1
Australasian Enquiries P.O. Box 3597S, Sydney. South African Enquiries : P.O. Box 4701, Jo'burg. Canadian Enquiries : 219 Bay Street, Toronto. P.O. Box 1025, Bombay.

ECONOMIC ELECTRIC CO.
TWICKENHAM, LONDON, S.W.

SUPERSENSITIVE
MICROPHONE
Definitely the most sen-
sitive on the market. The
result of 30 years' experi-
ence. 8/6.

ACCURATE SWITCH-
BOARD METERS

I)" dial. N.P. case. 6/6 to 8/6.
Readings 5-60 volts, 2-25 amps.
Milliammetres 0-20 up, 7/6 each.
Tantalum Strip for Rectifiers, 1/6.

CONSTRUCTIONAL
DYNAMO PARTS

Castings, wire and all materials, with drawings
and textbook.
30 watt. Price 9/- - - - Post

;,,::1 Ball bearing, 40 watt. Price 22/-- Post I),

Send 2d. for our 70 pp. LIST. No matter what your hobby, you will find
something of interest. It is fully illustrated and contains particulars of motors,
petrol engines, fittings, fires, tools, instrument wires, fibre, ebonite, metal, etc.

WONDERFUL SELF -BLOWING SILVER
SOLDERING AND BRAZING GUN

12/6 '
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41.,AM
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r I 1.Fr
4e1: Works on house

gas with flexible ....

ffl tube. No bellows..A/ required. Gives Ititriteiei,
White heat. 9 in. Flame,

with tap, as shown 1216. 8 in. Flame '7/6; 3 in. to 5 in. Flame
5/-. Post Free. With this easy Blowpipe or Gas Gun anyone

can Silver Solder, Braze, Re -metal Bearings, etc., do Tinning, Pipe Work,
Plumbing, and thousands of jobs with this outfit, including Silver Solder, Brazing
Wire, Flux, easy instructions. Supplied to H.M. Govt., Rolls-Royce, B.S.A.,
Underground Railways. The " Motor Cycle " writes : "The ' Blow -It -Hot'
certainly fulfils maker's claims." Send now. It earns money. British. List Free.
P. M. BOARDMAN, IA GRANGE ROAD, EALING, LONDON

KITS! KITS! KITS!
BUILD FROM THE FINEST CIRCUITS
Construct this year's model from OSTAR-GANZ UNIVERSAL All Wave KITS,
fitted with the famous OSTAR-GANZ N.V. VALVES. Blueprints given free and
backed up with sound advice from our Technical experts. PRICES TO SUIT
ALL POCKETS. Examples herewith:-Universal 3 valve " All -Wave "
Receiver Kit, 19-65 m., 200-2,000 m., all wave changes on single switch,
E7 10 0. Three Pentode 4 valve All -Wave Receiver, Wave Range
20-2,000 m., £9 9 0. Universal "6 valve All -Wave Super" Kit, Wave
Ranges 13-52 rn., 200-2,000 m., all wave changes on single switch,£14 14 0.
" Ostar-Ganz Compact" Amplifier, E5 10 0. Ostar-Ganz Universal
Amplifier Kit, Push Pull Output, E9 9 0. All Models complete with
Valves. Equals 1936 Models. Send to -day for full particulars from
Dept. P.M.

ANY MAKE AND ANY MODEL can be
improved with 0 STAR, - GAN Zi

OH 01.T.Q%

You profit greatly by incorporating these valves of the future in your set.
Their longer life, greater efficiency, cheaper consumption and a guarantee for
6 months, all tend to lower costs. A valve for every purpose. No Barretters.
No Breaking Down Resistances. No Main Transformers required.

OLD SETS REJUVENATED
Give your present set a new lease of life ; let us convert it into a 1936
UNIVERSAL All Wave Model for a very small outlay. (411 Makes and Models
can be concerted.) Sole Agent and Distributor: EUGEN J. FORBAT,
28-29 Southampton St., Strand, London, W.C.2. TEMple Bar 8608 & 4985.

laiins.Mulalraaisma 11011.iseMinftr

REVOLUTIONARY SOUND
DIFFUSION BY MEANS OF SOUND REFLECTORS! Once again we offer the

technician (and public) something new in radio construction-once again.
HYYOLTSTAR UNIVERSAL. All Waves, all mains A.C./D.C. Receivers, Radio-
grams and Amplifiers, leap ahead as Britain's most advanced Radio, supreme in every detail,
for technician or layman. Send for a Set on approval, and examine the many new features,
with IlYVOLTSTAR working on 100 to 200 volts A.C. or D.C. without alteration. Covers
all wave bands from 13-2,000 m. Push-pull output stage, providing an undistorted output
of 6!7 W. Adjustable selectivity. Automatic Silent Tuning. Extreme Sensitivity. Auto-
matic Volume Control and Tuning Compensation on all wave bands, even on ultra -short Wave.
CHASSIS PRICES-Complete with Valves. Hyvoltstar AS -wave Saperfiet Six - 14t gns.
Hyvoltstar All -wave Straight Four - 10.1 gas, Hyvoltstar All -wave Superhet Seven - 21 gns.
Hyvoltstar All -wave Superhet Five - 134 gas. Hyvoltstar All -wave Superhet Ten - 30 gos.

Full details obtainable from Dept. P.M,
UNIVERSAL HIGH VOLTAGE RADIO, LTD.

28-29 Southampton St., Strand, London, W.C.2. TEMple Bar 4985 & 8608.
im.1011....P.M.M _
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ettal- Jztvept onoplane

The completed model-the first concerning which detailed designs and full-size blueprints have been published.

Final Details of this Fine Flying Model
ty grg eamm.

AS mentioned last month, I loaned the
"model shown in the photograph above
to the Model Engineer Exhibition, and I
have not had an opportunity of photograph-
ing the model in flight since then. It is
difficult to launch a petrol -driven model and
then to endeavour to pick hold of a camera
and photograph it. I have made arrange-
ments, however, for the services of a photo-
grapher on the next fine week -end.

The Ignition Circuit
I HAVE received dozens of letters from
readers who are building it, and one or two

of them have asked for details of the ignition
circuit. This I have pleasure in giving this
month in the diagram on page 110. It will

be seen that one lead from the coil goes to
the sparking plug, one primary lead being
connected to one lead of a fixed condenser,
and then earthed to any convenient point
on the engine cradle. The other side of the
condenser passes to the insulated contact
breaker and the two leads to the battery
and switch are led off as shown. This
arrangement is far better than that norm-
ally adopted where the accumulator is left in
circuit, and in parallel with the dry cell
when the switch is thrown over. In my
arrangement the accumulator is cut out and
the dry cell cut in instantaneously, since the
switch is of the quick make -and -break type.
I would repeat that the full-size blueprints
listed on this page will facilitate construc-

tion. The supply is limited,
and is running short. The

The size of the model can be estimated from this photograph.

positions of the wings shown
on the blue prints are very
approximately correct, and
only a slight movement of
the dry cell is necessary in
order to make the centre of
gravity coincide with the cen-
tre of pressure. I have found
that the thrust line is ideal,
although in some cases it may
be desirable to bend the tail
flaps up to improve longitudi-
nal stability. A negative angle
on the whole tail also im-
proves stability, and this can
be arranged by adjusting the
tube fixed to the rear of the
tail before soldering it.

Inverted Engines
A LOT of readers have writ-

ten to me asking whether
it would be advisable to invert
the engine, as is sometimes
done. My answer to this is an
emphatic No! It serves no
purpose whatever to do so,
and merely provides one of the
humorous aspects of model

aeroplaning. It places the cylinder in its
most vulnerable position, and it enables
oil to drain down on to the plug, thus
giving rise to misfiring and other ignition
troubles. It does not lower the centre of
gravity of the machine at all, and I have
failed tb discover any sound reason for
placing the engine in any other than the
correct position. Another disadvantage is
that you will put yourself to a considerable
amount of trouble inverting the carburetter
and tank arrangements.

BLUEPRINTS OF F. J. CAMM'S
PETROL -DRIVEN MODEL ff

MONOPLANE
The following full-size blueprints =-4-

are now ready and may be obtained,
at the prices mentioned, from the
publishers : George Newnes Ltd.,
8-11 Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2 :

Sheet 1, price 18. -----.--
=-=

,-2-  This blueprint gives the shape of
-...-.- each bulkhead, the engine cradle, and 5

g the stiffeners.
-7_
E-- Sheet 2, price 18. ==

-=-
----!Shows the rudder and tail full-size ,--
with methods of fixing.

Sheet 3, price 48. Em
-=-

E - Shows the fuselage full-size in side
ff. elevation and plan, the holding -down
m strap for coil, chassis construction, .

E rear wheel and suspension, switch -3
E and ignition circuit, wing fixings and
 method of bracing.

Sheet 4, price Is. 6d.
F---- Full-size plan of the mainplane, full-

size rib section and wing couplings.
-E---

----3=
Sheet 5, price 6d. ,-.-_-

E---

-ff Full-size plan of engine adapter for
---3- the Atom Minor, Hallam, Grayspec, - Andrich, and Economic engines.
5111111111111111111111M111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i
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A Starting Tip
I HAVE found that the engine will start at
the first swing every time by injecting a

few drops of petroil (one part of oil to eight
of petrol) in the induction pipe, and opening
the jet about 2/ turns. Allow the engine to
run for about five seconds in this way and
then gradually close it down until it fires
evenly and is two -stroking properly. The
note of the engine will rise as the jet is
closed. The correct setting is somewhere
round about one full turn.

I omitted to mention in my previous
article that the hinges securing the trans-
verse chassis numbers to bulkheads D and F
are bolted through blocks of wood glued
behind each bulkhead for that purpose.
The three-ply bulkheads alone would not be
sufficiently strong.

Model Aircraft at the Model Engineer
Exhibition
SHOULD like to congratulate my old

friend, Percival Marshall, on the success of
this year's Model Engineer Exhibition. He
is doing work of national importance in
encouraging interest in mechanics, and he
may truly regard himself as the high priest
of the model and small -power engineering
world. Quite frankly I was disappointed
with the model aircraft exhibits, particu-
larly with the petrol -driven models shown.
Quite obviously most of them had been
built as units without any consideration for
the complete design. Nearly all of them
were built on the unit principle, the
designers having first built a fuselage before
considering how the chassis and wings were
to be attached. The wings had then been
built before the fittings for them had been
designed, the general result in most cases
being a clumsy -looking square -section fuse-
lage to which wings, tail, and engine were
attached as obvious afterthoughts. The
Club Exhibits were definitely poor in design
and in workmanship, and with only one
notable exception could I award any marks
for ingenuity. Pins and glue were used
where small fittings should be made, and too
much reliance was placed upon the covering
and the dope tastefully to camouflage care-
less and unskilled work. There was too
much decoration on them, some amateurs
apparently being unable to leave the paint-
brush alone once they get to work. The
lines in general were disproportionate, and
many of the models were not up to exhibi-
tion standard. If I may make a suggestion
in all sincerity, it is that in future exhibi-
tions the organisers have a Selection Com-
mittee and ruthlessly reject models not up
to exhibition standard and which only en-
courage derisive remarks from members of
the public who do not appreciate the

A fine model of the Hawker Fury, made by Messrs. F P. Sweeten Ltd., Blackpool.

patience, lack of equipment, and probably
lack of skill of those who make them.

Encourage Model Makers
IT is, of course, a nice thought to encourage
model makers who are less fortunate than

others in these respects, but after all an
exhibition is intended for the public and as
such should be designed to advance its
traditions. These remarks apply strictly
to the Model Aircraft Section. In the
other sections one could but admire the
remarkably high standard of workmanship,
ingenuity, originality, and finish displayed
in the model locomotives, boats, station-
ary engines, machine tools, and the almost
unlimited variety of models on view. I
hope that the influence of what I may call
the Model Engineering Section of the
exhibition will inspire aircraft modellers to
depart from the thread, pins, and glue
methods, the parts being held together more
or less by unskilled methods, of which faith
and hope form the strongest part.

An interesting exhibit was that repre-
senting the joint efforts of Mr. H. H. Groves
and Mr. Trevithick-a small steam -driven
model, powered by a flash steam plant.
When I saw this modelat Fairey's Great West
Aerodrome it failed to make a flight, and
part of the fabric was burned away from the
fuselage. Quite obviously the power plant
needed to be enshrouded with aluminium,
an improvement which has since been
effected.

It is to be regretted that the Model Air-
craft exhibits were not more
representative of the provin-
ces ; the same old names with
the same old designs keep
cropping up year after year,
the idea apparently being
that if they alter the shape
of the wing they have pro-
duced a new " design." Some
do not apparently know the
difference between designing
and copying, alas ! I make
these passing comments from
an unbiased and disinterested
point of view, feeling that an
exhibition of model aircraft
should not be parochial in
its character and embrace
only the work of local Lon-
don clubs.

The old London Aero
Showing the assembled model of the Flying Flea- with half the Model Association was the

skeleton framework covered. precursor of the S.M.A.E. and

it was at my suggestion at one of their meet-
ings in Great Windmill Street, Piccadilly,
some years ago that they approached the
R.Ae.C. for recognition as the body to
govern the hobby of model aeronautics in a
national way, and in succession to the old
K.M.A.A. They have done very little to
advance the call outside of London, and I
suggest that the Royal Aero Club might
usefully look into this situation, particu-
larly as so many well-known people have
donated cups for National competition.

Competitions
M ANY readers write to me asking whether
" it is advisable to enter the model aero-
plane competitions held during the summer.
My advice to them is that if they are pure
amateurs they will be competing against
professional model makers and as such start
off with a heavy handicap. I suggest that
the S.M.A.E. while it is the controlling body
should rigidly exclude all models made by
professional model makers and confine
competitions strictly to amateurs. It
should not be permitted, moreover, for one
competitor to enter two models merely by
placing one of them in the hands of a
nominee. At present there is little to stop a
competitor so minded from doing this.

Flying Scale Models
MR. F. P. SWEETEN, of 38 Bank Hey
Street, Blackpool, has sent me his

catalogue of realistic flying scale models.
The Hawker Fury kit costs 6s. 6d. complete,
with a full - size plan and all material.
Other kits include the Curtiss Goshawk, the
Boeing, the Pursuit, the Douglas Observa-
tion, the Curtiss Falcon, the Curtiss Swift.
There is an easy -to -build series, and a com-
plete range of material. The well -illus-
trated catalogue is free to readers.

Model of the " Flying Flea "
AMOST interesting model of the " Flying

Flea " has been produced in kit form by
Messrs. Williams, Ellis & Co. The complete
kit costs 3s. 6d., and it flies when correctly
assembled. All parts are ready-made and
finished, and .the price includes a plan and
full instructions.

Air -minded Modellers
HERE is something to interest all air -

minded readers who are clever with
their hands. The Skybird League have
offered to co-operate with Skybird agents
throughout the United Kingdom to run a
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YOU CAN QUALIFY
FOR HIGHLY -PAID
RADIO POSITIONS

Thousands of the Technical Experts
who are now in well -paid regular
employment started radio as a hobby.
Their hobby has brought them success.
You, too, can study at home and qualify
for interesting and well -paid radio work.
Inventing, Designing, Research and Labora-
tory work, Technical writing, Installation,
Maintenance, Testing, Servicing, Set build-
ing, and many other specialised occupations
are open to the man who knows radio
thoroughly. Radio offers rich rewards to
the trained man.
We can train you and introduce you to
employers, or teach you how to earn money
in your spare time. We have helped
others ; we can help you.
Our Correspondence Courses are praised and
recommended by leading Radio Manu-
facturers and the Technical Press. We
specialise in radio and all our Courses are
conducted by Radio Experts with practical
knowledge of the qualifications that lead
to success, employment and a good income.
Why jog along in the same old rut ? Why
fear the consequences of losing your iob ?
Why waste your valuable spare -time ?
Wherever you live and whatever you do,
radio offers you success, security and a
spare -time income.
SEND FOR OUR FREE BOOK, WHICH
SHOWS YOU HOW TO ACHIEVE

PROSPERITY !
Our intensely interesting book tells you
how you can become a radio expert in your
spare time. It shows how we can set you
on the high road to success-to better pay
and a secure position or to profitable spare -
time work if preferred. ' This book is
FREE. You can have a copy for the
asking by filling in the coupon below.
DON'T DELAY-send for your copy now !

:41 Technical &' Commercial

RADIO COLLEGE
1:1 CROMWELL HOUSE el

HIGH HOLBORN LONDON W.C.I
Telephone Chancery 705.967055

r.
FILL IN THIS COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET

WHICH WILL HELP YOU TO SUCCESS !
To: T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE,

Cromwell House, High Holborn, London, W.C.1.
Please send me a free copy of your book des-

cribing your training and telling me how I can
make more money.

NAME

ADDRESS

(Post in unsealed envelope, id. stamp.)
P.M. 32.

Local Competition open to all, for the best
assembled Skybird Model Aeroplanes.
Competitors may enter one or more models,
the only stipulation being, the purchase of
the materials from the local agent. Five
hundred Skybird Airports, value one guinea,
500 books value 5s., and other prizes,
together with Certificates of Merit, have
been reserved for this competition.

The competition closes on October 31st-
get in touch with the nearest Skybird agent
at once for full particulars of this splendid
opportunity.

Enq/ne
contact
breaker

Seconds

1411111111111111 11111111111111111111

insviated Contact Carburettor

Wire: Insulated Primaries

Suggestions Wanted
I SHALL be glad to hear from readers as to
the type of model they would like me to

design and make next. Do you want
another petrol model ? A duration mono-
plane or biplane ? Do you prefer a fuselage
or pusher machine ? Are you interested in
compressed -air models ? I should appreci-
ate a post card from you. You will
recollect that I promised to design and
build a Canard petrol -driven model, but
deferred it owing to requests from many
readers for a design such as that just com-

Earthing Bolt 4; Voit drycell

Switch
Arm

Details of the ignition circuit of the petrol -driven model monoplane.

There are now 325 clubs registered in the
Skybird League and many hundreds of
associate members. The movement pro-
vides a most instructive and interesting
hobby, the value of which is demonstrated
by the success of the League, and the
number of well-known people connected
with aviation who have interested them-
selves in its welfare. Sir Harry Brittain,
K.B.E., C.M.G., LL.D., is president of the
League, and Squadron -Leader Burge,
O.B.E., vice-president. The list of hon-
orary members includes such well-known
names as Capt. G. de Havilland, Capt. H.
Broad, Mr. K. Waller, Mr. C. W. Scott, Mr.
Cathcart Jones, Capt. W. E. Johns (Editor
of Popular Flying), Lieut. Ira Jones (author
of King of Air Fighters), and many others.

Congratulations!
I HAVE received the following letter from

W. Rigby : " May I remark that I think
your petrol job at the Model Engineer
Exhibition a very fine job indeed, certainly
one of the best looking on show."

ficcumulator
Socket

pleted. If you are not building the present
design and are waiting for the Canard
machine, write and let me know.

Two Useful Handbooks
FRESH impressions of my two books

Model Aeroplanes and Airships and
Power -Driven Model Aircraft (obtainable
from us for Is. 2d. each by post) are now
available. The first contains chapters on
materials for model aeroplanes, how an
aeroplane flies, methods of construction
and design, construction of model airscrews,
designs for tractor monoplanes and bi-
planes, a fuselage monoplane, a tail -less
monoplane, model helicopters and orni-
thopters, spar machines, gliders, flying
model aeroplanes, building airships, kites,
full-size gliding, etc. ; whilst the second
volume deals with the commercial petrol
engines, how to make petrol, steam and
compressed -air engines, ignition systems
and carburetters, compressed -air models,
steam -driven models, petrol -engine models,
and wheels.

MATERIALS FOR THE
FLYING FLEA

THOSE readers who are building the
" Flying Flea " should remember that

advertisers in this journal are supplying the
correct material at specially low prices.
The Luton Aircraft Co., Ltd., who are de-
signers and constructors of aircraft at Luton
Aerodrome, Barton, Bedfordshire, supply
the complete set of materials as listed on
page 7 of our October issue for the sum of
£25. The material is specially selected. This
company is, of course, proprietors of
the wellknown Dunstable Sailplane Com-
pany.

The Luton Aircraft Co., Ltd., will supply
the " Flying Flea " complete with a Scott

34-h.p. Aero Engine and ready to fly for
£170 10s. The aeroplane complete, but less
engine and airscrew, costs £110 ; the front
mainplane, complete with tank fitting and
covered with dope, for £29 ; the rear main -
plane complete for £19 ; the fuselage, com-
plete with fitting, for £23 ; the rudder,
complete covered and doped, £3 188. 6d. ;
the chassis, complete with wheels and tyres,
£6 5s. ; tail chassis, complete with special
wheels, £3 12s. 6d. ; the Scott Aero Engine,
£50 ; the airscrew hub, £4 ; and the air -
screw £7 10s. They issue a price list of all
the other parts which will be supplied
separately or in toto.
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be rid of
Inferiority
Complex, Fear,
Nerviness, Shyness,
Mind -Wandering,
Indecision,
Self - Consciousness,
TAKE UP PELMANISM

PELMANISM
develops the qualities that

make for Success, such as :-
Courage Reliability
Perseverance Cheerfulness
Self -Confidence Concentration
Business Acumen Salesmanship

A Reliable Memory
Pelmanism eradicates the negative

qualities that hold one back, such as:-
Timidity Indecision
Unnecessary Fears Forgetfulness
Pessimism Depression
The Worry Habit Shyness

The Inferiority Complex
Satisfy yourself as to what Pelmanism

can do for you. Send to -day for a free
copy of

" The Science of Success,"
in the pages of which you will read the
story of Pelmanism, and, more fascinating
than fiction, the stories told by Pelmanists
themselves of how their lives have been
changed beyond their fondest hopes by
Pelmanism, stories of promotion, increased
incomes, of greater enjoyment of life.

The Pelman Institute,
130 Pelman House, Bloomsbury

Street, London, W.C.1
MAKE YOUR APPLICATION TO -DAY
Send in the coupon below and we will send you,
absolutely free, the 48 -page book, " The Science
of Success." You owe it to yourself to find out
more about this world-famous Course of Train-
ing.

TO THE PELMAN INSTITUTE,
130 Pelman House, Bloomsbury Street, I

London, W.C.I.

Please send me a free copy of " The
Science of Success," containing full parti-
culars of the Pelman Course.

NAME

ADDRESS

Occupation
Alt correspondence is confidential.

PELMAN (OVERSEAS) INSTITUTES: PARIS, 8o
Boulevard Hausmann. NEW YORK : 271 North
Avenue, New Rochelle. MELBOURNE : 396 Flinders
Lane. JOHANNESBURG: P.O. Box 4928. DURBAN:
Natal Bank Chambers (P.O. Box 1489). CALCUTTA:
102 Give Street. DELHI: to Alipore Road.

AMSTERDAM : Damrak 68.

All -mains Portable Radio
M EASURING only 10 in. x 7 in. x 6

in., and weighing approximately 8 lb.,
this efficient little receiver may be used
wherever electric mains are available. It
employs five valves (one of which is a
ballast resistor) and operates on either
A.C. or D.C. mains of 100 to 250 volts. A
5 -in. moving -coil speaker is incorporated
and two wavebands are covered; the
medium from 200 to 550 metres and the
long from 1,000 to 2,000 metres. Strong
plywood cases, covered in washable fabric,
are available in black, brown, blue, green,
red, and tan. The price of the instrument
complete is £3 15s. carriage paid. [153.]

111

A universal
portable receiver
measuring only 10 in. X

7 in. x 6 in.

A Lightning Stamp Affixer
CAPABLE of stamping 150 letters per

minute, this amazing little machine is
operated by a single stroke of the plunger.
It picks up, moistens, severs, attaches, and
counts the stamps and is so accurately
constructed that it never cuts the stamps.
The model illustrated costs 4i gns., and is
heavily nickelled, with a coloured bakelite
handle. A lighter model, with an alu-
minium case, is available at a guinea less,

This ingenious device will
affix stamps to envelopes at the
rate of 150 letters per minute.

The address of the makers of
any device described below
will be sent on application
to the Editor, PRACTICAL
MECHANICS 8-11, Southamp-
ton St., Strand, W.C. 2.

Quote number at end
of paragraph.

whilst ether model is available without the
enumerator at a reduction of 10s. 6d. [154.]

A Universal Pencil Sharpener
FITTED with solid steel twin cutters, this

little machine is capable of sharpening

A pencil sharpener that can be adjusted to take pencils
of all sizes.

pencils of any diameter. The disc, shown
in the illustration, is rotated until the
required hole is at the top, the pencil is then
inserted, sharpened by turning the handle,
and a flush -fitting drawer at the base of the
sharpener catches the trimmings. The
attractive marbelite casing is obtainable in
walnut, rosewood, mahogany, or black, and
the price is 12s. 9d. post free. A special
clamp is supplied for Is. 6d. extra. [155.]

An anti -
fume ash

barrel that will
appeal to smokers.

An Anti -fume Ash Barrel
THERE are probably few things quite

so annoying as the acrid fumes from a
partly extinguished cigarette. The ash
container, sketched on this page, is especi-
ally designed to overcome this nuisance, as
once the cigarette has been dropped into it
the fumes are trapped in the upper part of
the barrel as is shown in the cut -away inset
sketch. The barrel unscrews in the centre
and is thus easily cleaned. Moderately
priced at ls. 9d. post free, the container
may be obtained in red, mahogany, black,
walnut, green, or rosewood bakelite and is
practically unbreakable. [156.]
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A Letter Damper and Sealer
THE illustrations clearly illustrate the

usefulness of this little gadget, which
will be found a great time saver when a
large number of letters are to be sealed.
The sponge rubber damper is gripped in a
nickel ferrule which prevents any possibility
of breakage, and the large base of the
reservoir handle forms a convenient method
of sealing the envelope after damping.
Supplied either in chromium -plate finish or
in bakelite, they cost 18. 3d. post free. [157.]

A Handy Measuring Outfit
CONVENIENTLY houses m a strong

wooden box, this set of tools will be
found extremely useful to every handyman,
and comprises a pair of spring dividers,

A complete measuring outfit suitable for the handyman.

outside callipers, a steel try -square, a 9 -in.
three -fold steel rule, and an eight -bladed
set of feelers which range from -002 in. to
015 in. All the tools are of first-rate
quality and the complete kit may be
obtained for 118. post paid. [158.]

Snapshots after Dark
SSIMPLE, safe, and efficient, the photo-

graphic lighting apparatus illustrated on
this page enables even the amateur to take
delightfully clear and natural snapshots
indoors, and eliminates the risk of that

An electric lamp that enables
snapshots to be taken indoors,
thus dispensing with the use of

flashpowder.

startled expression on the face of the sitter,
which is usually associated with flash -
powder photographs. The lamp, which
plugs into an ordinary electric -light socket,
gives an intensely brilliant and continuous
light, is made to suit all standard voltages,
and costs 28. 6d. The collapsible alu-
minium reflector is designed to increase the
efficiency of the light by four and a half

Details of the letter damper and sealer.

times, and used in conjunction with the
special wire stand enables the light to be
focused in any direction. The reflector is
priced at 38., and the stand at 48. 6d. A
useful outfit, comprising a reflector, stand,
lamp -holder, bayonet adaptor, and 9 ft.
of well -insulated flex is marketed at 78. 6d.
[158.]

A neat and compact perpetual calendar.

A Perpetual Calendar
M ADE in a variety of colours to

harmonise with almost any type of
desk fitting, the calendar illustrated is
operated in a flash, for by simply pressing
the lever at the top the dates change
automatically. It has a great advantage
over the " slip -in " type of calendar as no
sorting and arranging is necessary. The
price is 28. 9d. post free. [159.]

Slow -Speed Synchronous Motors

A WELL-KNOWN firm has just intro-
duced an interesting synchronous

motor, which operates on quite a different
principle from the orthodox fractional
horse -power type, and is in fact very similar
to the motor employed in a synchronous
electric clock, working at a dead -beat rate of
revolutions, 100 r.p.m. on 50 cycles. A
motor such as this has varied applications,
such as aerating water, driving models,
scientific apparatus, etc., where a slow and
perfectly constant speed is required. Cur-
rent consumption is practically negligible,
and there is no interference with wireless
reception. The motors are available with
one -cylinder and twin -cylinder pumps, and
run equally well in either direction, only
requiring the
impulse of the
hand to start
them when
switched on.
They are 51 in.
long x 4 in.
wide x 6} in.
high, and as
supplied are suit-
able for 230 volts
direct off the
mains without
resistance. [161.] An ingenious slow -speed motor.

The New

STUART
CATALOGUE No. 3

describes in 72 profusely illus-
trated pages the full range of
Stuart products-

Steam engines and boilers,
pumps, petrol engines,
fittings, screws, drills,
materials, etc.

The Stuart centrifugal
pump for fountain or
waterfall.

The Pump:
20/ -

Electrically
driven:

£4:7:6
`Please send now for " Cat. No. 3."

6d Post Free.

STUART TURNER LTD.
HENLEY - ON - THAMES

The Leading
Wireless
Weekly

Every experimenter, home -constructor, and
all those interested in the technical side of
Wireless should read " PRACTICAL AND
AMATEUR WIRELESS."
Authoritative, comprehensive, it provides
an unrivalled service in News, Designs, Tech-
nical advice, and information of more general
interest.
Get a copy o" this great weekly paper to -day
and judge the merit and value for yourself.
It is lavishly illustrated throughout.

PRACTICAL
and Amateur
WIRELESS

Every Wednesday Threepence

On sale at all Newsagents and Bookstalls, or by
post 4d. from George Newnes Ltd., 8-11 South-
ampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
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4 Glass Which Prevents Tare

Interesting Facts Regarding a Scientific Medium for

Diffusing Light and Heat in the Home or Factory

PPRESSIVE heat and blinding glare
in summer and icy down -draughts in
winter are two serious discomforts

produced by ordinary window glass. The
absence of a satisfactory glazing material,
which transmits light without involving
these discomforts, has hitherto proved a
serious check to the fulfilment of modern
demands for good natural lighting indoors.

After exhaustive experiments, Dr. P.
Modigliani, a chemist and an acknowledged
expert on glass in Italy, has discovered a
satisfactory method of opposing the heat
rays of the sun. He has incorporated his
ideas in a special glass known as Thermo -
lux," now marketed in England. This
material transmits sunlight without sun
heat and yet provides undistorted trans-
mission of the visible wavelengths of the
spectrum, giving all colours indoors their
true values. It is best described as a com-
pound glass of a three-ply nature with
smooth, brilliant surfaces. Between two
sheets of glass is a central lamina consisting
of numerous glass silk threads regularly
arranged. This centre is porous, and, so
that the air contained within may remain
undisturbed, the edges are hermetically
sealed.

The advantages of this porous quality
are : (1) it has a very low coefficient of
thermal conductivity ; (2) a much lower
weight than sheets of other glass of equal
thickness ; (3) a marked ability to absorb
high -frequency sounds. The lamina of
glass threads also prevents the transmis-
sion of incident heat waves by deviating
and reflecting them. The thickness of the
interlayer varies from 1 mm. to 3 mm.,
according to the purpose required. Nor-
mally white in appearance wit4 a satin -like
sheen, " Thermolux " is also available in
pale or dark shades of coloured amber,
blue, pink, and marbled effects. Colouring
is effected by introducing special threads
into the glass -silk interlayer between the
two panes of glass.

Even Illumination and Uniform Heating
In a room where the windows are glazed

with this glass, light diffusion is complete.
Rays of sunlight are distributed instead of
forming patches on the floor. As light and
heat rays do not pass in or out of a room
in the same way as they do with ordinary
glass, great lighting economy is effected in
the winter. Heat and glare are avoided in
the summer ; conversely heat and light
are conserved in the winter. At night this
glass viewed from inside an illuminated
building gives the impression of finely -
fluted mirrors. No curtaining is needed
to ensure privacy, and it is possible to
obtain artificial lighting effects closely
approximating to daylight.

Previous Methods
Heat insulation is obtained in three ways :

by reflection from the outer polished sur-
faces ; by diffusion ; by the opposition
encountered by the three-ply construction
and the interlayer of glass silk. Tests have
shown that the coefficient of heat trans-
mission is about the same as that of a
brick wall.

Hitherto there were two well-known

methods employed to obtain light -diffusing
glass. The first consisted of altering the
condition of one or both surfaces of a clear
glass by grinding, sand -blasting, acid treat-
ment, or by impressing a rough pattern on
the glass during manufacture prior to cool-
ing. In the second method, opaqueness was
obtained by a suitable adjustment of the
working and melting temperatures, the
glass being allowed to cool in a disturbed
condition in which it thereafter remained.
These glasses are generally known as opal
glasses.

The particles which impart its milky
appearance to the glass are themselves
transparent. It is the same as the break-
ing up of the sun's rays by cloud or fog,
although the individual particles of moisture
are clear and transparent. In other words
the diffusion is really due to the repeated
reflection and refraction of the light rays,
in turn dependent upon the difference be-
tween the index of refraction of the particles
in suspense, and that of the surrounding
matter. In " Thermolux " glass trans-
parent glass threads of very small diameter
take the place of these particles. This
makes light volume control possible or
adjustment according to requirements of
the main factors of illumination : diffusion,
refraction, and reflection. Various grades
of this glass are produced giving different
proportions of these three values.

Insulation of Sound
In addition to the efficient diffusion of

light and heat, glass of the type described
also provides effective insulation of sound.
The transmission of sound through a
material is governed by three principles :
(1) its air tightness; (2) its rigidity; (3)
the non -homogeneous structure of such
material. It has been proved that most of
the sound striking glass is reflected back,
but owing to the low thickness -to -area ratio
of the panes themselves, and the windows
as a whole, that portion of sound energy
which is not reflected back vibrates the
panes, causing them to act as sources of
sound. The heavier, thicker, and smaller
the panes, the less will this membrane
factor operate. Experts agree that if
double glazing is employed, two separate
frames (preferably of dissimilar glazing)
should be fixed to avoid conduction of
vibration of the outer panes to the inner
ones through the material of the frame.

The Glass of the Future
To sum up : glass has now been pro-

duced that will permit a good gradation of
light intensity. By this means rooms can
be divided into brilliantly and softly lit
zones without sharp demarcations. Prac-
tical insulation for sound and heat can be
secured with glass of the same thickness
and yet infinitely lighter than ordinary
glass.

The characteristics of this interesting
material can be preserved indefinitely be-
cause all exposed surfaces are highly polished
and therefore easily cleaned. Prismatic,
cast, and figured glass are subject to rapid
discoloration because of dirt trapped by
their irregular surfaces.

Things are happening to -day
which vitally affect you!

If you are about 18, perhaps you are
getting settled in your chosen work and
already feeling the strain of competition for
a better position. If you are in the 40's,
your family responsibilities are near the
peak, the necessity for money is tense-
and younger men are challenging your job.
And men of the ages between i8 and 45 face
similar problems, in one form or another.

The most valuable employment security
to -day is the security a man creates for
himself-in himself! Through training, he
is able to adapt himself to new conditions,
to utilise experience without being handi-
capped by habit I He masters jobs and
makes new jobs. He meets emergencies-
and is not overwhelmed by them. And
this is an age of emergencies.

For 44 years the International Corre-
spondence Schools have helped thoughtful
and ambitious men to acquire the training
they need. To -day, with this need more
urgent than ever, this world-famous institu-
tion offers greater opportunities than ever.
Why not permit us to show you the way to
greater security and larger earnings ? Our
expert advice is free. Write to -day.

...COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET...
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,

LTD.
Dept. 95, International Buildings, Kingsway,

London. W.C.2.

Please send me your booklet containing
full particulars of the Course of Correspond-
ence Training before which I have marked
X. I assume no obligation.

DAceountaney
DAdvertising
DAeronautical Engineering
CArchitecture

Bookkeeping
DBuilding
OChemical Engineering
CCivil Engineering

Draughtsmanship
DElectrical Cngineerin;
CEngineering Design

[Marine Engineering
DMechanical Engineering

Mining Engineering
[Motor Engineering
OPlumbing
DRadio
ORailway Equipment and

Running
CSalesmanship
OSteam Engineering
OTextiles
OWoodworking

0Examinations, state which

The 1.C.S. teach wherever the post reaches, and have
a wide variety of courses of Study. If, therefore, your
subject is not to the above list, write It here.

Name Age Oda

Address
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watch that 4

GUARANTEED
7 YEARS

against breakages.

YOURS 51
FOR

T4E ORIGINAL

eroplane

DOWN

You can now own a watch
world famous for its reli-
ability under the most
severe climatic conditions.
WATERPROOF-it can even
be used whilst bathing
UNBREAKABLE-it can he
worn without fear of acci-
dental damage.

Incorporating a patented
floating non-magnetic Jewelled
lever movement, shock, vibra-
tion, dust and sand proof.
Time tested under seater, chro-
mium patent gland case, 24 -
hour dial. Leather strap. Cash
price 59/6 (luminous dial 2/6
extra), or yours for 5- down.

made by the Supp.iers A WATtiri
IMPERIAL AIRWAYS, etc.

YOUR OLD WATCH TAKEN IN PART EXCHANGE.

Other models from 251..
Write for FREE illustrated catalogue of watches from 5/- down

or send your order to -day to:-

G. & M. LANE & CO. LTD.
(Dept. P.M.E.7:

24/26 Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.4

INCREASE
YOUR HEIGHT

BY XMAS
Short people can be made taller with the aid
of a box of Challoner's Famous Formula-

H.T.N. TABLETS
and easy system : well tried : harmless and
safe. No strenuous exercises or old-
fashioned appliances. If one box is insuffi-
cient, we guarantee to supply a further
box FREE of all charge. E.H. (Sutton)
writes : " Results beyond expectations and
I am as pleased as Punch." Act NOW!
Send I id. stamp for full particulars in sealed
envelope Sample lid. Book on height
improvement 3d. P.O. or stamps only
Colonial Return Air Mail /- extra.
THE CHALLONER CO. (late of Bond St.)
Department G93, Laboratory and Works :
HYDE HEATH, AMERSHAM, BUCKS.

Around the Trade
A Tool Chest for Handymen
THE hundred -and -one jobs that occur

in most households are undoubtedly
simplified if the householder is properly
equipped with tools. The best thing is to
have a complete set such as the G.T.L.
tool chest and home repairing outfit.
Here in one chest is everything likely to be
needed, actually well over fifty finest grade
Sheffield tools, each neatly fitted in its
place and fully guaranteed. An illustrated
instruction book on the use of tools is also
included. Interested readers may obtain
free of charge from Guaranteed Tools
(1933) Ltd., 12-13 Chiswell Street, Fins-
bury, London, E.C.1, a sixteen -page book-
let describing the G.T.L. tool chest and
home repairing outfit.

Modern Lathes

THOSE
readers interested in lathework

should certainly write to Messrs. Ward
and Pollard, High Street, Plumstead,
S.E.18, for details of their " Duplex
Tailstock" 3k -in. centre, back -geared, screw -
cutting, boring, milling, and sensitive
drilling lathe. A feature of the machine is

Book of the Lionel Trains," covering a
comprehensive range of model railway
accessories. The care and precision in the
engineering and construction of Lionel
" 0 " gauge and Lionel standard (wide)
gauge makes them outstanding in the
electric train field, and they incorporate
many ingenious features in their design.
All trains have 3 -position automatic
reverses, that is, by pressing a button
supplied with each set, at any distance
from the track the train may be stopped
with headlight alight and coaches illumin-
ated. Another press of the button will
send the train either backwards or for-
wards. Some models are also fitted with
chug -chugging devices which produce
the sound made by a real train going along
the track.

The " Scruit " Connector

ON page 63 of last month's issue
appeared a short article under the

above heading. Unfortunately the name
of the manufacturer of the particular
device described was given as J. M. Blair ;
this should have been the V.G. Manu-

A,realistic model aeroplane made by F. P. Sweeten, Ltd., 38 Bank Hey Street, Blackpool.

the tailstock, which is a combination screw -
operated and lever -feed tailstock. It can
be changed from one to the other in three
seconds. When using the lever feed the
hand wheel may be used as a dead stop to
limit the travel of the barrel, thus pro-
viding an accurate method of controlling
the depth of the holes. Each machine is
tested with standard test bars and sensitive
dial indicators before dispatch, and run on
a test bed to ensure that all bearings,
slides, etc., are properly adjusted.

A Correction
ON page 577 of our September issue we

gave under the heading of " Latest
Novelties " details of a useful photographic
device. The price of the device was given
as 2s. 6d., but this should have been
5s. 6d. The number at the foot of the
paragraph was 141.

Lionel Trains
GUITERMAN & CO., LTD., 35 and 36

4.0  Aldermanbury, London, E.C.2, have
recently produced a fine well -illustrated
18 -page booklet under the title of " The

facturing Co., Ltd., Gorst Road, Park
Royal, London, N.W.10.

Universal High -voltage Receivers
THE usual all -mains receiver employs

valves having a heater operated at a
low voltage, the necessary step-down from
the mains voltage being obtained by means
of a resistance or a transformer. In the
Ostar-Ganz receivers special valves opera-
ting with the full mains voltage on the
heaters are employed and there are several
advantages to be obtained from this type
of valve. The receivers which are obtain-
able with these valves range from simple
single -valve converters to ten -valve all -
wave superheterodyne receivers, and there
are also some interesting amplifiers avail-
able for use with pick-ups or microphones.
There are also a number of kits for home
constructors and these include receivers,
radiograms, and amplifiers ranging in price
from £5 5s. to £15 15s. Details of the
receivers may be obtained on application
to Universal High Voltage Radio Ltd., of
28-29 Southampton Street, Strand, London,
W.C.2.
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BRILLIANT LIGHTING
FOR 'WINTER WORK

Mechanics, amateur and professional, and
owners of email workshops, lathe sheds,
observatories etc., should get the Tilley
Lantern. it gives a magnificent light and
enables work to continue after dark, either
in or out of doors. Can be placed anywhere.
Wind and Rain proof. British made
throughout.

TILLEY LANTERN
(Burns ordinary Paraffin)

Light of 300 c.p. for 6 hours for Id.

The Lantern is strongly made in stout
brass, and there are no parts which can rust,
corrode, or get out of order. Will burn
steadily anywhere, unaffected by weather,
however severe. Get rid of all antiquated
devices and use this marvellously efficient
Storm Lantern. You will then wonder how
you did without it before

Remit 313/- or can be sent C.O.D.
Post and Charges Paid.

TILLEY LAMP CO. (Dept. P.M.) HENDON, N.W.4

-CHEMISTRY-
EXPERIMENTS MADE EASY !
Whether con are a novice or an experienced stude,,,
sew) TO -DAY for the most complete and up-to-date
manual devotet to experimenta` chemistry-
BECK'S BOOKLET OF TESTED EXPERI-
MENTS. It contains, ,n addit on to over
70 expertly chosen experiments, a list of
reliable, inexpensive equipment supplied by
BECK'S. Semi Postal Order NOW.

Post this coupon or write,.
(Scientific Dept. A),
60 HIGH STREET,

STOKE NEWINGTON, LONDON, N.16
Please send Booklet,. tid. P.O. enclosed,

BECK

d
Post Free,

Name
Address

(Write in block letters)

DON'T BE BULLIED
Learn to fear no man, The
BEST self-defenoe ever in-
vented, namely, JUJITSU.
Easy to learn. Send 2 penny
stamps for SPLENDID ILLUS-
TRATED LESSONS, Photo
ARTICLE, Testimonials and
particulars, or P.O. 1/- for
FIRST PART of my course.
You will be more than
delighted.
Dept. P., Blenheim House, Bed -
font Lane, Feltham, Middlesex.

DEFERRED TERMS ARRANGED

"IDEAL -LATHES" 3 in.f rom
S.C.LA

64.THES
34 in. S.C.B.G. from 0118/6. LISTS, Stamp please.
J. WILLIMOTT & SON, Neville's Factory, Chilwell, Notts.

FOYLES
Booksellers to the World

New and second-hand books on all technical sub-
jects. Catalogues free on mentioning interests.

119-125 CHARINC CROSS RD., LONDON, W.C.2
Telephone : Gerrard 5660 (10 lima).

BE TALL
Your Height increased
in 14 days or money
back. The amazing
Ste6bing System soon
brings 3-5 inches

increase and new energy. The first, original, and
the one GENUINE GUARANTEED Height Increase
System. Recommended by Health and Efficiency. Com-
plete Course, 51-, or Booklet ree, privately.
STEBBING SYSTEM, Dept. M.P., 28 Dean Rd.. London, N.W.I.

PATENT ADVICE

THE following information is specially
supplied to PRACTICAL MECHANICS by
Messrs. Hughes & Young, British and

American patent and trade mark agents, of
9 Warwick Court, High Holborn, London,
W.C.1., who will be pleased to send to
readers free of charge a copy of their
handbook, How to Patent an Invention.

2006979. Electric Valve Excitation Cir-
cuits. E. F. W. Alexanderson, Assignor
to General Electric Co., New York,
U.S.A.

This invention can be regarded as a con-
verting apparatus for transmitting energy
from a source of current. A plurality of
electric valves is employed, each provided
with an anode, a cathode, and a control
grid. A grid -excitation circuit is adapted
for each of certain of the valves which im-
presses upon the grid an alternating
potential of the corresponding value to
maintain the selected valve normally non-
conductive. The phase of this grid poten-
tial is retarded with respect to the said
anode potential by more than 180 electrical
degrees, and an arrangement is provided for
periodically overcoming the grid potential
to render such valve conductive.

2007662. Valve Transmitter for Short
Waves. W. Prinz, Assignor to Tele-
funken Gesellschaft fiir Wrahtlose,
Telegraphie M.b.H., Germany.

In this invention a plurality of pairs of
electron -discharge devices is employed,
each device having a grid and anode, the
anodes of the tubes of each pair being
connected together through a linear con-
nection devoid of lumped inductance and
lumped resistance. The grid of each tube
in a pair is connected to the grid of a tube
in an adjacent pair through a similar linear
connection.

2009834. Electric Valve Converting Ap-
paratus. B. W. Bedford, Assignor to
General Electric Co., New York, U.S.A.

This is another recent American invention
for an electric valve converting apparatus
for transmitting energy between a supply
circuit and a load circuit. The invention
contemplates the use of a transformer net-
work and a plurality of electric valves for
interconnecting disc circuits through the said
network. A special method for rendering the
said valves alternately conductive and non-
conductive in a predetermined sequence is
employed, a source of commutating poten-
tial tending to rapidly transfer the load
current of the apparatus between the said
valves. Inductive winding is connected
in series with each of said valves, and a
damped circuit is combined therewith for
substantially short circuiting the potential
induced in each of the said windings by a
decrease of current in its associated electric
valve.

A STANDARD WORK
Home Mechanics Encyclopaedia,
by F. J. Camm. 3/6, or 3/10 by
post from Geo. Newnes Ltd., 8/11
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

Be a Real
Manly Man

GET rid of that weak-
ness or ailment that

is robbing you of your
Health, Strength and Man-
hood. STRONGFORTISM
will do this for you, as it
has for thousands of others
in all parts of the world.

STRONGFORTISM
will make a New Man of
You. No drugs or dope.
From the very first day
you begin with STRONG-
FORTISM you will see and
feel a wonderful daily grow-
ing improvement. Life will
become worth living. You
will be freed from weak-
nesses and ailments now
robbing you of Health and
Happiness.

Such weakness - caused
ailments as " Nerves," De
pression, Lack of Energy,
Indigestion; Liverishness,

Lionel Strongfort Constipation and Headaches
Builder of Men. will disappear.

STRONGFORTISM
The Modern Science of Health and Strength

Promotion
By the same STRONGFORTISM methods

that built -up my own universally
acknowledged " Perfect " Physique, Health
and Strength, I can help you to re -build
a body that you will be proud of, and which
others will admire.

Every muscle, nerve cell and organ in
your body will be strengthened by STRONG-
FORTISM.

STRONGFORTISM witl enable you to
overcome all the weaknesses and ailments
which are a handicap to you. You will gain
manly strength, great power, and endurance.

of 64 pages (illustrated), entitled "Promotion
and Conservation of Health, Strength and Metal
Energy." It tells how to live the only life that
is worth living-that of the man who is a man
from head to foot-sound in Health, Muscle,
Nerve and Brain, and Cool, Confident and
Courageous always. Post Coupon today, En-
close 3d. stamps (overseas accepted) postage.
Address me
LIONEL STRONGFORT (598)

144 LEIGHAM COURT ROAD,
LONDON, 61.1N,16
FREE COUPON

LIONEL STRONGFORT (598),
144 LEIGHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, S.W.16 I
Please send without obligation my free copy

Iof your book. I enclose 3d. stamps for
postage. I have put (X) before subject(s)
about which I would like to have Free

ISpecial Confidential Advice.
Catarrh and Colds ..Increased Height

..Energy and Strength .,Constipation

..Increased Weight ..General Debility
Round Shoulders Mus. Development
Thinness Rheumatism

..Nervousness
..
..Despondency

..Bad Habits
Skin Disorders

..Short Wind

..Indigestion

IName

IOccupation

Street Oge

Town County
M111101011111. .wenosmo a...a soar.
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Endincers'Gaide
Bright Prospects and
Big Pay Opportunities
for the trained man
Write to -day for this great Guide which
contains world's widest choice of horns -
study engineering courses, and shows
how to obtain a recognised Qualifica-
tion such as A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.E.E., A.F.R.Ae.S., etc.
Mention branch, post or quali-
fication that interests you, to
THE TECHNOLOGICAL INSTI-
TUTE OF GREAT BRITAIN,
123 Temple Bar House,
London, E.C.d. (Founded 1917.
19,000 Successes.)

TOSUCCESS'77sEs

POSTAL SERVICE
SPECIALISTS
for
HOME MOVIES
PHOTOGRAPHY
MECCANO and
HORNBY TRAINS
We offer every possible service, with
approval facilities against deposit,
easy payments and attractive part -ex-
changes.
Send for our new re -conditioned

THE bargain lists, indicaring your interests

AMATEUR CINE SERVICE LTD.
52 Widmore Road, Bromley, Kent

Telephone RAVENSBOURNE 1926.

LEN HARVEY

At the age of 12 years,
weight 6 stone, fought
his first fight. Built
himself op to be Heavy-
weight Champion of
Britain and the Empire,

WILL HELP ALL MEN AND
WOMEN to become STRONG
and ROBUST, the possessor
at a PERFECT PHYSIQUE
and brimful of TINGLING
VITALITY.
LEN says, " In business or
sport it is the healthy ones
that get there."
LEN reveals the secrets.
Send two penny stamps for
Len's booklet on " Fitness
First" or 3/- for Len's book
System of Training, 252
pages illustrated.

HARVEY HEALTH
CENTRES,

62 OXFORD STREET,
LONDON, W.1

Make More Money
f3,0 f6 weekly can be earned at home in a wonderful
business of your own. No matter where you live you
can commence to make money in your spare or whole
time. No risk, canvassing or experience required. A
wonderful opportunity for anyone wishing to add
pounds to their income. Particulars, stamp.

BA LLA RD, 71 Graces Rd, London, S. E.5

CASTING MOULDS
'Make your own lead soldiers, animals,

Indians, etc.
:Illustrated Catalogue free.

J.Toymoulds,18 Kenyon St...Birmingham

REPLIES in BRIEF

D. R. (New Tredegar).-It is unusual to
have a 3 -pole motor; you probably
mean a 3 -pole armature. In any case,
if the machine is fitted with a wound field
it will run from the transformer providing
that it can supply the necessary power. If
the machine needs rewinding then send us
a sketch of it, indicating the sizes of both
the field and armature, etc. A tripolar
machine with a permanent magnet will not
run on an alternating supply.

F. W. (Colchester).-A 4 -blade fan would
increase the noise. We therefore do not
recommend the change. A 2 -valve wire-
less set will, of course, work from a 60 -volt
H.T. battery, but not very efficiently.

J. G. H. (Sheffield).-The " Flying Flea " is
designed for the Scott engine, and we do not
recommend you to depart from this. Full
details are obtainable from the Scott
Motor Cycle Co., Shipley, Yorks, who also
supply the airscrew and the airscrew hub.
The engines you have are quite unsuitable,
too heavy, and of insufficient power.
Many thanks for your appreciation.

BUILDING A
BALSA MODEL AEROPLANE

(Continued from page 84)
shaft to engage in it. Before bending the
shaft to the correct shape, a small spring
is slipped on to the front.

The Action of the Free Wheel
The end of the shaft is placed into the

hole in the metal plate, thus compressing
the spring, and as the rubber motor is
wound this keeps the spring compressed and
the propeller engaged to the shaft. On
releasing the prop, the rubber motor unwinds
and turns the propeller, and when fully un-
wound, the spring expands and disengages
the end of the propeller shaft from the
metal plate, thus allowing the propeller to
free wheel. The undercarriage is made from
18 -gauge wire, shaped as shown in the
drawing, the rear legs being soldered to the
front. Balsa or celluloid wheels (bushed)
are put on and the ends of the undercarriage
bent up as shown.

For the wing, cut ten riblets and twelve
ribs, the riblets being the shaded part on the
side elevation drawing.

Pin down the trailing edge and the two
bottom spars, glue into position the ribs
which have been cut from lir -in. balsa sheet,
and insert the riblets and the leading edge ;
the sizes required being leading edge
-136- in. x * in., trailing edge in. x * in., and
the spars * in. square balsa.

The wing tips are next added, and are
made from A- in. bamboo. The dihedral is
now steamed in, the wing tips being 3in.
above the centre section. The two diagonal
struts are then cut so that the trailing edge
is in. above the leading edge, this
measurement being at the point where the
struts are glued to the trailing edge. Allow
the glue to set firmly, and finally insert the
top spar. The machine is covered with
medium weight jap tissue, and given one
coat of dope. The rubber motor consists
of 20 ft. of + in. .x A in. elastic divided into
eight strands (four loops), making the motor
short but powerful. The wing position is
approximately that shown on the side
elevation.

21= VALUE For cr.
The'UNIQUE'Slide Rule 40

ACCURACY GUARANTEED OTEER MODELS

Ten -inch hide Buie in I oi,shed Maho. 6'6gany (British made), celluloid laced with V,.
log -log scale in addition to Scales A. B. 3- 0
C. and D. Flexible back. Aluminium
framed, view free unbreakable cursor. Size cf, rule
114 ins. x 14 ins. Serviceable as 21/. model. Supplied
with case and full instructions, including conversion
Tables for Money Calculations. Price 5/- each (post
3d., 3 post free). 5 -in. model 3/6 (postage 2d.).
10 -in. Universal rule with additional Trig and Reci-
procal Scales 6/6 (postage 3d. extra).

of a set of 12 -in. Draughts-
men's Scales with each 10 -in.

rule. The TECHNICAL SUPPLY CO. (P.M.)
Norfolk Hse., Carden Ave., Withdean, Brighton.

FREE GIFT

GENUINE' AND ONLY

SUPER CHROMATIC MOUTH ORGAN
CASH PRICE 10/6 POST FREE SPECIAL TUTOR
SMALLER MODEL 4(6 POST FREE I /- EXTRA

GUARANTEED exactly the
same as supplied to and -used by

LARRY ADLER
The world's greatest

Harmonica
Player.

Ibis superb HORNER
INSTRUMENT
can be played
In ANY Key
(all 12 Keys)
including
all sharps
and Flats,
exactly as
your own
Piano..

The
world's

BEST
PIANO

ACCOR-
DIANS

SUPPLIED.
CASH OR EASY

TERMS. SEND
for ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUE TO:-
MODERN MUSIC STUDIO
High Holborn House (P.M.),

52 High Holborn. London, W.C.1.

"DUPLEX TAILSTOCK"
31 -in. B.G.S.C. LATHE

POINTS OF SUPERIORITY :
Weight (bench model) 85 lbs. Con-
centric adjusted bronze bearings.
Ground mandrel and tailstock
barrel. Multi -purpose tailstock.
Compare with any other make, and
udge for yourself. List stamp

please.

WARD & POLLARD,
Engineers, Orchard Works,

Plumstead High St., London, S.E.I8

JUBILEE
WORM DRIVE
HOSE CLIPS
The long -life clip with

the ever -tight grip
The Best Known

For Radiator Joints,
Air, Oil, and Water
Hose Joints.
Large sizes stop squeaking

brakes.

Stocked by all Garages
and Accessory Dealers

L. ROBINSON & CO.,
25 London Chambers,
GILLINGHAM, KENT.

CASTING MOULDS
Make your own lead soldiers, animals, Indians,
eto. Sample Mould, 2/9. Catalogue tree,

INDUSTRIES
13 Gordon Avenue, Twickenham
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Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

POLISHING SILVER PLATING
" I AM making up a preparation for polish -

ling silver plating, chromium plating,
etc. It contains no acids and is thinned out
with water.

Could you advise me as to an ingredient
to hasten drying, which can be mixed with
water to make it volatile, and the proportion
to volume of water necessary to be effective?
It must not be costly, as I wish to keep the
expense of the preparation as low as possible."
(F. S. W., Oxted.)

YOU are up against a very difficult task
in endeavouring to incorporate a quick -

drying agent in your polishing preparation.
As a matter of fact, no really satisfactory
agent of this nature exists, and this for the
reason that if you mix a volatile liquid with
water, the volatile liquid evaporates first,
leaving the water behind. It is true, of
course, that the volatile liquid, provided it
is completely miscible with the water,
entraps some of the latter liquid and thus
tends to hasten its evaporation. Neverthe-
less, when solid ingredients are present, as
they will be in the case of your polishing
preparation, it is very doubtful whether the
addition of a volatile liquid will have much
beneficial effect.

You might try adding about 20 per cent.
of methylated spirits to your preparation.
Better still would be methyl alcohol or
iso-propyl alcohol, the latter being the less
volatile of the two, but the cheaper because
it is not subject to excise duty.

Methylated spirits, you will be aware,
contains heavy ingredients which tend to
make its rate of evaporation slow. It
scores, however, in point of cheapness.

LEAD AMALGAM
" AS an experiment, I melted about 1 oz.

of lead in a crucible over a Bunsen
burner. I then poured into this about the
same amount of mercury, which caused the
mixture to splutter violently. I then let the
mixture cool, which set into a greyish,
brittle substance which I easily crushed into
a powder. What is this substance, and
what is it used for ? (I. H., Oxford.)

THE material which you prepared by
adding mercury to molten lead is lead

amalgam, and, since you used equal parts
of lead and mercury in its preparation, it
will be a 50 : 50 lead -mercury amalgam.
Various lead amalgams can be prepared by
varying the proportions of mercury added
to the molten lead. As the proportion of
mercury is increased, the melting -point of
the resulting lead amalgam is lowered,
until, with a high percentage of mercury,
the lead amalgam becomes almost plastic at
ordinary temperatures.

There is little use for lead amalgams on
account of their brittleness. The only uses
which these amalgams have been put to are
the following :

1. As a substitute for an artist's drawing
and shading pencil, the greyish lead amal-
gam being soft enough to give a peculiar
greyish shade to paper when rubbed on the
latter.

2. In the autogenous soldering of lead.
The lead surfaces to be soldered are well
cleaned and made bright and a layer of lead
amalgam is melted over them. They are
then brought into firm contact and a hot
soldering iron is passed over them with
heavy pressure several times. The heat
volatilises the mercury in the amalgam but
the lead remains behind, thereby effecting
a firm union of the two surfaces.

This method is not much employed at the
present day on account of the considerable
expense of mercury. In experimenting
with the method, great care should be taken
not to breathe the mercury fumes given off
by the soldering operation, since they are
poisonous.

THE MANUFACTURE OF CELLOPHANE
" (1) S it possible to make ordinary cello-

' phane, i.e. cellulose xanthate, in
thick slabs at least I in. thick, and, if so, to
whom should I write for a quotation ?

" (2) Text -books on mineralogy deal with
the crystalline form of minerals. Can you
refer me to any text -books describing the
physical characteristics of artificial crystals
and the different systems of crystalline
architecture to which they belong ?

" (3) Can you refer me to any works on
' liquid crystals ' ? Can you give me the
name of a liquid crystal ' of the nematic
class normally obtainable which exists in
that form at (a) ordinary temperatures, if
possible, or (b) slightly above ? Where can
these be obtained ? " (H. H., Epsom.)

(1)
wE doubt whether it is possible to

procure cellophane sheets of at
least in. thick. However, you might
write to the Cellophane Company, 6-9
Bird Street, Oxford Street, London, W.1,
for a possible quotation.

(2) Any text -book of crystallography
will give the information you desire con-
cerning the forms of artificial crystals.
You might try the following :

Evans & Davies : Elementary Crystal-
lography, 9s. 6d. net.

Tutton : Crystallography and Practical
Crystal Measurements, 2 vols., each 508.
net.

Tutton : Crystalline Form and Chemical
Constitution, 108. 6d. net.

(3) There do not appear to be any exclu-
sive works on liquid crystals. A. E. H.
Tutton, the well-known crystallographer,
in his Crystals (1911), devotes a chapter to
their description. They are also mentioned
and described in all other crystallographical
works. Ammonium oleate, para-azoxy-
phenetol, and para-azoxy-benzoic acid are
substances which can exist in the form of

(Continued on page 118)

use

A PURE
VEGETABLE GLUE

ODOURLESS COLOURLESS
For joinery, Fretwork, Leather, Model-
making, Repairing Pottery, Glass -ware,
etc., and for all purposes where a
really powerful adhesive is required.

In Tubes 2d., 6d. and 9d.

Made by the Proprietors of

STEPHENS' INKS,
57 Aldersgate Street, E.C.1.

Maker's Surplus Stock, Brand New

Examine the mysteries of
nature. Special purchase of Micro-
scopes with full range of excellent
lenses, double swivel reflecting
mirror for object illumination,
twin "quick release" object glass

holders- Accurate focusing. Heavy-
weight solid metal stand finished
mottled black, with adjustment for
viewing angle. Highly nickel -plated

lens, barrel, etc. Com-
plete, with spare object
glasses for making up
your own specimens.
ONLY bt-; Smaller
Model 3/-; Post and

Packing 6d. extra. FREE
with every order powerlui
pocket magnifying glass.
J. WATTS (Dept. P.M.),
187 London Rd., Croydon

CHOOSE ONE OF THESE

No. 226
B

Thousands in use. Full
details of all models in NEW 4Opp.
Catalogue " P.11." 3d. pool free.

L. WILK! NSO N, 8 CITY RD., LONDON, E.C.1

" WILCO "
Cycle Dynamo Sets
No. 36/99 ... 27/6

Super Model.
No. 2260 21/ -

Switch on lamp.
No. 226B

.Switch on handlebar.'n No. 211 ... 15/9
Lightweight.

No. 413 ... 15/9
" Popular."

Prices are for Com-
plete Lamp and

Dynamo.
Rear Lamp
4- extra.
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SPECIALISTS IN
TECHNICAL
ILLUSTRATIONS

Write or 'phone us at

HIGH HOLBORN HOUSE,
HIGH HOLBORN, w.c.i,

5638.

STAMPS FREE
30 All Different

BELGIUM
I will send the above fine collection
including the scarce " TIN HAT "
STAMP, absolutely free, to all stamp
collectors sending 2d. postage (abroad
4d.). Only one gift to each applicant.

G. P. REEF
WILLINGDON
EASTBOURNE

Pupil S. Davey (London)

Man, Read This!
I positively GUARANTEE to give
you Robust Health, Doubled
Strength and I0-25" more muscle
in 30 days or return your money
in lull. The famous STEBBING
4 -in -1 Coarse consists of four
great courses in one, yet costs only
1/- post free. It has been proved
(1) The most effective HEALTH
and ENERGY System ever de-
vised ; (2) It quickly builds NOR
MAL WEIGHT and VIRILE
MANHOOD; (3) It develops a
Strong Will, rigid SELF-CON-
TROL; and (4) It includes an
amazing SUCCESS and PER-
SONAL MAGNETISM Course.

Complete Course 5/ -
No extras, no appliances to pur-
chase.

Further details sent privately, under plain, sealed cover.
LIONEL STEBBING, STEBBING INSTITUTE.

Dept. C.P., 28 Dean Road, London, N.W.S.

PATENTS,
TRADE MARKS
AND DESIGNS

FREE:
ADVICE, HANDBOOK
AND CONSULTATIONS

KINGS PATENT AGENCY LTD.
B. T. King, Patent Agent G.B., U.S.A.Can.

146a Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, E.C.4
49 Years' TELEGRAMS: GEOLOGIC, LONDON.

References. PHONE: CITY 6161.

PRACTICAL HINTS ON
PATENTS

Sent free on application.

THE IMPERIAL PATENT SERVICE
First Avenue House, High Holborn, W.C.1.

Preliminary Consultation Free.

PATENTS, DESIGNS
AND TRADE MARKS
A VALUABLE GUIDE ON INTERNATIONAL

PROTECTION OF INVENTIONS.
100 Pages - Post Free, 6d.

The TECHNICAL ADVERTISING AGENCY
253 (D) Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.1
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REPLIES TO QUERIES AND
ENQUIRIES

(Continued from page 117)

small liquid crystals at ordinary tempera-
tures and slightly above these tempera-
tures. Ammonium oleate (and, also,
other oleates) can exist in liquid crystal
form at considerably elevated temperatures.
Liquid crystals as such are not procurable
commercially. They are generally formed
on the microscope slide. The above
materials may be obtained from any
chemical wholesaler, such as The British
Drug Houses, Ltd., Graham Street, City
Road, London, N.1.
PHOTO -ELECTRIC CELLS
" A RE the photo -cells used in the different

/forms of photographic exposure meters
of a vacuum, gas, or liquid type, and are they
permanent ?

" Is it possible for me to construct a
liquid cell sufficiently sensitive to work in
conjunction with a low -reading milli -
ammeter on the lines of those described in

Practical Mechanics,' and does the size of
the container and amount of solution have
any bearing on its sensitivity or life ? Is its
sensitivity dependent on the area of the
plates, and can these be paralleled in any
way to reduce the area ? Will you please
tell me what metals, solution and method of
preparing either are the most sensitive and
would it be permanent if the cell were made
watertight ? " (R. D., Regent's Park.)
THE photo -cells used for photographic ex-

posure -meter purposes are of the " self -
generating " type, i.e. they generate a
current of electricity which is proportional
in intensity to the intensity of the light
falling upon the sensitive surface of the
cell. The cells are of the vacuum type,
such cells being very constant in action
although the current which they deliver is
less than that produced in a gas -filled
photo -cell. All photo -cells used for
measurement purposes are supposed to be
quite permanent, although, in this respect,
it will be realised that they have not been
in general use for a sufficient length of time
for this claim to be fully substantiated. A
good vacuum photo -cell, however, is a
constant and reliable article.

Liquid photo -cells are not practicable for
constant service. For one thing, their
sensitivity varies very greatly, they are not
very portable, and they are not sensitive
to weak illuminations.

You can make a liquid photo -cell by
taking two pieces of copper foil (about 2 sq.
in. in size), thoroughly cleaning these
through immersion in a solution of caustic
soda, and afterwards thoroughly washing
them. The copper elements are then
immersed in a very dilute solution of
copper sulphate (prepared by dissolving a

grain of copper sulphate in 2 pints of
water) and allowed to remain therein for
about 8-10 days-in sunlight, if possible.
During this time, a delicate bluish film of
cuprous oxide will form on the surface of
the copper. If, now, the plates, still
remaining in this liquid and separated from
each other, are connected together extern-
ally and matters are so arranged that one
plate is kept in the dark whilst the other is
strongly illuminated, it will be found that a
small current will pass in the external
circuit as long as the illumination persists.
Immediately, however, the illumination
ceases, the current will also stop. The
sensitivity of such cells is mainly dependent

upon the efficiency with which the sensitive
coating on the plates is formed. Within
reasonable limits, the sensitivity of the cell
is not dependent upon the area of the plates.
Unfortunately, liquid photo -cells are not
permanent, this fact constituting one of the
many reasons why they are not employed
in practice. With a very delicate milli -
ammeter, a reading could be obtained, but
more satisfactory results would accrue from
the use of a microammeter or a micro -
voltmeter.

ELECTRO-DEPOSITION

" I AM interested in electro-deposition and
I would be pleased if you could tell me

the conditions necessary for the anodic
oxidation of aluminium. The electrolyte, I
think, contains chromic acid, but I do not
know the proportions. Could you tell me :

" (1) Composition and proportions of
electrolyte ?

" (2) Composition of cathode ?
" (3) Is it necessary for the aluminium

anode to be clean or does it matter if it is
already thinly coated with oxide ?

" (4) Particulars of current needed ?
" (5) What kind of dyes can be used for

colouring the oxide sheet ?
" (6) What dyes will colour it (a) green,

(b) blue, (c) red, (d) orange ?
" (7) Can the process be carried out at

home ? " (J. H., Hampstead. )

THERE are two general methods in
which the anodic oxidation of alumin-

ium may be carried out, viz. :
(1) Chromic -acid method.-Three per cent.

solution of chromic acid as the electrolyte.
A carbon rod or a strip of stainless steel
(the latter is preferable) as the cathode.
The bath should be maintained at a
temperature of 45 degrees C. For the first
fifteen minutes, the voltage of the current
is steadily raised to 40 volts. It is main-
tained at 40 volts for thirty minutes.
During the following five minutes it is
raised to 50 volts and kept at 50 volts for a
further five minutes.

(2) Sulphuric -acid Process.-In this pro-
cess a dilute solution of sulphuric acid
forms the electrolyte and a strip of lead
forms the cathode. The electrolysis is
conducted at room temperature and a
steady current of from 10 to 20 volts is
passed for thirty minutes.

In order to obtain the best oxide films on
aluminium it is absolutely essential that the
metal should be well cleaned previously,
especially when it is intended to colour the
oxide film.

To obtain the best results from the
colouring of the oxide film on aluminium,
the dyeing process should take place
immediately after the oxide film has been
deposited. Remove the metal from the
oxidising bath, wash it well, and immerse
it in a 2 per cent. dye solution in the cold.
During half an hour gradually raise the
temperature of the dye bath to boiling -
point, maintain it at that temperature for
a quarter of an hour, and finally wash the
dyed metal -coating in warm water.

Any basic dyestuff may be used for the
dyeing of oxide films prepared as above, as,
for instance :
Green . Malachite Green, Brilliant Green.
Blue . Methylene Blue, Methyl Blue.
Red . Acid Scarlet, Lake Red D, Cerise.
Orange . Methyl Orange, Orange II, Aura -

mine, Acid Orange, Safranine.
Provided that the necessary direct -

current supply can be obtained, there is
no reason why the anodic oxidation of
aluminium should not be carried out in
the home workroom.
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Write to -day for a
copy of this 36 -page
catalogue of Camera
Bargains for 1935.
The finest selection of
second-hand photo-
graphic apparatus
ever offered. Cameras
by all the well-known

makers at surprisingly low prices. All over-
hauled and in perfect working order.

SANDS HUNTER & CO. LTD.,
37 Bedford Street. Strand. London. W.C.2

I WILL MAKE YOU A
BRILLIANT PIANIST

I do not say I may-I WILL, If I accept
you as my pupil. I have enrolled 2,700
adults these last 12 months and DURING
THE PAST 31 YEARS HAVE TAUGHT OVER
43,000 PUPILS of all ages, occupations and
degrees of proficiency to play the piano brit-

liantly. I am enrolling 50-100 pupils every week,
and I CAN TEACH YOU to read and play at sight
any standard musical composition even if you do
not know a note to -day. I grade Lessons personally
to suit your Individual needs, using ordinary musical
notation, no freakish methods. SEND p.c. for FREE
Boot "Mind, Muscle and Keyboard," my special
pamphlet "Truth in Advertising," and form for
FREE Advice-Say

Advanced, Moderate, Elementary
or Beginner.

MR. H. BECKER,
(Dept. 1581,

69 Fleet Street,
London, E.C.4.

RUPTURE
DON'T USE UNDER -STRAPS

THE LIGHTEST YET STRONGEST
Single SUPPORT EVER INVENTED!

Practi:ally everlasting. Nol-RLsta-de Spring.
THE PALLANT Ball and Socket Spring Appliance has over

40 year,' reputation for efficiency and the inventor was
granted a ROYAL WARRANT.
The New Light Weight Patient only
weighs a few ounces and is the most
satisfactory Truss on the market.
Fitted with the famous BLUNDE6
Pneumatic Pads, it holds gently but
firmly, giving comfort and security

Double

hitherto unknown. No hip pressure. No tinder -straps. Light
as a Feather I Test for 7 days before payment.
Approved societies usually allow the whole amount.
Write or call and ask for particulars of
FREEBATH RPPLIANCk S FOR

HOME OR SEA BATHING.
RLUNDEN Sur ical Appliance Co., Ltd.B

(Dept. 243), 9 Oxford Street, London, W.1
Manchester Branch: 6 John Dalton Street

TEST IT
BEFORE
YOU PAY

Sold in 6d. and I,- tins at all Cycle
Acc ssory Dealers, Tool Shops,

Ironmongers, etc.
Write for ,tour f'00 ,OP7 "Joinin2 of Metals" to

pip BURNETT,ro
I gat w-voicAisiT°

GREAT WEST ROAD, '671'00...6..TZEr
.rtF WiOta HOUNSLOW 04 ,r6

ART
SHOWCARD AND
TICKET -WRITING
is one of the most paying occupa-
tions. Money can be easily earned
in whole or part time. Posters,
Black - and 'White Caricature, Car-
toons. Story Illustrating, also
taught by a very easy system.
Lessons at our Studios or by
Post. Earn While You Learn.

Write Secretary, THE COMMERCIAL ART SCHOOL,
12.13 Henrietta St., Strand, London,W.C.2. Est. 1900.

430010 worth
I

READING

" Wood Carving for Amateurs," 5th
Edition, by David Denning. Revised and
Enlarged by C. F. Callow, F.R.I.B.A. Price
1/6, 80 pages, well illustrated. Published
by " The Bazaar, Exchange and Mart" Ltd.,
Link House, 4-8 Greville Street, E.C.1.

WELL illustrated with half -tone
plates and line sketches, this
handy little book will prove ideal

for the woodworking novice. It deals
fully with the numerous tools used in wood
carving, and contains many interesting
designs which can be made by the average
handyman. That the subject is thoroughly
covered can be ascertained from the follow-
ing chapter headings; Tools ; Wood ;
Bench, and Methods of Holding Work ;
Sharpening Tools ; Panel Carving ; Various
Examples of Carving, and Ornament and
its Application.

" Tuning -in Without Tears," by Frank
Boyce. Price 2 6, 75 illustrations. Published
by Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, Ltd., Pitman
House, Parker Street, Kingsway, London.

THIS book will enable readers to
appreciate the brighter side of wire-
less, and also gives really practical

and clear details about the detection, cause,
and remedy of receiver faults. The author,
who has been service manager to a well-
known firm of wireless manufacturers,
knows the things that puzzle and irritate
listeners, and in this book he helps his
readers out of their troubles. Humorous
sketches by C. H. Lomax appear on most
of the pages.

" Gibbons Air Stamp Catalogue." Price
1/6, 193 pages, 774 illustrations. Published
by Messrs. Stanley Gibbons, Ltd., 391,
Strand, London, W.C.2.

THE growth of public interest in
aviation and everything connected
with it explains the phenomenal

popularity that air -stamp collecting is
experiencing to -day. There was an interval
of two and a half years between the second
and third editions of Stanley Gibbons' Air
Stamp Catalogue, but since then the
demand has been so great that a fourth
edition has now been published, only
eleven months after the third.

A glance through the new volume demon-
strates the immense interest that is to be
found among air stamps, for so many of
them are actual souvenirs of great and
historic flights (such as the Hawker,
Alcock, De Pinedo, Columbia, and DO -X
stamps of Newfoundland, the Kingsford -
Smith issue of Australia, the Ulm " Faith
in Australia" New Zealand stamp, etc.),
while others bear striking designs of famous
aircraft (the 'planes of the Wright Brothers,
Bleriot, and Lindbergh among others), or
portraits of early pioneers (Santos Dumont,
Count Zeppelin, Lilienthal, etc., and even
Leonardo da Vinci).

A NEW HANDBOOK !
LATHE WORK FOR AMATEURS

If-, or 1 /2 by post from George N ewnes
Ltd., 8-11 Southampton Street, Strand,

W.C.2.

014SWREiT.ENT

APPARATUS/CHEMICALS
FOR STUDENTS' LABORATORIES

Complete range of CHEMICALS in Bottles from 3d. each.-
Extensive selection of APPARATUS, including Beakers, Flasks,

Graduated Ware, Condensers, Retorts, Balances, etc.
SPECIAL PARCEL OF APPARATUS.
1 Flask, flat bottom 150 c.c., 1 Beaker, spouted 100 c.c., 3 Test
Tubes 4 in. x 1 fn . 1 Thistle Funnel 20 cm., 3 ft.
Glass Tubing. 1 Rubber Cork 2 holes, 4 inches Rub- 216Post

Freebet Connection Tubing, 1 Glass Stirring Rod.

BECK (Scientific Dept. A.), 60 HIGH STREET,
STOKE NEWINGTON, LONDON, N.I6

Write for Catalogue-F TREE.

THE "GRAYSON" LATHE

3 -inch Centres. Back -
Geared, Screw -Cutting

Price Qaick Traverse Action on Slide Rest.
Delivered Free 50 miles radius of London.

Leaflet P.E.1 free as ee,Weee

E. GRAY & SON LTD.
(Established 1822)

18 & 20 CLERKENWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1

A GYMNASIUM in Every Home
THE "WONDER" OUTFIT
THE COMPLETE ALL-ROUND DEVELOPER
5 Appliances in One with Special Training System and

Personal Health Course. (No wall fittings.)
MEN'S 8/9. Postage 9d. extra.
ATHLETES' 1019. Abroad 3!- extra.

Send for Free Lists of all training appliances. From
all Sports Stores or from:

JACK LEWIS (Dept. P.M.), 7 Percy St., London, W.I

The  ADEPT '
LATHE

if in. centres, 6 in. be.
tween centres.

With compound slide -
rest , El, or with hand -

rest only, MG.
Screw Tail Stock 5/ -

extra. Post 1/..
THE SUPER ADEPT. 30!-.

F. W. PORTASS, 83 a Sellers StreetSH RFIFLD.

MQAIEY PICTURE FRAMING
Picture Framing, Tray -making,
Craft Work, etc. Wonderful
Wholesale Bargains in Mould-
ings, Beadings, Frets, Plys, Jaco-

bean Legs, Table Tops. Corner and
Tray Mouldings. Fine Art Pictures,

New Chromium Beadings.
Fully Illustrated Guide Post free.

WATK I N S PROVIDER
EXCHANGE WORKS, NEWPORT, MON

WEBLEY AIR PISTOLS
Marvellously
accurate for
target practice.
No license required to purchase.
Senior 45/-, Mark 1 30(-,
Junior 20/-. Entirely British.
Write for List. WEBLEY & SCOTT ETD.,
106 WEAMAN STREET, BIRMINGHAM, ENG.

FROST & CO.
70 Old Compton St., London, W.I

Engineers, Tool and Model Makers.
Models of all descriptions.

Inventors, Scale and Advertising.
Patterns, Castings, or Finished Parts, Small

Stampings and Press Tools.
Experimental and Repetition Work.
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BUY, EXCHANGE OR SELL
Advertisements are accepted for these columns at 2d. per word (minimum 12 words at 2s.-advertisements of
less than 12 words are charged at the minimum rate of 2s.), subject to a discount of 2.1% for 6 consecutive
monthly insertions or 5% for 12 consecutive monthly insertions. TERMS :--Cash with order. Cheques, Postal
Orders, etc., should be made payable to George Newnes Ltd. The Proprietors reserve the right to refuse or
withdraw advertisements at their discretion. All advertisements must be received on or before the 5th of the month
preceding date of publication and should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, " Practical Mechanics,"

George Newnes Ltd., 8-11 Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

BOOKS

STEAM CAR DEVELOPMENTS AND STEAM
AVIATION. A monthly magazine, price 9d., Modern
Steam and its Application. Published by R. H. and
H. W. Bolsover, Castle Road, Whitby.

CINEMATOGRAPHY

CINEMATOGRAPH FILMS.-Standard size from
6d. 100 feet. Machines, Accessories. Sample Films,
1/- and 2/6 post free. Catalogues free.-" Filmeries,
57 Lancaster Road, Leytonstone, E.11.

MOVIES AT HOME. How to make your own Cinema
Projector. Particulars free.-Moviescope (N), Pear Tree
Green, Doddinghurst, Essex.

" FILMCRAFT."-Here is a fascinating series of
authoritative textbooks for everyone interested in the
Cinema as the newest of the arts. The F ilmcraft series,
each 3s. 6d. net, includes volumes by Pudovkin, Adrien
Brunel, G. E. Kendall, D. Charles Otley, Percy W.
Harris. From all Booksellers and Newsagents.-
George Newnes Ltd., 8-11 Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.

ELECTRICAL

INSTRUMENT MAKING, Acoustic and Electrical,
etc. Inventors' Models, Experimental Work, Machining,
Gear Cutting, Turning, Screw Cutting, Miffing, etc. Scud
requirements for quotation.-Gaydon & Co., Scientific
Engineers, 42a Sydenham Road, Croydon.

ELECTRIC MOTORS, second-hand, guaranteed,
allsizes, low prices.-Geeco Ltd., 47 Pitt Street, Glasgow.

SURPLUS gLECTRICAL and Engineering
Materials, low prices.-The London Electric Firm,
Croydon.

ELECTRIC DRILLS. The best Fin. Drill costs
50/-. Ask for proof. Larger sizes. h.p., Super A.C.
and D.C. Motors, ask for quotation. John P. Steel,
Bingley.

ENGINES

ENGINES. Build Butler's i-h.p. practical Model
petrol Engine. Set of Castings, 9/9. Interesting
Catalogues 3d. TAPS. Your own stocks, dies, taps,

in., ilk in., I in. and 3 taps, 12/-. Write Profit -Sharing
Works, Littleover, Derby.

A.B.C. HORIZONTAL TWIN, cylinders drilled and
lighted suitable for "Flea" with carburettor, magneto,
exhaust pipes and tank £5.10 . 0:- Willoughby,
Hillcrest, Merstham.

ENGRAVING'
ENGRAVE ON METALS with the Vibrita Engraving

Machine, tallies, name plates, etc., speedily done. A.C.
mains only. £3 complete. Particulars. - Lycett's,
Skinnergate, Darlington.

LITERATURE

OVER 190 PAGES Illustrated Workshop Hints and
Calculations in Calvert's Mechanics' Almanack, 1935.
8d. post free. Endsor & Co., 5 Bridge Street, Man-
chester.

MAGIC

CONJURING TRICKS, Catalogue 3d. Gordon and
Co., 65 Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.

PERPLEXITIES AND TANTALISERS.-" The
Strand Problems Book " is the finest collection of
puzzles of all kinds ever assembled, mathematical,
geographical, literary-acrostics and codes, by W. T.
Williams (Tantalus) and G. H. Savage. Only 2s. 6d.
net, from all Booksellers.-George Newnes, Ltd., 8-11
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.0.2.

METAL WORK
MAKE METAL TOYS. Easy, profitable with

" SUCCESS " Moulds. List Free. Lee's, Bentinck
Road, Nottingham.

MISCELLANEOUS

" HOME TOYMAKING," just published, 180
illustrations of practical fascinating toys. 1/2.-
Industries (below).

DOLLS' HOUSE BRICKPAPER. Roof, flooring,
bedroom, kitchen and fancy papers. Complete set six
sheets, 1/6; 12 sheets, 2/6.-Industries, 13 Gordon
Avenue, Twickenham.

GENUINE BARGAIN. Original 2 guineas Mind
Training Course. 5/- only. Leonard, 18 Ramwell
Street, Bolton.

STOP SMOKING: Send 2/6 for complete treat-
ment. Immediate results guaranteed. " Peacock,"
7520 Bury Road, Bolton.

MODELS

TURNING AND FITTING for Model Makers.
Scientific Instrument Making and Repairs.-S. Bowles,
23 Beaumont Road, Hornsey Rise, N.19.

SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS (special Model
Engineers' sizes). Everything for Electrical Re -winds
and Repairs. Lists Free.-Lumen Electric Co.,
9 Scarisbrick Avenue, Litherland, Liverpool 21.

HALF-PRICE MODEL RAILWAYS, stationary
engines, etc. Just like new. Many testimonials.
November illustrated catalogue, 40.-Model Exchange,
11 Friars Street, Ipswich.

AN INVALUABLE Handbook. ACCUMULA-
TORS. Up to date, practical, dealing with every type
of accumulator, methods of charging them at home,
care and maintenance. This little book also explains
how to erect a charging station. This is one of Newnes'
'Home Mechanic Books. Ask your Newsagent to show
you other Titles in this Helpful Series. Obtainable at
all Booksellers, ls. each.-George Newnes Ltd., 8-11
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.0.2.

ARE YOU HANDY With Your Hands ?-If you
like making and mending things you ought to know
about the Home Mechanic" Series of 1s. Handbooks.
They cover a wide field, from model and toy -making
to motor -car upkeep and radio construction. Each is
complete in itself and fully illustrated. Price ls. each
from all Booksellers and Newsagents (from whom a list
of subjects can also be obtained).-George Newnes
Ltd., 8-11 Southampton Street, Strand, London,
W.C.2.

" WORKING MODELS and How to Make Them."
Edited by F. J. Camm, 3s. 6d.-'this book will appeal to
all who are handy with tools. Contains complete in-
structions for the making of every kind of working
model. Each model has been actually constructed in
accordance with the details given and subjected to
stringent tests. The instructions and diagrams are so
clear that even the most elaborate model can be built
without fear of failure. Obtainable at all Booksellers
and Newsagents.-George Newnes, Ltd., 8-11 South-
ampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

MONEY -MAKING BOOKS

MONEY -MAKING OPPORTUNITIES constantly
occurring ; highly recommended ; particulars free ;
send postage. Messrs. Green, 17 Church Lane, Hull.

YOU WILL BE DELIGHTED with our money-
saving Catalogue. Endless variety. Postcard now.
Green's, 323 Albert Street, Lytham.

OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS
ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPES. Reflectors.

Stands, large or small. Eyepieces. Microscopes and
parts. All Optical Instruments. Write-Hackett & Co.,
Manufacturing Opticians and Engineers, 51 Millers
Road, Brighton.

PATENTS

REGINALD W. BARKER & CO. (Estab-
lished 1886), 56 Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.4. Patent
and Trade Mark Booklets Gratis.

PHOTOGRAPHY

£500 worth good, cheap Photo Material, Fre-
Plates, Cards, Papers, Chemicals. Cata'

and 4 Samples Fees.-Hackett's. Works July
Liverpool 6.

POSTCARDS FROM ANY PHOTO. Time to
finish, four days. 25 1/9; 50 3/-; 100 5/-; 500 17/-;
1000 30/-. Enlargements 1/-. Samples and List
Free.-Hackett's Works, July Road, Liverpool 6.

DON'T TAKE RISKS. Good developers mean
good results. Our reliable stock developers keep twelve
months after mixing. Satisfaction certain to amateurs
and professionals. Best developer ever put on the
market. Makes two pints strong developer. 6d. each.
6 for 2/3, 12 for 41-. Post free. Hackett's Works, July
Road, Liverpool 6.

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS sell your "Snaps"
to illustrated newspapers throughout the world. Hun-
dreds of pounds paid weekly in reproduction fees for
amateurs' pictures. Make your camera a paying proposi-
tion. Write immediately for free prospectus without
obligation. World's Press, 194 Grove Road, Chadwell
Heath.



BUY, EXCHANGE OR SELL
SITUATIONS VACANT

YOU CAN USE YOUR SPARE TIME to Start
a Mail Order Business that quickly brings you a full-
time income. Follow the lead of others who are
averaging £12 per week net profits. Get away from a
drudging routine job-join the big -money class. No
previous experience necessary. Few pounds capital
only needed. No samples or outfits to buy; no rent,
rates or canvassing. New method makes success
certain.-Write to -day for FREE BOOKLET to
Business Service Institute, Dept. 236c, 6 Carmelite
Street. London, E.C.4.

UNDER COST! 150 sets Highest Grade Lathe
Tools. Greenwood, Arnside Road, Southport.

30 WONDERFUL 5/- Self -blowing Gas Blowpipes,
2/6 each. Greenwood. Arnside Road, Southport.

THE  MYFORD ' 3' LATHE. The modern tool for
Amateur and Engineer. Used by Technical Schools,
Instrument Makers. Garages and Production WOrks.
Moderate Price. Illustrated List from The Myford
Engineering Co., Neville Works, Beeston, Notts.

SANITARY AND WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
INSPECTORS, R.ele ing Officers, Band leen ft Teach-
ers, and R egist I ars co e in Mils' ant demand. Permanent
wog esSive position:. Full de ails of entry lb o these
attractive ea: ems front (1.1'., 335U High Holbo.II,W.C.1.

POST OFFICE ENGINEERING. Coo.] positions
open to youths and Inen age 17 to 40. For details of
vaeancies, salaries an .1 prospects, write N.T.O. Wept.
3071, 335 Mgt' llolborn, \N .1:.1.

START your own 1,11S;IleSS in spare time. .Details -
Macfarlane & Co., 27 Ilant ilton Road, ltutherglen,
Scot lamb

STAMPS

NINE DIFFERENT SILVER JUBILEE STAMPS
2d. Bequest approvals, Sanders, 90 Newlands,
Southampton.

STAMPS FREE ! ! Twenty Unused, Colonials
''Neurope." 1 Id. G. 11.11aniett. limingtott, Somerset

TOOLS

ELECTRIC DRILLS, geared type, 18/9-all
voltages A.C./D.C. reconditioned, new bearings, gears,
shucks, etc. Powerful motor over 1/16 h.p. carrying
hisi-class grindstone about 4 in. 14/9 all voltages.
Powerful 6-v. motors 13/6. Used lathes, chucks, fret-
work machines on application. Lists 2d. Machining
and casting undertaken. '2 -in. Drummond faceplate, slide
rest 18/6. Ancel Ciue Co., 8 Highbury Terrace Mews, N.5.

TOOLS upon emy payments. Treadle Saw Benches,
118/ power £3, Constructors' Saw Bench Fitments
12/8, Lathes 25/-, Compound Rests I5/-, Foot Treadles
35/-. Lists 2d.-Brown Bros.. Acciington.

GRAYSON'S steel mouse threads flex through con
Suits. 5/- post free. -Below.

GLASS -BORING 0 ittits avoid risk.- Grayson &
Company, 300 Campo I Sheffield,

UNDER COST! 150 A merican 6-0z. Soldering Irons,
104 each, carriage paid. Greenwood, Arnside Road,
Southport.

THE IDEAL JUNIOR 3" LATHE. SCBGComp
Best. Quick Return to Saddle. Full divided Nut to
apron. Illustrated List. -Willimott, Neville's Factory,
thilwell, Notts.

NEW AND SECOND-HAND BARGAINS for
Wood and Metal Workers. Tools and Material. Call or
state wants. Aeon. 55 high Street, Battersea, S. W.11.

- - ------- -

WIRELESS

A DICTIONARY OF WIRELESS TERMS, by
Ralph Stranger. A Wireless Work of Reference that
should be on the bookshelf of every keen amateur.
Compiled by a master of lucidity, it gives the meanings
of all Technical terms in general use. Price 2s. lid.
from all Booksellers and New sagents.-G eorge Newnes,
Ltd., 8-11 Southampton Street, Strand, London,
W.C.2.

FOR THE RADIO ENTHUSIAST.-" The \Vice-
less Constructor's Encyclopredia," by F. J. Carnm
(Editor of " Practical and Amateur Wireless "5, third
edition. Compiled by one of the most accomplished
designers and writers on the practical side of Wireless,
it covers the whole field. A veritable Treasury of Wire-
less Knowledge. Price 5s., from all Booksellers and
Newsagents.-George Newnes, Ltd., 8-11 South-
ampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

FIFTY TESTED WIRELESS CIRCUITS, by
F. J. Camm, 2s. Gd.-This handbook contains every
modern circuit, complete with instructions for assem-
bling, component values, and notes on operation.
Obtainable at all Booksellers and Newsagents.-George
Newnes, Ltd., 8-11 Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.

" THE MATHEMATICS OF WIRELESS," by
Ralph St ranger.-This book is essential to the amateur
who wants to gain a further knowledge of the subject
without loss of time-or temper! Fully illustrated, 258
pages. Price 5s., from all Booksellers arts] Newsagents
-George Newnes, Ltd., 8-11 Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2.

WOODWORK

CABINET HARDWOODS, Oak, Mahogany, Ash,
White -wood, Ply Woods, etc. Lowest Prices. Send
Cutting lists. Planing free. Speciality prime Jap Oak.
all thicknesses.-Wilfred Parr & Co., March Works,
Latica.ster Road, Leytonstone, E.11.

BAG
- STATURE

COMMANDS
SUCCESS

Commeirci»e Detoi's of the World -Famous
ow- Ross System 6d. P.O. or Stamps

or Complete System L2 2s.
Marled I's m ule13, psplal cover

M. R 0 S S HeiOt Specialist
SCARBOROUGH

FREE SERVICE
FOR READERS

READERS requiring infor-
mationIt concerning goods

or services advertised in
PRACTICAL MECHANICS
should give names of Adver-
tisers from whom particulars
are desired. Any number of
names may be included and
we will obtain for you cata-
logues, lists, and any other in-
formation you may be wanting.
THERE IS NO CHARGE FOR
THIS SERVICE.

Readers desiring particulars from a
number of Advertisers will, by this
method, save time and postage. Half-
penny (mantis only is required if your
envelope is left unsealed. If any Adver-
tiser stipulates that stamps or postal
orders are necessary before samples or
catalogues are sent, please enclose the
necessary amount with your instruc-
tions. You are cordially invited to
make full use of this Service.

Post this to

ADVERT. SERVICE DEPT.,
PRACTICAL MECHANICS,

8-11 SOUTHAMPTON STREET,
STRAND, W.C.2

Please obtain and send to me
particulars from the Advertisers
in your November issue whose
names I give on list attached.

Advertiser Page No. I Information Required

A ti ach sheet of paper, with par-
ticulars, and your name and
address (written in BLOCK
letters), with date, to this
announcement.

FREE ADVICE .BUREAU
COUPON

This coupon is available until November 31st,
1935, and most be attached to all letters con -

I sitting queries.
PRACTICAL MECH A N1CS, NOVEMBER, 1935

All applications respecting Adve. Using in this Publication should be addressed to the ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, GEORGE NI: WNES Ltd.,
8-11 Soul hampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. 'Telephone: Temple Bar 7700.



In four Vol-
t ones, strongly
bound in
Cloth, lettered
22 carat gold,
1,568 pages,
2,500 illus-
trations and

3 Cha,

MODERN MOTOR
REPAIR

AND OVERHAULING
A Comprehensive and Authoritative Guide compiled by Practical
Men for the Use of the Mechanic, the Garage Proprietor and the

Motor Owner.

Why this Work will
Interest You

1. Because experienced men in the Garage Industry

READERS' OPINIONS
(TYPICAL OF MANY RECEIVED)

" I consider ' MODERN MOTOR REPAIR'
the best text book on Modern practice for the
motor user or repairer."-R. B. (Leeds).

" Congratulations on issuing ' MODERN
MOTOR REPAIR.' I consider it the finest work
ever published on this subject."-G. S. M. (Leyton,
E.10).

" I must state that, your books are very well
written and just the thing that was required."-
T. C. H. (London, S.W.15).

" I must say as regards your ' MODERN MOTOR RE-
PAIR,' that since I first commenced to serve my time as a
motor mechanic I have never come across any books of
such practical value and in which one could place such
implicit confidence. Again and again I have saved time
and worry over the 101 jobs which require to be done in
any large public garage, and I have gained quite a reputa-
tion amongst customers. This is well worth the time spent
in perusing these volumes of compressed knowledge, with-
out taking into account the considerable amount of enjoy-
ment obtained. I must, as the Americans put it, hand it
to you ' and your staff on the team -work which must have
been necessary for such results."-N. A. J. (Glasgow).

" I have a considerable library of books.on a
engineering. Some of them are good : all
something worth while, but not one o
subject in the plain and practical
your publication. Your
commending."-H

A PRAC

u omobile
them contain

them deals with the
manner that characterises

ooks are worth having and re -
P. (Birmingham).

TICAL WORK FOR THE PRACTICAL MAN

consider it to be the best book of its kind yet published.
2. Because it contains no frills and no padding.

The language is straightforward and clear. The
articles tell you exactly how to start any particular
job, how to proceed and how to finish in a workman-
like manner.

3. Because the information is sound and authorita-
tive, having been supplied by men who have many
years' experience in motor repair work.

4. Because it places the advice of 35 experts at your
service.

5. Because whether you wish to re -line the clutch of
an Austin 12/6, to re -wind the armature of a burnt -out
starting motor, or to overhaul an A.E.C. Ignition -
Compression engine, you will find in this work just
the information you require to enable you to do the job
in the shortest possible time consistent with good
workmanship.

6. Because to the motor mechanic " MODERN
MOTOR REPAIR " is worth many times its cost.

Use Coupon below for free, illustrated descriptive
Brochure. It will be a revelation to you. By writing
you will place yourself under no obligation.

GET THIS-AND JUDGE FOR YOUR
(Postage id. if envelope is unseal

To THE HOME LIBRARY
23 & 24 Tavistoc

Please send m
Brochure
MO

d.)

BOOK CO.,
Street, London, W.C.2.

SELF

FREE copy of your illustrated
giving full particulars of " MODERN

OR REPAIR." This places me under no
obligation whatever.

NAME

ADDRESS

P. Mech. 11/35
1.1 you do no! wish to Cu, your copy, send a postcard. men! lotting

" Practical Mechanics," to the address above.
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